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Manufactures-Iow affected by our Tariff and Money Laws.
In the midst of political excitement and party strife the solid interests of the

country are apt to be forgotten. The great questions affecting our material
Prosperity, are not in the present state of public opinion, the best suited to
Win popular favour. But when this excitement has died away, and our
legislators begin to feel the responsibility resting upon them, we trust
these interests will receive at their hands that prompt and careful attention
Which their importance demands.

It cannot be said that our country bas suffered from war, pestilence or
famine. On the contrary we have lately enjoyed peace, health and abundant
harvests ; yet with all these blessings trade languishes, and men in business
tremble for their very (commercial) existence. To produce this state of
things, either we must bave thrown away the advantages of our position, or
Others must have reaped then. A careful consideration of our present con-
dition will show us that we have suffered from both causes.

The political economist bas long been convinced that a purely agricultural
Country can never enjoy that permanent prosperity, nor advance in population
and wealth, so rapidly as a country when agriculture and manufactures are
combined. However salubrious the climate or productive, the soil, the
products of the earth cannot be multiplied by those scientific discoveries and
inventions which have added so much to the results of manufacting industry.
W hile the agriculturist can only follow his calling at certain seasons of the
ear, the manufacturer is generally beyond the reach of those climatic influ-

ences whieb arre-st the labours of the farmner. Again, if the farmer is de-
endent upon a foreign market for the sale of his produce and the supply of
1a manufactures, he must of necessity pay more for bis goods and receive

less for bis produce by at least the cost of transportation, than the farmer
who resides in the neighbourhood of the manufactory. The Canadian farmer,
for example, muat accept a price for his produce which will enable the pur-

D I.
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chaser to sel] in the English market, which being the largest, usually, reg-
ulates the price. He must at the same tine pay a higher price for bis i'-
ported goods by at least the cost of freight and the profits of the importer.
This, of course, will, in some cases, be nodified by the extra cost of the raw
material. His position and that of the English farmer may be thus illustra-
ted:

100 bbls. of four, worth in England 25s. £125 stg.
For which the English farmer can purchase manufac-

tures at English prices - - - 125 stg.
100 bbis. flour in Canada worth 20 per cent lessbeing

cost of freight, profits, &c., 20s. 100 stg.
Manufactured goods, if imported, will cost 25 per et.

more to cover freight, charges and profits, to say
iiothing of duty - - - - 20 stg.

£80 'stg.

The Canadian farmer thus receives for bis hundred barrels of flour, eighty
pounds worth of British manufactures, while the English farier receives one
hundred and twenty-five pounds worth. Nor is this all: By depending
largely on a foreign market, we ore often obliged to contract debts wben pro-
visions and manufactures are high, and before the time of payrment cornes
round, find the value of our exportable assets diminisbed one-balf. It is
undeniable that this is the principle cause of our present depressed condition.
No doubt we are often gainers by an advance in the price of our exports, but
this only shows the impolicy of making our prosperity so entirely dependent
upon the constant fluctuations of a foreign market.

It is true that the condition of the English farmer is not so much superior
to that of the Canadian, but this arises from the fact that the one pays heavy
rents and taxes, from which the other is couiparatively free. We thus see
that by depending upon a foreign market, we throw away the advantages of
our position, so that old England, notwitbstanding ber immense debt, ber
expensive Church, ber large Army, and ber extravagant aristocracy, is yet
able to keep the balance cf trade against us, which is only periodically bal-
anced, partly by the failure of our merchants, and pirtly by the sufferings of
our people. In vain will our country meichants pass resolutions to re-
strict their credits in time and amount: in vain will laws "to facilitate
the recovery of debt," be placed on oui Statute Book ; so long as our
farmers are compelled to pay forty or fifty per cent of their earnings,
for the transport of their crops and merchandize, tIeir own share be-
coming "small by degrees and beautifully less," so long will our trade re-
main embarrassed and our country in debt. We bear much of extravagance
and over-trading, but if Canada manufactured a much larger proportion of
whit she consumes, ber people could live better and dress finer without run-
ning into debt with any other country.

Canada bas now become a great agicultural country, but unless she also
become a manufacturing country, she must labour under the disadvantages
we have endeavoured to point out. If the manufacturer cannot find profil-
able employment in Canada, he can remove with bis capital to a more
promising field of Lbour-if the artizan can find no employment amongst
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ý1, he aise can go where his valuable services will be better appreciated, but
the farmer who has made himself a home in the forest, after years of anxious
labour and ceaseless toil, cannot leave that home without a sacrifice of inter-

ts and feelings, as cruel as it is unnecesEary. 13eleving that the introduc-
tion of manufactures is of the highest importance to the prosperity of the
farmer and the success of the merchant, we have ever laboured to aid in their
establishment.

Holding these views and regarding the present depressed condition of
trade in this Province, as resulting from the absence of manufactures, arising
ta some measure from faulty legislation, we are not indifferent to the many
8uggestions offered as a remedy for the evils complained of.

Fornost among those who seek to provide a remedy for our disordered
trade, stands Mr, lsaac Buchanan, of Hamilton, whose views en one important

tllbject have appeared in former numbers of this Journal. Mr. Buchanan
believes that the proper adjustment of our money law, is ail that is required
to restore our trade to a prosperous state. That the question of money is
lu reality the question of labowr, and as sucb, entitled to claim the attention
of every interest in the Province.
. lu one of his public addresses to the people of Hamilton, Mr. Buchanan
la reported te have spoken as follows :

" As to future legislation, the great question must be the Question of
Xtabour. (Cheers). On the details of my views on this vital matter, I
bave aise bad many opportunities lately of addressing you. I propose that
We shall organize a party in the state under the name of the party of labour,
Or labour power versus Money power. Those who have formerly proposed
organizations of labour, have failed from one simple error. They have dis-
18sociated labour and capital. I, on the country, hold that Real Estate and
ai sorts of property are in the same boat with labour, and that there is no
foreign interest among us but money. (Cheers.) I see that the foreign or
'nti-patriotic character of money arises fion our having by law fixed on it a
low foreign price, which it always retains, however high may be iLs value in

Canada. We propose, therefore, to cure this by making our money a Cana-
dian commodity, like ail other things, subject only to the law of supply and
demand. Thislaw has been flagrantly violated by our preventing gold from
beeoming worth in Canada what t he law of supply and demand would
rnake it. This leaves gold the only cheap article, and sends it out of the
Country, the moment that we make our other commodities dearer, than the
profitless raw material gold, by adding to our prices of these, the amount of
our taxes, and something in the shape of profits to our industry. When it
la rerembered that our law makes the presence of gold necessary to confidence
Rnd credit amongst us, we see how insane it is to give inducenents to the
foreigners te take gold. I do not pretend that any law can be made to put
inoney into a man's pocket, but I do say that a law may be removed from
the Statute Book, which takes money out of the pocket of every man con-
Ultcted either with industry or property."

The remedy proposed by Mr. Buchanan, will be found in the May number
of the Catudian Merchants' fagazine, where he gives the draft of an
Aet of Parliament on the subject. He proposes when gold is in demand te
Mise its price instead of raising the rate of interest as is done in England,
'or ending it out of the country, as our usury law compels us to do in Caa-
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ada. In other words when Exchange is against us, that our bills shall rep'
resent less gold than when Exchange is in our favour. By this means ho
maintains the effects of over importations would fall only on the importer
who mould be compelled to pay more for bis exchange, which would at such
times act as a protection to our home trade.

This theory bas been discussed for many years in England; the bullionists
maintaining that gold being the standard of value, must be regarded as hav-
ing a fixed unchangeable value, and that al changes in the relative value of
gold and other commodities is simply a change in the value of such other
commodities. The anti-bullionists on the other band, maintain that gold
like every other commodity changes in price in obedience to the unalterable
law of supply and demand. In proof of this they cite instances in which a
much higher rate bas been paid for bullion than what the coined gold would
pass for as a legal tender.

According to the present law of England, the ponnd sterling always rep-
resents a fixed quantity of gold, and when the Bank bas to pay more for the
gold than it can get for the coin, it makes up the difference by increasing the
rate of interest. Here we discover the strong point of the anti-bullionist8i
who argue that our paper money or home currency costs no more when gold
is worth £4 5s. than when it is worth only £3 1&s-and that it is
clearly unjust to tax every interest in the country with a bigher rate of inter
est, when in truth only one thing is in demand, viz : gold to pay the foregin
creditor. Every one will admit the justice of this argument, and the onl7
question is, can we effect a remedy ? Disastrous as are the effects of this
law in Engýand, more disasterous still are its effects in Canada. There, a rise
in the price of gold can be met by an advance in the rate of interest, and this,
however unjust, retains the gold in the country. Here, on the contrary, the
Banks are not only compelled to redeeni their notes at a fixed quantity of
gold, but to loan their money at a lixed rate of interest. The consequences
are easily foreseen. When exchange is against us we cannot obtain money at
any price and every interest suffers. This is manifestly our position at the
present time, and ihe man who can grapple successfully with the difficulties
which beset us, will merit not only the thanks of the community, but will
be entitled to have a golden monument erected to his memory.

In order the better to understand the views of this ciass of reformera, we
give the following extract from the able London (Eng.) correspondent of the
Hamilton Spectator, himself, we believe the author of a valuable work on the
currency. Beferring to the state of monetary affairs in the United Kingdon,
the writers says:

"At a meeting of the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Sandman
moved certain resolutions whichi after several modifying amendments bd
been negatived, were carried. They were to the following effect:-That the
arbitrary limitation of the Bank of England's issues upon securities to four-
teen millions by the Act of 1844, is insufficient for the present requirementa
of commerce: that the monopoly of banking now vested in the Bank of
England, is opposed to the principles of free trade; that the Act of 1845,
confers a monopoly on the present limited number of banks in Scotland, and
this monopoly may be brought within still narrower limits by the winding
up of any of the existing banks; that recent as well as former experience,
proves that the violent action on interest in the rate of discount by the Bank
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.f England, whenever gold beyond a certain amount is withdrawn for for-
Qign countries, is ruinous to commerce by causing a great and sudder depres-
810n1 in the value of ail commodities, andt that the interference of Parliament
18 Urgently required to devise some ineasures of relief, and not to trust the
counttry to the capricious working of the Bank Act; ihat this Chamber peti-
t'on both Houses of Parliament to repeal or amend the Acts of 1844 and
.8, for regulating the issue of Bank notes. Sir James Campbell dissented
in considering that there had been too nuch banking accommodation, and he
thought the inuIpated Acis had acted as a wholesome drag on overtrading.

lr. Bucianan, one of the mnembers for Glasgow, entirely differed from Sir
James Campbell. He argued that if 14 millions on securities was adequate
111 1844, that sum was inadequate now with the vastly increased trade of the
cOlntry. Since 1844, their exports had increased from £60,000,000 to
£120,000,000, and their internal trade had expanded in a similar proportion;
and he might add that our shipping hal also been materially augmented.
le denied that there had been any overtrading, and believed that the mer-
ehants actively engaged in trade would bear himn out in thiat assertion. He
adnitted that various parties had received too much banking accommodation,
but such exceptional cases did not jusLify the statement that the commercial
Crisis was entirely or primarily due to over trading. If they looked at the
foreign markets they would find they were in a better position than they had
been for many years. In India, China, and America, there was an active
iernand for goods, but there was no sound reason for saying they had been
overtradin, or to charge themselves unjustly with that imputed error. He
then passed to the money question, and proposed that joint stock-banks, with

paid up capital, should be place, in ail respects, on an equal footing
with the Bank of England, and thought that the Scotch Bank Act of 1845,
shoild be changed. He proposed that when gobl was drawn fion the Bank
Of England, it should be in the power of the Bank to raise the p'ice of it, as
inerchtant's raised the price of their goods. Mr. Davidson, of Ruchill, con-
sidered that the Act neither prevented overtrading, nor benefitted any one,
and as it Lad been twice suspended already, lie thought it proved to demon-
stration that it was a bad act.

" Wherever a metalic currency for home purposes is enforced, the industri-
Ous classes mav keep these plain facts in memory. The gold is not supplied
bY the governnent, nor by the bank or batiks; it is obtaiued hy the industri-
oIu classes thetselves, who buy it from foreigners with their goods ; when
gold, thtus acquired in the first instance, leaves the country, discounts rise,
and that rise depreciates ail goods ; then the industrious classes are again
called upon to sell their goods without profit, and even for less than they cost,
to tempt foreigners to return the gold. Thus the people are ever made, and
ever must be made, the victimts of this nefarious system, for the exclusive
benefit of the usurers. Wien people utterly ignorant ask with nock solemn-
lty, where is your standard of value except gold, they may receive this an-
sWer. Do they mean gold in the form of raw bullion, or gold in the torn
of coin ? If the former, where is the invariability of the standard ? and if
bot invariable, how can it he a standard 1 If the latter, then its price must
be fixed, while the raw bullion fluctuates in price; therefore the coined and

nl.citoited niaterial are ever in confliet. Take a single instance. When
Abraham Newland was examined before the Lord's Committee of Secretary
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in 1797, he declared that the Bank, in its purchases of gold, had frequentlY
given for it more than the mint price, even as rnuch as £4 8s. per ounce;
but when that bullion was reduced into coiii, the .Bank could only pass it 0'
legal tender for £3 17s. 104d., and were of course losers by every such tranS,
action ; and it was this very state of things that led to the suspension Of
Cash payments in 1797. Tl he great contradiction in our system is, that the
law fixes the price of the gold, while it cannot fix the price of bullion out of
which the coin is fabricated. Does it not stand to common sense that a Bank
of England sbould be a Bank of English noney, not a place of deposit for
a foreign and fugitive metal. A Bank of Hamilton or Toronto should, in
the saie manner, be a Bank of Canadian money, and a Bank at the Cape Of
Good Hope, a Bank of Cape moiey. A statesman who bas not the intellect
to discover such a plan, and the courage to enforce it, should retire froui
position the duties of which he is incorpetent to discharge."

Now to deprive coined gold of its fixed value is simply to deprive it of its
principal function as a measure of value, and place it with iron and coppe-1
in the category of merchantable commodities-unless baving a fixed and
known value it would cease to be coined or to be received as money. Would
an English capitalist, for example, invest bis noney in Canada at twentY
dollars the ounce of gold, when a change in the rate of Exchange, might
compel him to accept payment at the mnte of twenty-five dollars the ounce!
Or would any prudent Canadian borrow English gold and invest it in Can-
ada at 20 dollars the ounce, wlien a change in the rate of exchange might
coipel him to pay 25 dollars the ounce wlien called upon to return itu ? If
the functions wbich gold lias discharged since the days of Abraham, are tO
be destroyed, our reforrn9s must give us a new standard. If a pound does
not mean a certain quantity of gold, what does it mean 1 If we make the
yard stick elastic, how shall we measure the web? But the anti-bullionists
conplain that the gold standard is in its nature elastic, and therefore canfnot
be made a fixed measure of value without doing violence to the laws of trade
and deranging the business of the world. Tben let us have a more perfect
standard. We do not say that this cannot be found. The laws of trade are
as harnonious as the laws of the Universe, it is for mian to discover, aid act
in unison with themn-oue proposition is self-evident, we must have a unit Of
account, and that unit of account mnust mean a certain amount either of labor
or capital. Without this, the value of all enblemetic currency would be at
an end. If our present measure expands and contracts, we must not strive to
expand or contract the thing mneasured. As the yard stick must be of the
saine length as the yard of cloth, but nieed not be of the saine value, so or
noney standard must represent a fixed value, but need not itself be intrine-
cally of that value.

So far as gold is used in the transfer of our commodities, we use a mediurn
which costs as mucl as the goods themse!ves-very much like the old Dutch
settlers who put their wheat in one end of the sack and a stone in the other,
in order to balance it on the horse's back. But the difficulty with which the
anti-bulhonist has had to contend, is bis inability to point to a standard which
shall correctly measure gold, silver and every thing else. It is certain that
gold is not such a standard as a labourer will receive cne-quarter of an ounce
for a day's labour in California; one-twentieth of an ounce in Canada, and
one-thirtieth of an ounce in England. Now it appears to us, that the iaboUr,
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and not the gold, is the true measure of value. Whether a man earn one
penny per day or five dollars per day, the instrinsic value and the relative
Value of every conmodity is measured by the labour best owed upon it. A
certain amount of labour may thus be considered as the par value of every
cOmmodity. If then we take a day's labour as our measure of value or
ulnit of account, we sball bave an unalterable standard which shall truly
mfeasure gold, silver and every other commodity. We leave the
securing of such a currency to Mr. Buchanan, and proceed notice another
Suggestion of the saine gentleman, in which he proposes to send, at the
request of the Banks, an officer into their vaults, who shall seal up the gold
and stanp notes to an equal amount, which shall be a legal tender in Can-
ada. It is an admitted principle of sound legisiation, that changes seriously
affecting the interests of individuals, shall not be suddenly enforced. 'This
proposal if it had the intended effect would compel the importer to receive
payment in Canadian notes, and niake his remittances at the advanced rate of
Exchange. 1 t is true that on bis goods, on band, he could add the difference
of excbange, but on his outstanding accounts he would be a heavy sufferer.

The imnediate effects of such a neasure is of little importance, however,
compared with. the great question of its permanent effects on the trade of
the country.

We have no sympathy with tIose who, for want of argument, seek to com-
bat Mir. Buchanan's views with ridicule, but we think in the proposition under
consideration, he has inistaken the teachings of bis own school. If bis object
ia to make money cheap, it certainly cannot be done by rendering unproduc-
tive a large amount of capital worth ten per cent in England, while we are
paying interest on our indebtedness to that country. Why not rather make
our Government and consolidated L. F. Debentures, the basis of a currency
which shall be a legal tender, and by taking the gold to discharge our debts
instead of floating them, place our commerce an a better footing ! But neither
of these propositions, would, we think, inove any large portion of our pro-
duce. 1he largest holders among the farmers, are in good circumstances and
will not sacrifice their crops at present prices, nor is it really for the interest
of the country that they should do so. To urge a speedy disposition of the
crops in the present state of the market, wo should regard very much like
sacrificing a good estate to satisfy an uneasy creditor. If it is to aid our
inanufactures, then we are prepared to advocate any reasonable scheme to
accomplish that object. By that means the money would circulate among
our merchants and enable them to meet their engagements. It would at the
same time emIploy oui people and prevent the sad spectacle so often witnes-
sed in Canada, of our artizans going idle in January, while we import in
March, the goods which they could have manufactured cheaper and better at
home.

It bas often been stated that if we could only send our crops to market
our trade would be placed in a favourable condition. Such is not the case.
Every bushel of grain and stick of timber which Canada could spare, if sold
in the English and American markets, at present prices, would not cover our
importations, and for the simple reason already shawn, that the absence of'
home manufactures, and a home market is a tax of 45 per cent upon a
large proportion of our industry.

Let us uow enquire whether any alteration in our money law, would givo
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that protection to our industry necessary to its full development. Suppose
our money laws settled to the satisfaction of Mr. Buchanan. The profits of
trade would not be regulated by the pice of pold, but by the relative value
one article bears to another. If a barrel of flour would purchase a ream of
paper in Buffalo, the American manufacturer could afford to sell bis paper
for a barrel of flour on the Canadian frontier, regardless of the value of gold
or rate of exchange. If we say that the rate of exchange being high, the
flour would be worth more than the paper, then we are ruining our own
manufacturer by making him pay more for his flour wbile he receives no
more than bis neighbours for bis paper, or, if we say the paper will advance
in the same proportion, then the fureign competitor will be equally able to
enter our market.

It is thus evident that while an improvement in our money might furnish
cheaper money to a sound trade, and thus add to its advantages, it is power-
less to protect that trade from foreign competition. But here the pretended
free-trader steps in and tells us, if you cannut conpete with your neiglhbours,
manufacturing is not your proper avocation. We answer we can compete
on fair terms with any nation with which we desire to trade, but here
we have bought a large share of our manufactures, as wýell as our beef
and po k, mutton and cheese, eggs and apples fromn brother Jonathan, and
when we bad not flour enough to pay hin, we offered hin cotton goods and
woolen goods, iron manufactureq, leather manufactures, india rubber manu-
factures, wooden manufactures, paper manufactures, &c., &c., which lie very
coolly ofifered to take at 30 per cent discount, as he said his government had
placed that amount of protection on these manufactures by way of shouing
its appreciation of the importance of free trade, of which young Canada is
so much enamoured. Of course, we are not prepared to inake this sacrifice,
and Jonathan begins to take our gold which he lias winked bard enough to
admit free of duty. Now this gold being the basis of our circulating
medinm, every dollar that our neighbour witidraws, is a loss of four or five
dollars in our home currency. But to seal up the gold will not help us, as
that would still leave us in debt. We must make him tale our manufac-
tures in payment ai their full value, and if he will not do that, we mnust
try the 30 per cent on bis manufactures, for it is morally certain that if our
manufacturerswhose success we lae shown to Le so esseniial to our prosperity,
have neither protection in their own market nor access to that of their neigh-
bours, they cannot possibly exist. That our manufacturers could compefe on
equal terms with those of the neighbouring States, is proved by the fact that
in one article which both countries export argely to England and the Euro-
pean continent, Canada bas no difficulty in competing with her neighbours.
We allude to India rubber goods, which last year formued nearly one lialf the
entire exports of Canadian manufactures. If then Mr. Buchanan would see
the foreigners take our goods instead of our gold, be must secure us access to
their markets on the samue terms as they are admitted to ours.

We have no hesitation in stating our belief that free trade fullv and fairly
-carried out, is the best suited to advance ci% ilization, but that principle would
open to us ail the markets of the Ainerican Continent. With this prospect
before us, anv inprov.ement in our money law would be of immence advan-
tage. But while our neighbours refuse to recognize the wisdom of such a
policy, lot us show that while we are willing at any moment to reciprocate
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he advantages of unrestricted trade, we are at the same lime determined,
a iscriminating traffi?, that if we cannot secure an entrance inio the

ake1s of the United States, we shall at least secure our own market for our
wn trade,
The importance of the subject is suflicient apology for the length of tiis
.lIe. If it help to induce oui public men to give it an attentie consider-

the, our object is gained. We invite the opinion of Mr. Buchanan on
. edgiff question, as he bas both the experience necessary to orm a correct

icent, and the boldness to state his views. The tbree great qu stions
have divided Arerican politicians for the last thirty years, are Banking.

b ar i and Slaverv. With the last, wve have fortunately nothing to do,
e noney question and the tariff question will yet assume in Canada, an

PO1tance little dreamed of by most of our politicians.

Dicken's on the Crisis.
O late number of Iousehold Words, we find the following facetious

4Vele on the late crisis. The manner in which the M\erchants of Canada
thePassed liougli thvse stormy limes would seem to iidicate that firms of

lcVortex class cannot operate here as they do in England. Canada
''lot be able to meet ber engagements in full owing to the low price of

tIi iber and produce. but she is certainly not burdened wiih millions of
the tious paper, and to this circumstance may be attributed the absence of

e dirous and disgraceful failures which have occurred both in Great
n aI and the United States.

the Výithin a certain ciicle, of wbich the Royal Exchange is the centre, lie
%P u of a great paper city. Its rulers-solid and substantial as they

P' to the eve-are made of paper. They ride in paper carriages; they
Py Paper vives, and unto thein are born paper children; their food is

, their thoughts are paper, and all they touch is transformed to paper.
Ybuy paperand they sell paper; they borrow paper and they lend paper

Pla Paper that shrinks and wihers in the grasp like the leaves of the sensitive
of aInd the stately-looking palaces in which thev live and trade are built

r per--smallj oblong pieces of paper, vhich, like the cardboard bouse of
hiood fall with a single breath. That breath has overtaken tbem,

lpev lie in the duLst. Let me collect the scattered pieces, and build them
o ucanother variety of trenbling structures as they formed before;

O 7 form now; or as, in a few years, they will undoubtedly form again.
rer fltst paper bouse is the firn of Collaps, Vortex, Docket & Co., general

te ants It is quiet and unobstrusive in appearan ce, being in Tobacco-lane,Q 'uch-street; and ils snall office bas not had its windows cleaned for
eeui' 8, Which gives it a favourable appearance of solidity. The leading

% b ity of that firni is ramification: and it is remar'kable for the harnony
3t uty of its complex rnachinery. The senior partner, Mr. Collaps, is a

a4 rant of the old school. There is a fund of credit in bis shoe-buckles,
r tIe heavy yellow family coach that comes to fetch hin of an afternoon.
e .tex affects an almost Quakerishi severity of attire; le attends to the

Uoting department, and the chairmanships and directorships of those
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important and choice public companies which he finds so useful in consol'
dating the credit of the house Mr. Docket is a copy of Mr. Vortex, so
fifteen years younger; ho attends to the working part of the business, w
ever that nay be; superintends the clerks, answers troublesonie inquiries,
is supposed to buy and sell all the inerchandize. The ramifications Of the
house extend to muost cities of importance in England, abroad, and to
colouies.

ln Glasgow there is the branch firm of MeVortex & Co., wbo haVe
established friendly relations with all the leading banks, and whose 1 apert
drawn upon the substantial firn of O'Docket & Co., Dublin, is ' done" %Nhod

a whisper of the miinmum rate. The substantial firn of O'Docket & C

of Dublin enjoys the higlhest credit that can be obtained by a long coturse O

legIar trading in the laud of generous sympathies and impubive geniuSa
their paper upon the highly respectable firn of MeVortex & Co., f G
is imuch in demand, at very low rates of discount indeed. Then thee
Alphouse, Collaps, & Co., of Paris; the great house of Collaps Irothe
at Calcutta; Vortex, Collaps, and Docket, of San Fraucisco; Ducket, B:.ot d
and Cullaps, of New York; Collaps, Collaps, & Co., of the Cape of r tel
lope; Vortex, Docket, and Vortex, of Melbourne, Australia; and o c

Brothers, and Docket of Montreal, Canada. These all draw and feed upon eat
other as their necessities require; and the parent firm of Collaps,Vortex, pck
& Co., of Tobacco-lane, London, watches over its obedient ehildren
more than fatherly interest, and trades upon their acceptances to the este
of millions. Formerly the great London house used to stop payment during
every commercial panic, their credit preventing the necessity of their do
so at any otler time. Now they have grown too wise and important to
that. It is not that their trade has become in any degree sounuder or
legitimate, but the accunulated liabilities of many years have swelled t
transactions into snch gigantie proportions that the nere whisper of acn
culty to the Governor and Company of the Bank of England causes a reP1 . L"f- 0steti
sentation to be muade to our paternal Governiment, whose mission it is tO ft
protect, anld accommodate trade; and it is agreed that such a public eall 1

as the suspelsion of Messrs. Collaps, Votex, Docket, & Co., nust be p'Vr Ac
at any cost. It is prevented by the suspension of the Bank Charter
instead; an extra issue of Bank of England notes, is authorised with a
ernment guarantee in case there should not be gold to exciange for tb
and coin merce -ill 1-used commerce-breathes agai 'e

My nexi house is the firm of Messrs. Ignes, Fatui, & Co., the extensie ,
ecceitric shippers, of Skye Chambers, old Broad Street, mho are alway'the
the searcl for new markets, and who have very peculiar notions e
requirenents of distant countries. They are constantly sending large car
of damask table-c!oths and silver tooth picks to the Sandwich Is
molu clocks to Terra del Fuego; and pianoes, articles of vertu, and 'l1* the
ham idols to the southern coast of Africa. They import, in return, st
London Market, tomahawks, heathen gods and goddesses carved out of -id
of tres with occasionally a Holy Fauily, painted by some intellignt . ige
Ratfàelle of Mozambique, in which the mother and child, with verytCoa.
and sable skins are evidently doing well. Messrs. Ignes, Fatu, & C'ot,
not so particular as they might be about the nature of their sh'l" of
because they find great facilities in obtaining loans upon paper, called



lading-a system of pawning ships'-cargoes, and if the goods should be
returned unsaleable a year hence, injured by time, sea, water, and with the
accumulated charges of freight and interest upon their backs, wbat l)atterl?
The loan has supplied funds to send out other and equally well assorted
cargoes; so that, as fast as one payinent falls due another loan is obtained,
¾lid the whole system is kept upi like the brass balls which the juggler tosses
ii the air. Whenever a vessel is lost without being properly insured,--w hen-
ever an Australian mail brings intellgence that heaps of costly rubbislh are
rotting on the wet glutted wharves on Melbourne,-we nay guess in a
1nOmnent that both the vessel and the goods are the property of Messrs. Ignes,
?auti, & Co., and look for a suspension of the firm that will set ail things
right, and furnish gossip for the money market for about four-and-twenty

Another well-known paper louse is the bouse of Strawboy & Rag, the
b anchester warehousemen, of Fustianlane, Wood Street. Strawloy had
been a buyer in a large city establishment, w here be leamned to regard returns
8 of more importance than eithier the qualty of the business dune or
the pirofits deuived from it. Strawboy therefore went in for large returns.
I'ag had been chief clerk in the sane establisbment; and finding, after deeply
studying the theory of trade, that the acconmmdation bib1 enteîed so
argely into every transaction, ho had cone at last to regard it-like some

enieminet financiers do the inconvertible bank note-as the basis of ail wealth,
d ad started the extensive business of Strawboy & Rag, with notbing but

is own ingenuity, Strawboys broad chest, double-brested waistcoat, and
a reputed energy, and a pile ot bill stimips of ail denominations. Mr. Rag's
calcuations were based upon a knowledge of how many small traders in the
Outskiris of London, in London itself, and thiroughout the country, were
uaintait.ing a position that was not required by the existing demands of trade,
(r that they were not qualified to fill, either by ability or capital. it was
'ith these sumall over-tradeis that Messrs. Strawboy & Rag opened negocia-tions, and, in consideration of reviving their languishing credit, founded

ut 120 drawing posts or bill stations, with power to manufacture bills
POI then to an unlimited exti nt. The demands of such a business of course

eensurned whole Iountains of goods, and the nmanufactureis were delighted; thediscounts of such a business of course require whole mines of money, and
lhe bankers were delighted. Strawboy--who always affected a rough,
hearty character--used to refer with pride at public dinners to the excessive
lOwness of his origin. le- worked in a briekfield when a boy for 2d. a day,

d ie daited his prosperity tron the tine when ho became an errand boy and
rtudge in a city warehouse at half a crown a-week. Mr. Rag was more

served-the gentleman of the firm-and he puts bis views upon the cur-
reney in the shape of a pamphlet, called, "Is money to be the master or the
&e of the people ?" It is a pi ty that such a pronising state of things wa3
not destined to endure. The crash caine at last; and although they very
nleaIly persuaded the Naional Banik to render thein assistance, Messrs. Straw-

y & Rag were obliged to subm]it to the fali.
The next house that rises before me is that of Messrs. Bibb and Tucker, of

the COnsol Court, Threadneedle-street. It is not easy to say what the exact
business of Messrs. Bibb and Tucker is. I bave known and watched thein for

nY years, and I profess myself totally unable to form an opinion, uuless I
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decide that they are merchants who exist for the purpose of failing every three
years, under circumstances that command the general sympatby of their
creditors. Bibb is a man who gives you the impression of being a remarkably
simple and straightforward man; in fact, so general is this impression, that
he is known in the money market as "honest George Bibb." Tucker is a
man who, according to bis own account, if bis inclinations had been consulted,
would rather have been in the -hurch; but, as his father desired to see hiIa
enrolled in the ranks of commerce, lie obeyed bis father and look his place
among the merchants of the citv, wiere he hopes he always endeavours to do
bis duty.

When the periodical falilures of Bibb and Tucker take place, there is d
erally, for such apparently quiet people, a rather large amount of debts, ald
a very large amount of liabilities ; but. although a considerable quantitV of
property is a lways unacountably sucked up,the dividend proposed never fallS
below 12.; 6d in the pou nd, and as their transactions are always rigidly CO'
fined to creditors who belong to the old-rashioned class of merchants, wbo
look upon a man's word as bis bond-and a very good bond too-thele 1
never any scrutiny demanded or any troublesome questions asked, and the
very respectable dividend always carries them through triumphantly, with
the presentation of a piece of plate. Once--and once only-they broke the
uniformity of their composition by paying Ils in the pound, but they restor-
ed the balance the next time by increasing the dividend to 14s.

The next bouse is the well-known inanufacturing bouse ot Lacker, Crane,
& Co , of Packingcase-yard, Lower Thames street, and Dunmiet mills, near
Old Hlundrum, liverness-shire. The premises in Packingcase-yard are nod-
est enough, and would not seem to indicate a business of a very extensive
character ; but in this instance the art of the engraver is called in, and we
are presented upon the invoices and bill stamps with a flattering and bighy
suggestive view of the important and busy Dunmist Mills, of which the sni
office in London is only one of the numerous agencies. There are water-
power and steam-power, high chimneys sending forth volumes of smoke, 104
ranges of outbuildings. with groups of busy work people, and large 0o
bales of merchandise ; bridges and tramvays, and waggons loaded with raW
material, drawn by strugglinîg horses of the a"lernish breed towards the crowd'
ed gates of this industrial settlement. The whole is a work of imagination .f
the highest order, alike creditable to the designer and engraver. Whent in
the usual course of things, the house of Lacker, Crane & Co., is compelled tO

dit-call its creditorc together, and an inspection of the magnificent factory, 
works, and plant takes place by the order of the assignees, the dissolving viee
he industrial live, with its active work people Fndi its din and clatter o
machinery, graduallv recedes, and in its place stands the pastoral simplicity
of a couple of barns and a kilted shepherd tending his flocks.

My next paper-bouse is that of Baggs & Co., of Nabob buildings, Lead
enhall street, in the East India trade. Baggs & Co., would have bee
commercially defunct many years since but for a most fortunate occurrence---
they were joined at their last gasp by young Mr. Curry, the only son Of the
great East India director of that naine.

The firm of Curry, Baggs & Co., was a very different firm froml the
languishing firm of Baggs & Co. Es credit was good to any amount,
many confounded the name of Curry with old Curry, and they did not staY
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to Undeceive tbemselves. Others spoke about the great wealth of old CurryMWealth that lie must have : spoke about young Curry being the only son
d a great favourite-a very great favoutite ; spoke about the praiseworthy

care of a fatldr desirous of seeing his son comfortably settled in commerce
before he finally retired from the busy scene. Old Baggs made hay while

sun shone. One morning old Curry committed suicide, Upon inquiry
haWas found that be was not only very much behind in the world, but that he
haj a large number of forged bills in the bands of Longpaper & Co., who

er prefer that exceptional branch of the trade in paper, because they have
tund tlom a long experience, that forged documents, as a rule, while they yieldthe bigbest rate of interest, furnish the greatest amount of security. Young

Ctrry, instead of taking any capital into the tottering firm, had, on the cou-
ty, drawn a fev thousands out of it as a premium for the use of hisVaInnble financial name. * * * * * * *

P y next bouse is compounded of the Etna and Vesuvius Joint Stock Bank,
1eh Lane, London, and the great builders and contractors, Messrs. Chaoq,hotbill and Clay, of Bankside. Mr. M'Vacuum, who was installed as sole

IynIager of the Etna and Vesuvius Bank, with an enorinous salary, is one of
he extraordinary men which the city creates-men of wide experience,rge grasp of intellect, and great decision of character. As a proof of his

influence in the city, and the respect which was paid to 1im by the
Iûrnercial community, before the doors had been opened for busipess two

t the bank numbered among its clients the names of Messrs. Collaps,
x, & Docket; Ignes Fatui & Co: Strawboy & Rag; Bibb & Tucker;

her, Crane & Co.; Curiy & Baggs-and, greater even still, the leviathan
use of Chaos, Rotbill & Clay.

Yacuum being a man of a discerning mind,soon discovered the peculiar
ty of the latter flrm, and the resuilt was an arrangement by which, in con-
ration of M'Vacuum granting the use of the baik for unlimited facilities

es ~ ChaosRotbill and Clay,were to begin the well-known building settle-
t of New Babylonia, granting M'Vacuum a great share in the prcfits.

the denly the great marsh of East Babel sprang into life. Suddenly upon
bf disna swamp arose the plain of New Babylonia. Suddenily shoals of

of exchange appared in the money-market:--and especially in the
of tLe Etna and Vesuvius Bank-drawn upon hodmen, carpenters,

Sayers, carters, and labourers, whose names becane as familiar to capital-
Sas those of Messrs. Fossil, Ingot, and Bagstock tbemselves. Suddenly

kid e the general crash, and paralysed enterprize left New Babylonia-the
ti .us nightnare-the paper monster-which it renains at the present
ee* There are the long street of carcasses, with awful gulfs and pitfalls of

; there is the outline of a grand square filled with heaps of gravel
in tbh old broken bricks, pieces of iron, and slabs of paving stone half hidden
d e Yieldino clay; tiere are large rafters of timber, round which the long
,, grass bas grown; and there is a deep pool of rain water, in which
thefrotten planks that venturesome urchins have formed into a raft; there is

e egment of a church, and a frontage that might have been intended for
ýaPel or a literary institution; there are large gastly shells of mansions,

el f with broken, weather-beaten stucco fronts, some with ruined porticoesScOmpleted, some with cloud-capped garret window holes staring far
40 the misty country; and there are frame works of shops through
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which the distant fields aie seen as in a picture. It is the home of the rag
picker and the tramp, silent and awful as a city of the dead-silent as the
grave of sunken capital should be-silent and undisturbed as when, in the
middle of a summer's day, 3,000 workmen streamed slowly from the pIace
never to return.

Causes of Emigration from Canada.
Our English readers will doubtless be startled at the heading of our pro

sent remarks. That a country competing for the surplus population
England and the European continent should be loosing any considerable Po"»
tien of ber own population may at first sight be matter of surprise. A little
explanation we tlink will show, that however great the advantages which our
country offers to certain classes of settLIers, there will always be more or les
emigration until the various classes which compose the population are fuly
and propfitably employed. While Canada offers great inducements to agri-
culturalists as well as to those tradesmen and mechanics who carrving the"
box of tools along with them, can engage in business wherever their servio
are required, she offers' ns yet little encouragement to that class only suL
to engage in the mili or the factory. Of this class of people there wil alWa
be a certain number in every community, and even with our present tari
there are many branches of manufacture, in which capitalists could engage
with advantage to themselves as well as to the community. Probably the
greatest hindrance to the establishment of manufactures in Canada bas arise
from attempts to establish them by Bank accomodation or other borrowe
capital. The first tightness in the money market brings them to a
stand, costly buildings fall into decay and expensive machinery
comes worthless. Al this bas repeatedly come under our notice while th,
manufactures themselves were in active demand. The British capita be
must not conclude that because one man without solid capital and iL niaY -

with little knowledge of the business, bas failed of success, there is not a pro!'3

ising, field for the skilful and enterprising.
Our present tariff gives a large amount of protection to Canadian induIstr

and it may appear strange to those accustomed to regard protectiOn 0
an exploded doctrine, that the tendency of public opionion in Canada i8
wards still greater protection to Canadian industrv. The reasons of this ore
to be found not so much in our relations with England as in our relations "itb

fro"
the United States. According t> the trade returns for 1856, our imports f
Great Britain were £4,553,233, and our imports from the United Stae
£5,676,127. Whatever advantages England may possess in many
of manufactures, it is clear that Canada is as favourably situated as the lt
States, whether as regards the cost of labour or of the raw material.
while a large proportion of the above imporis from the United States con
of American manufactures we find that the total amount of Canadian
f ictures exported to the Unted States was only'£39,883. Along the wbe
boundary line between the two countries we see the Americans selling t
wares in our markets and collecting vast sums of money even in the bar
times, while our manufacturers are excluded from their markets. Why
this Not because our people are not equally enterprising. Not becaus o'
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adattages are not equal as respects the cost of labour and material, but be-
eau8e while we admit their goods at a rate of duty %arying from 21 to 15 per
est (leather and shoes excepted), we are met with duties ranging fron 30

pe40 p cent. It is this which compels the Americans to take our gold
1ben Our produce will not meet our imports. If Enghnd had made these ai-
hngemientés for us, it would have been sufficient to raise a rebellion, but because

8he permits us to make fools of ourselves we are a "loyal people " Let us be
thankful tlat it is in our power to remedv the evil, and wln Parliamentr41ets we trust no subject will be more thoroughly discussed than our tiadeaelations with the United States.

niI this subject the following extracts fromx the return of the select commit-
t, to enquire into the causes of emigration from Canada, vill be read withîterest.

answer to the question, "Would the establishment of different branches
nanufactures, in te part of the country where you reside, have the effeet
Iarresting the emigration thence to foreign countries" ? we find the follow-
9 answers:-
fihe second cause of emigration, namelv, the inadequate renuneration

aur, requires a renedy, eviden!1y of a more complcated kind. lu the
of the opinion generally prevaling among the class of persons who exer-
the largest influence in the managemnut of the political buiness of the
ry, on the best means of promoting the welfare of the Canadian people,

I ould seen at the first glance nothing less than political heresy, to venture
Suggestion at variance with the doctrines of free trade. Yet the experi-
of a few past years, in which an immense amount of capital has been
gbt into Canada, and expended in building railroads, should serve to con-

e us that the present laws which regulate our commercial relations are
taresy calculated to drain our country of every thing in the shape of capi-
a Itotwithstanding the immense sums imported and appied to the con-

'neton of our railroads, and the repeal or modification of the Usury laws, a
ure of financial reform fron which great wonders were expected to re-

th 0 Ioey is now worth in Canada from 10 to 20 per cent. What can be
ca 1se of this extrene scarcity of coin, if it is not the facility with

it escapes fron the country ? Can it be otherwise, whilo nearly al]
artis inanufactured which we purchase com-3 fromn foreign countries?

our piesent commercial system, our traders are merely the agents who
o[ethe English, American, and other manufacturers to drain the country

o Pe means of giving employment to our laboring classes is the incr'ease of

hettome iianufactures, but thev require protection from the ruinous corn-
On of foreigners, to be enabled to afford remuunerating wages to their

hl-'great step to the establishment of manufactures in the country would
is a e adoption of a fiscal means of rendering them certainly profitable. It

sUredly not by encouraging the importation of foreign productions that
alsucceed in giving an impulse to our own power of producing.

Petition is said to excite emulation, and it i true; but it should be pro-
it - that the competitors stand on equal ground; that the manufacturers, for
otIle0-ir case which we illustrate, should be placed, in respect of their means

ProduCing and selling, in exactly similar circunstances. The infant mau:-
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factures of Canada could not compete with those of the United States
more than the latter were able at the outset to compete witti those of )e
land. At their commencement, the Arnerican manufactures required prbi b
tion, and thev were indebted to it for that vigor and inproved ski1) 'll
now enable them to keep the field with advantage against the experience t,0
energy of their European rivals. Reciprocity in fical matters betweel
nations whose manufactures are equal, may be productive of mutual a ates
tages; but to maintain that reciprocity between Canada and the Jnited Sat
or any other manufacturing country, between a nation of consumers ao
nation of producers, between a nation of buvers and a nation of sellers, w
ever raise the two countries to an equality of prosperity, is, in my opiniof
maintain a paradox. ubl6

The establishment of manufactures in this country would have the do*
effect of keeping that capital in our own bands which is now leaving ISo rap
ly, and of keeping our population at home. This would be atxended Wt0rest
increase of the body of consurmers of agricultural products, to the
encouragement of the farmer; it would likewise enable both the farmer
the manufacturer to give better wages to their vork people. to

If an adequate degree of protection were afforded to the manufactur
guard him from the certain loss resulting from foreign competition, whic t
been the lot of nearly all who have engaged in any industrial enterPrse t
this day, there is good reason to believe that manufactmes would succeed
well here as they do in other countries. nqr

We must recollect tiat in order to becorne the manufacturing Co
which they are, the United States required, during more than half a cent
protective duties, which amounted almost to a prohibition to import ar
manufactured arboad.

No country in the world possesses greater water power, or more hap
distributed, than Upper Canada; there is no where to be found any estef i
land, fii for settlement, which has not its vater power, capable becoll'
our commercial relations with other countries permitted -t, a source of ts.
for trade and agriculture, even in the depths of our Canadian
-T. Boutillier, Esq., ez-iLP.P., of St. Ryacinthe, Physician. old

The establishment of manufacturers in differ.,nt parts of the countrY i
have the effect of arresting emigiation to foreign countries, in as mut ch 08
would afford employment and a subistence to a numerous clas of Pe
who are now often unemployed.-C. M3arquis, Cure of St. Celestzn.. thig

It is my opinion that the establishment of different manufactures a
part of the country would bave the effect of preventing emigration to for
lands, for the reason that persons otherwise out of employment would a
find work in the factories, would be able to earn money, and buy at a
lower price.- A. Fraser, JMfunicipal Office, 7emiscouata. of

I consider it a great delusion to set down all emigration to the acCo 0 d
real and permanent causes, admitting of a remedy I believe that 1 halho®
some which are chimerical, accidental and irremediable. Moreover the 0
resides perhaps as much in men's minds as in real circumstances. YoU P
in ail places a considerable number of persons, laborers and others, Who their
a large portion of their time in loitering about villages, or in rackinfg ist
brains to hit upon a plan of getting rich without work. Visionary alc .Y' At
Yet it is not uncommtion to find instances of such emigration in pursuit O
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Chimera. This is one of the greatest plagues of the age. Men would live
ilthout toil. At any rate they must live like gentlemen. This taste for

1uUry is one of the ordinary causes of emigration from this neigliborhood, par-
ticularly among the young. It is generally said that misery and the poverty
of the country is the cause of ernigration. There is some truth, but there is
aFls0 much falsehood in this. As to what there is of truth in it, it is suscepti-
ble of a rein dy in somte degree, by facilitaîting the settlement of the country
¾rid encouragfing agriculture; but this is not ail. Without the establishment

ofmanufactures we remedy only balf the evil. Not all men are disposed
to engage in farming. Many are unfit for that occupation. And this is often
a reason why fariners sell their property, that they may partake thein to manu-
facturing employments. The establishment of manufactures is even a neces-
Sary provi,'ioti for the future support of our country. In truth its climate is
to severe to supply ail our wants by its natural powers of its production.
But this severity of the climate, far from being an obstacle to manufacturing
occupations, is precisely the circumstance that is most favourable to their suc-
eas; for if manufactures are almost unknown in hot countries, the reason is
generally that handicraft labour is insupportable by all but negroes. Pro-
1 dence, wise in ail its arrangements, lias ordained that the countries which
hie the greatest wants and are the least productive should also be best a-
dapted to render bodilv fatigue endu rable, and most favourable for the estab-
lishment of manufactures. The encouragement of agriculture and manufac-
tures are therefore the real antidotes to the real causes of emigration, or to
that catse of the evil at hast which is most baneful to the country which can
be arrested, and which is most to be regretted. For while we acknowledge
real and permanent causes of emigration, we mnust also admit that their are
some among them iwhich are merely accidental and temporary. Indepen-
lently of ail other causes the developement and the wonderful progress of the
lm'rense wild tracts in the western States were sure to produce an almost
continual fluctuation in our population. Add to this irresistible reaction of a
Prosperity heightened by imagination in the fertile regions I have mentioned,
the manufacturing speculations and nev discoveries which have removed the
land marks of population, and you find another powerful but adventitious
cause of emifrration.-J. Bte. Dupuis, Priest, Cure of St. Athanase.

The establishment of manufactures of various kinds would be one of the
stirest means of arresting etigration, for there is no part of America richer in
rivers, brooks, and cascades of ali kinds than Lower Canada. Liberty has
had one good effect anong our neiglibours, namely, that it has enabled aIl
(poor and rich) to profit 'by the natural wealth that is spread over that vast
Portion of the earth. This is the key to the great progress made by the
Arnericans among nations. Let us likewise open the field to industry, and
We shal see Canada also assume a new aspect, and young men of genius will
spring up in its field, and become skilful mechanics. The true way to this
result is the enployment to be afforded to a thousand now useless hands
Which we shail keep at home. E. Rouleau, St. Gervais.

The free introduction of the raw materials and other articles used in manu-
factories, I believe are somwhat similiar in the United States and Canada.
Ilit the American tariff admitting tea from the place of growth in American
vessels, coffee, sugar, and molasses, all the first necessaries of life free from
duty, a large proportion of then being consuned by the industrious classes,
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thereby encouraging manufactures by inducing our industrial people to em-
grate to the United States, that they may obtain a greater reward for their
labour, as they can live cheaper and"save moie money with the same wages
than they can if they remain in Canada.

A gain the American tariff levies duties on the articles which they can
produce or manufacture with advantage in the country, by which means theY
afford incidental protection to their industrious people; their tariff being bigh-
er than ours gives their workmen an advantage over the workmen of other
countries and induces manufacturers to leave other couutries and enrich the
United States with their labour, skill and capital, often obliging foreign
manufacturers to pay the United States duty, in order to introduce thieir good,
into the American markets; on the other band our tariff levies duties on tes,
coffee, sugar molasses, &c , being articles of the first necesbaries of life, euter-
ing largely into the means of the living of the operatives, increasing the eXe
penses of supporting their families; consequently they cannot naiuifacture
goods while they rernain in Canada, a4 cheap as they can by emigrating into
and working in the United States. Therefore, while the American taritf en,
courages and invites enigrants to cone int', and settle in the United States,
and enrich that country with their labour, skill and capital, at the same time
our tariff levies less duties on the goods manufactured in the United States
than the American tariff levies on the same kinds of goods made in Canada;
with this state of matters the two tariffs secure to the Americans the exclusiVe
supplying of their market with their manufactures, and at the same tine they
can corne into our market on favourable teris with any surplus which iiay
remain on their hands.

With reference to any other information relating to the manufactures in the
United States, they enjoy an advantage over ours in having their tea free fro'm
duty, while our tariff levies the duty cn the specific principle, so that our
operatives pay as much duty as the man of fortune; as our manufactures conte
more into competion with those of United Staies than with those of Great
Britain, I think that the principle of reciprocity might with advantage be el'
tended to those articles mostly nanufactured in the United States and Canada.

If that cannot be obtained then I think our government ought to exact or
charge the same duty on the Arnerican manufactures wheu inported into
Cunada, that the Americans levy on Canadian manufactures, when introduced
into the United States; if this rule were adopted, it would tend to secure our
markets for our manufactures, thereby induce onr population to remain at
home, at least to some extent. Another reason is, that by enabliug our
people to supply our markets with simnilar articles as the Amnerican nanufac-
turers, which we now send themn our cash to puichase. being to some extent
of courser and cheaper quality than British fabrics, we may expect our opera-
tives to buy and pay for the icher and more expensive British goods which
would increase our trade and the provincial revenue.

I believe that if our tariff was so apportioned as to afford incidental en-
couragement to such articles as we could produce or manufacture with advan-
tage in Canada, it would benefit the agricultural and commercial interest, tend
to restrain our people from emigrating to the United States, and in soule
measure keep our capital at home, and advance the general prosperity, satis-
faction and happines of the people of Canada.-Jacob Dewitt Eg., late
M. P. P.
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The establishment of manufactures of different kinds in the country would
effectually contribute to diminish the emigration to foreign lands, for while
tbey would give employment to those who are not disposed to farming, such
bOPloyment would be distributed advantageously for both sexes, and would be
etter remunerated; industry would be encouraged during the whole year;

er even months of winter in all its rigor would pass without misery. Heav-
en grant that this project may be realised as soon as possible. -J. B. Beau-ten and L. F. Chaperon M.D.

The establishment of manufactures in this part of the country, wonld also
serve as a check to arrest the progesî of enigration to foreign lands, inas:nuch

t would have the effect of employing usefully those who might be inclined
to emigrate.-F. 'Torre N.P. of Cacouna.

BY encouraging the establishment of manufactures in our country, which,
I<e the Northern States of the Arnerican Union, from its great natural re-
o0.rCes and the rigor of its clirnate, is destined to become rather a manufac-
r og than an agricultural country.-P. . De Boucherville Esq. of St.
tltanase.
The establishment of manufactures in this part of the country, (which

abounds in water-power sites) would undoubtedly have a great effect in pre-
'enting ernigration and in colonising the lands; for the object of providing em-
ployment must be twofold, that of preventing emigration in the first place,
and in the second turning to a better account the resid3nt unskilled labor
*hich is stationary, and which depends on the precarious employment afford-
ed in seed and harvest time, and for their existence in winter dependant on
the charity of the community. This clas3 is far more numerous every where
than those that emigrate. and it weighs as the greatest incubus on the ener-

es and the means of a country. | John E. Barry of Riviere du Loup.
The establishment of various branches of nianufacture in this locality would

f1ve employment to a large number of young people, who betake themselves
s" 8earch of it during a part of the year, and during several years, to the fac-

toIes in foreign countries, and would effect inealculable good in our locality in.
Many other respects.-D. H. Tetu cure of St. Roche-des Aulnais.

The establishment of manufactures of different kinds in different parts of
thecountry, together with the organization of a good system of colonization,

d immigration from foreign countries, would have the immediate effect, not
"'y of arresting at once and for ever all emigration to the United States, but
Yery probably also of recalling to their country neaily all the Canadians now
there--P. J. Franz of Beaufort.

The establishment of manufactures in each County would tend to prevent
Young Canadians from emigrating to strange lands; for from the end of the
hrVest to the following spring, the laboring class is alnost altogether without
Work, so that the day laborer is obliged to go and pass the winter in some
Work-yard, or elsewhere, sometimes never to return.-M. Guindon of St.
PO? Jcarp.

The establishment of manufactures in this part of the country would ur-
doubtedly have the effect of preventing tho emigration of young men; for
they would by means of them acquire the means of purchasing a farm. It
i% ne'arly always for that end that they resort to foreign countries.-C. S.

of 'rois Pistoles.
It is very evident that if there were more manufacturers carried on at Mon-
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treal and in other parts of Canada, all those Canadians who now leave thelt
homes for work, would rather i emain with their families if they were furnished
with emfployment. Go to ail the towns in Canada, enter ail kinds of stores
and you wili set your eyes on numberless articles produced in the States O
the Union, and mostly by the bands of Canadians, self banished for want of
employment who thus work for the glory, honour and prosperity of oUr re
publican neighbouis. No country offers so many advantages as Canada doe3
for the establishment of manufactures of ail sorts. Al] parts of the country
abound with the finest water-powers an advantage which our neighbours are
far from possessing.-T Ducharme of Montreal.

The establishment of manuiactures of different descriptions in the part of the
country which I inhabit, would, in ny opinion, have the effect of arresting
emigration to foreign lands.-P. Paradis of St. Henri.

As to the establishment of manufactures in this part of the country, I d.
consider that nothing could be more benificial, as then we would have a cir-
eulation of money, and this part of the country and the wilderness land9
would become settled; such establishments would also have the effect of pre
venting emigration to foreign countries.-J. Gerety of Bonaventure.

It is my belief that the establishment of manufacturers in this localitY
would arrest emigration altogether. Most of the families who go away find
employment in the United States. I think too the establishment of Banks to
loan money on real estate would produce immense benefit among the farniers,
who, for want of means, leave their lands, which are on the eve of affording
them the necessaries of life. Three-fourths of the population of this parish,
are in this critical position.-P. W. A. Valliant of St. Helene.
It is my opinion that the establishment of manufactures would be the greatest

boon that could be conferred upon the inhabitants of this part of the coun.trY.
'T he wuter privileges are abundant, and there are ample means of exportatIOî·
In short, manufactories, with free grants of land, may be said to be al] that is
needed to make onr country both prosperous and desirable.- Geo. Browl
Esq of Chatham, C. E.

The establishment of manufactures of different kinds in this part of the
country would have the effect of preventing a great part of the emigratioln to
to the United States.

The present tariff of duties in Canada, and that of the United States, hap
had a very injurious effect on the manufacturing interests in this Province;
if the taritf of duties in Canada were raised equal to that of the United States
on manufactured goods coming froim ail countries, it would have the effect,
of stinulating the establishment of manufactures in the country of all kinds,
and become a source of wealth in the country, and prevent, to a certain extent,
the great drain of money continually going on to pay for manufactured good5
coming into this country, and this may be accomplished without injury to the
revenue or to the cousumers, as the tariff on goods that cannot be manufactured
or* produced in the country, can be reduced or taken off; by this means an inci-
dental protection coula be given to manufacturere, without iujury to any One
as it can make no difference if the consumers pay a little more for
manufactured goods, and less for tea, sugar, coffee, rice, molases'
and all such articles that cannot be produced in the country and are
become aneessaries of life. This course would give such an encourAge-
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1 nt to manufacturers, that in the course of a few years, by expansion and
eOtnpetition of manufacturers, most goods could be manufactured as
eheaply as they can be imp rted now, and thereby save a large amount of
Weahlh in the country, and also be the means of preventing much rf the emi-
gration, that now takes place to the United States.-G. P. M. Bull of Louthi.

In justice to those who hold that our country may be prosperous with-
?ut manufactures, we give them the beriefit of the only opinion which we find
11 the Report unfavourable to their introduction in Canada.

Encourage the youth of this country as much as possible to settie on the
Crown lands. Manufactures of various sorts have always caused more misery
than emfort; take, for instance, the manufacturing towns of the United States,
an1d of othe foreign countries. and nine-tembhs of our poor fellow countrymen
In the United States.--Frs. E. Verrault, Point Levi.

STANDARD OF VALUE,

[From Familiar Word8.j

«The country is exposed to perpetual oscillation between hollow prosper-
ty and real calamity, ivhereby uncertainty is introduced into the value of ail

Property, and a spirit of gambling and fraudulent speculation into the ordi-
nary transactions of donestic life."- Sir James Grahim.

The accession of George If1. divides political discussion into two parts
Which present the most striking contrast to each other. The firt offer,
Practical and immediale remedies for known grievances-the second specu-
lative remedies for sutTerings. SutTering, which is not the re>ult of wr .ng,
it is not the province of political institutions to avert, or of politicians tO
deal with ; wrong is to be remedied only in its abuses. Wh-n wrongs have
been suffered blindly it is not to be expected that they can be remedied
intelligently: then the remedy becomes the worst part of the disease. Such
is our condition in respect to the mnoney of the realm.

In the Pentateuch a curse is pronounced against the man who changes the
Weights and measures. In the present day, th laws of exchange are based
upon a constant alteration of weights and measures.

'The value of gold is to be measured by itself; how can any substance be
the mea-ure of its oivn worth in otier things ? The worth of gold is to be
established by its own *eight, unler a false denomination of that weiht-
nnd an ounce is to be worth so inany " pounds" and fractions of pounds.
This is falsifying a measure, not establishing a standard!

hie gold money that circulates in Englmnd, ainounts to but a tenth part of
the paper money that circulates with it, and both constitute but a snatl
Portion of the aggiegate wealth and obligations of the community of individ-
Uals. This mass is subjected to change by every change in this fictitious
Standard.

The worth of gold, like that of any other commodity, depends on the
quantity on hand-we make it depnd on the amount of paper- in circulation,
Which paper is to be regulated by it.

If 1 give a man a piece of coin in lieu of sonething else, it is barter. If I
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give him a note of hand, or if be trusts me without it, it is credit. Ail the
reasoning in the world will make othing more of commerce. All tbat pb"h
osophers ever talked or wrote could not disturb a single transaction Of th
value of a groat between the humblest artisans ; it is another thing whe
idle speech is tran'formed into legislation. "A standard of value" as a pro-
position is an absurdity, but when Parliament decides that you shaill not
measure this commodity by that commodity, according to your wants, or
those of others, but by a curious plan of its own " for regulatiag the Banl
issues," " preventing fluctuations," and I protecting the nation against the
drain of Foreign Exchangce,"-then is it colossal robbery."

Gold and silver are the commodities tlat most fluctuate in value. NO
others have to the same extent varied in quantity or worth ; there having
been in one age no less ian twenty times as mucb of them as at another age,
and the difference of their exchangeable value against other produces, lias
been no less at one period than sixteen times what it bas been at another.
If the quantity of goods in a country augment, the money remaining the
same, the latter will increase in value, and vice versa ; in other words,

prices are high or low, in proportion to the quantity of money in circulation.
If there were no laws regulating the standard of value, these differences
would matter nothing ; for one balf or one quarter, or one twentieth part Of
the existing coin would as efliciently perforn the service ; but when yo
have fixed a standard of value and have reduced to it taxes, rents, bonds,
then every fluctuation of the value of gold or every contraction or extension.
of the paper in circulation, convulses society. W lien i aper, from a sign dI
trust, between inan and man, becames money by Government autbority, then
is it liable to be increased or diminisled by a secret and irresponsibie power,
and becomes the most terrible of scourge ever devised by, or inflicted O
man.

The consequences are too intricate for observation, too mysterious for
exposure; they may be compared to private robberies commit ted by or on
each individnal throughout the land. If there were equality in the number
of the sufferers and of balance of profit and loss, still would tlis be atro-
cious and inconceivable ; but whîat is it when millions are sacrificed for the
benefit of iens, and the wealth so accumulated is smitten with barrenness i
It is a matter of congratulation rather than of regret, that lundreds of mil-
lions wrung from the sweat of pauper-branded brois bave been sunk in
foreign loans and projects.

Before the general coinage of Ilenry the Seventh, the seniorage and the
laws affecting circulation nade the moncy-changers exceedingly averse to the
use of English coin, and the excess of exports over imports (three-fourths
or sometimes four fiftls) was paid for in foreign coin or bullion, so that there
was to be found in common traffic in England, every denonination of foreign
coin from those of By zantium to those of Lisbon ; gold and silver circulated
also by tale and in giain, and it required great experience in the detecting Of
coins and in the assaying and weighing of metals to trafhe therein. Ths
was the trade of the goldsmiths and Jews, exercised under severe penalties.
There was no subject of deeper importance to the publie, and several par-
liaments were assembled in consequence of tlie general suffering from couù-
terfeit money ; after many failures, at last the cure was found, and it was a
standard of metal. The British coin was now the most pure in Eurcpe, and
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Our coinage was the model for other states. The "currency" was brought
to the most perfect state that it was possible to imagine ; gold and silver coin
1'anted for the purposes of commerce was reduced to a known qnality and
quantity as signitied by the mark it bore-further than this no law.

We pass down two centuries and a half, during whîch care lias relaxed and
abuse revived,* and we find England convulsed again with currency. We
have not relapsed into our former errors, but have entered upon a new field:
We are in chase of an " ideal standard." We now scout the touchstone and
the scailes as childish thngs ; we call for law to make value immutable.

Value means what a thing is worth of something else-the worth of each
shifting by the worth of ail other things by it. The value of coin depends
1ipon its scarcity or its abundance. The worth of corn upon the land on
vhich it is produced-the relative proportion of pasturage and tillage-the

instruments of agriculture, manure, and drainage-the internai arrangements
of the farm by which the husbandman and the laborer are united or dissev-
ered in interests-on the condition, moral and practical, of the laborer-the
repose and tranquility of the conntry-the amount of taxation-on the
science employed in the abstraction of ores (iron or gold) from the bowels
of the earth-but far more than all these, upon the mode of taxation. So,
likewise, every other produce. There is no fixed rule nor ratable tides or
'ebbs for any one ; and if there were a rule or a thousand rules or fixed ebbs
or tides, it would not depend on parliaments to control them. If, then,
there is a quantity of corn to be exchanged for a quantity of copper, or of
iron, it is upon the relative worth of each, known by each man upon the spot,
and by each trader, and never inquired into as a philosophical question, that
Must depend the quantity of the one to be given against a certain quantity of
the other.

"I The difference in the price of commodities," says Jacob, in his Inquiry
into the Precious Metals (vol. i. p. 163,) " only really marks the fluctuations
if the price of gold and silver." There have been famines in cities filled
with hoarded treasure. Corn has been worth more than its weight in gold.
The fluctuation of one cannot rate the fluctuation of any other. Neverthe-
less corn has been considered the most steady meter of the prices of other
objects: it is by corn that we ascertain the value of gold, not by gold that of
Corn. At the period of the fall of the Roman republic, and within the com-
pass of a single life, the change of relative value, between gold and corn,
was so great that the measure of the latter which sold for Is. 4d. of our
mnoney, cost £1. Corn.had not become dear, but gold cheap. In stuiking
the average of the price between the time of the discovery of the American
mines and the beginning of this century, gold and silver have fallen in com-
mand over the necessaries of life in an equal proportion.t

Lord Livorpool mentions in his celcbrated letter, thar tVe coinage had deteriorated in the time of
Ivilliami HIi. forty per cent, but he rates the value by the metal, leaving out of consideration the change
in its worth bv the influx fron America. William's bill to restore the currency was analogous to Sir
Robert Peel'sîmeasure of 1819.

f The price of bread at Rome under Augustus, and in England at the heginning n this century, has
beestiated qual to each ot her; this has beon une ground for inferr ing equality in the quanity of
the precious metals in circulation at the tio pe; iods ; but the Excise of Rome not falling on consnmp-
tio, the mnoney vahue of bread would be much lower. it mightbe said that our dexterity in agriculture
would compersate for the burden and the mode of our taxation. This is to be answered by reference
to countries where agricultural m-thods as rude as those of Rome are employed, and where yet the
price of corn is innuitly lower than it is ii England, with ail our improvements and means oftransport
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" Much puzzling,"1 says Cobbett, "l as arisen on this subject, frorm this,
that the note always retained its nominal value, and always goes by the
same name-a pound note is still a pound note, whether it be worth as miuch
as it was or not, and this is called the Standard of Value." rl he pound
note has no character belonging to a standard. Indeed it is exactly the
reverse of a standard-for it is the thing itself. A thing fluctuating and 8
name permanent. l 1841, a pound was equal to a certain number of
pounds of grain. and in 1843, it was equal to a different number of pounds
of grain ; it ivas consequently no longer the saine pound-the change was
not in the grain but in the pound. The harvest or the seasons int-uenced not
the market, but changes in our laws regulating the taxes ! In 1822, cornwa
worth 43s. the quarter ; in 1820, 6 5s. ; whence this difference ? The amount
of loan of the Bank to the Government Some millions are lent to Goverl
ment, and therefore so many more mi lions of paper are put in circulation
more money must be given for everything, for money is cheapened ; and this
is called " Government securities." In the one case, a tariti, in the other,
an operation merely of banking, which at the tine no one knows of, changes
every pound in every man's pocket; the value of every obligation, the
amount of every tax ; one man gets more than his due, another less than bis

right ; the rich is made richer, the poor impoverished, all tins comes frofin
what ? From taking that which is liable to fluctuations from every cause
and calling i Standard of Value ; doing this, you are lost in a inaze'of idle
words and a chaos of confused results; and thus the Parliament exercises its
privileges of making laws. Formerly there was fluctua ion in price, the
re-ult of circumstance ; now there are convulsions in price, the result of leg-
islation-the pretext being to keep prices steady ? 'There is nothing great
that is not natural; here the greatness of the measure depends upon its being
so unnatural, that the commion sense of nai is overwhelmed. and the people
are struck dumb. and so led to slaughter.

And in what did the measure of 1819 originale ? The pound note ciicu-
lated for 12s. It was proposed to make by law the pound-note equal to 205.
Had it been proposed to make it 10s. the immorality would have been as
great, but the burdens of the state less by one half ' lie pur pose was to
double those burdens, and it was accomp'ished, for the gold was increased in
value by the new denand.* Could such things be done in the face of a
people that had not been mystified by words ?

Seeing that England, fighting for a phantom, bas enacted against herself
terrible laws which overpower the imagination by the enormity of the mise'Y
they bring, and the dark shadows of the consequnces which they cast-
what remains but to deal with ber as one insane ? The insanity is not in the
brain, where it would be incurable, but in the tongue, where it is easy of cure
when set about in the right way.t

When England becomes sane she will know that for tampering with coin
the proper tribunal is the Old Bailey ; it is too base a treason for the Tower!

* The proposers of the measure declared that the loss to the nation in debt, taxefs, &c., would be oDi
3per cent. To ground this assertion, £7,1 00,'00 sterHing wer - poured into the market at the Nlint price,
While the Committee was sitting -Sec Sir J. Graham's " Corn and Currency."

+ weaIth ! It were weil if the ambiguities of this word had done no more than puzzle philsophers
ene Of them gave birth to the mercantile aptem.-Wheatley's Logic, p. 232.
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Then too she will know, that as guilty as the man was, so was each man that
asented to then--and far more the Parliament wlo bargained for th m-
hargained to suffer theni as evils which they were conscious of, in exchange
for the gratifying of hopes as criminal as delusive.§

YoU have taken as your standard of value, two materials; the one, that
which las undergone the greatest of ail fluctuations; the other-rags, which
You hold equal to gold, because " convertible," and which you use only be-
Ca.use it is not convertible : this you c:ill the sound principle of a currency.

.But Sir Robt. Peel has dug a second entrenchment belind the first in the
Citadel of fallacv. It is now no longer standard of value, but idcal standard.
At least the debate (see correspondence with the Chamber of Commerce,
and MNIr. Ingleby's admirable letter) is now on the " IDEAL UrT." To
8Peak of an ideal standard is to assert that the standard in question is an
4"rea one."

Interwoven with the fallacy of " ideal unit" and " value standard," is now
ý"fho shall deny ?--the very existence of England. Pauperism, hatred of
eass and class, class legislation, centralization of power, ficiitious increase
Of !

Public debt, danger or bank stoppage, fluctuations, foreign grain panic,
ail Spring fron or depend on monetary laws, which could not exist if there
Were no discussion on those abstract points. There could be no such dis-
eUssion if the nation could feel the senselessness of the terms udeal unit, &c.
The Poor African nay here help us, for lie lias an " ideal standard :" one
real because only ideal.

* Tlis standard has a name, it is " n ;''l originally derived from a bar of
'on. They measure the iron by this standard in their minds-" a bar" is

Worth so many material bars, according to the changes in the market, of gold,
nr the pound of beads, or the dozen knives, or a sheep, or a slave. By this
4ethod changes in value are estimated, whilst the operations of exchange
refected wnith the utnost ease. It is an aloebraic conversion of various
aues, into one denomination, which, not interfering with any one material
r produce, and used to rate only, is invariable, and stands as a nathematical

rulle in the mind.
Uaving ascertained that the amount of money affects ail value and ail

POfsessions, it follows that if the gold or paper were daminished. the property
Oevery man ivould be changed ; lie would receive more than his due, and

Pay more than his debt, and so the other way. Thus it is that the influx of
precious metals, by diminishing the nominal value of coin, has been consider-

sO conducive to the emancipation of the people, the establishment of the
tbgts, and the extension of the enterprise and eniergies of Europe. It may

inferred that a diminution of the precious metals, would have the opposite
eQeet: and in that case, no matter of graver consideration can be presented,
and no announcement of more alarming import made than this,-that the pre

s etals are diminishing, and that during the last quarter of a century the
Oe4er has boen inverted, and yearly accumulation made way for a ycarly loss.

At the time of the establishment of the Roman empire, the sudden libera-toi cf gold from the treasures of various empires, augmented the amount of
roney in circulation, in the space of fifty years, in nearly the sane proportion

gSsir James orahamn's "Corn and Currency,' where is shown that Ihe H1ouse of Coinons, in
b4rtered the Crown Laws against the Currency Laws.

I dilLrent places there are different names-one is Poe cela, from the Fpani.si.
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as in Europe by the discovery of the mines of America. The change int
former period produced little effect ; gold, as it increased in abunlance, dithe
nished in valie,-that was all. At the time of the diseovery of America, the

precious metals in Europe were reduced to less than one-tenth of their su i
the time of Augustus, say £35,000,000. Since that period the tide has St
in, it has flowed for two centuries and a half, and the sum of precious meta
anounted at the close of the first quarter of this century to above £800,000,
000.111 Then the ebb c, mnenced again, and though we know it not, "Fe are
carried down, and may at any instant be left stranded¶

The decline of the precious metals no more affected the Roman emp at
than their increase had formerly done. Observe and mark the breakers th
for you will soon raise their heads from out the sinking tide,--the Roman
empire hId no debt; the taxes were paid in corn rents, and by local asS 5he
'me'ts in kind; the obligations of man to man were equally so adjusted ;te
OUNCE oJ gocl wcas no! taken as a standard. THE MONEY WAS RE.UC

5

IN P,0PR0rTloN AS THE METAL BECAME DEAR. Suppose the Roman empire
had been overwhelmed vith a debt to be paid in a certain weight of gold<
would it have required our ancestors to overthrow Home ? Suppose mone
tary laws had taken moniey itself as the standard of itself, and so fixed ait
coutracts betiveen man and man, all assessments, and all rents,-woul t
then have been left to Engian 1 and the nineteenth century to reveal the
phenomenon of pauperisn From Augustus, striking the average between
the two empires, Rome was for 700 years exposed to this progressive dit0
nution of the precious netals; what then, under our supposition, was D
effected in one year, one generation or one century, would be so in the net
Expedient after expedient would be exhausted, the chain broken to-day,
ourden cast off, would be the one reforged, the other reladen on the morro
and if the delusion of - standard of value " continued to endure,-facts pa
delusion endures,-the fall of the Roman empire, whenever it did fali, wO,;
have been to succeeding ages an example of the effects of the " ideal unit,

and of tie I Stand ird of Vlue."
This is the picture of whIt is coming for England,-not for En land alone,

but for Europe. This will come if there were no cabinet at St. Petersburg
an I not come the less surely or the more slowly because there is one.

The tide of metallic wealth now flows rapid!y in the wrong direction, 
the amount of the inverted ratio, as compared with its advance in the Pre
vious century, is between five and six mill;ons sterling yearly. That advacel

had enab'ed ns to bear up against the burden of taxation and the novelty e
debt. Now the converse is before us: time, the alleviator aud the reml'edier
lias become the oppressor and the tyrant.

Wlen there were former tamperings witl the curren-y, that is deteriOr
tion of the metal, it was a grievance, and there was redress ; and if the inr
saw not to it, the Parliament did ; now it is not a grievance, and the Par
liament's doing. We are slaves, and of a novel breed. Other slaves su e
because they cannot get redress ; we, with a splendid army and fleet, because
we do not think of it. Other slaves have tyrants over them ; we, Unit'f'

These treasures were themselves the mines of Rome, Macedon, France, Egypt, (Toulous nb
yielded nwarly £10.00,00,) to say nothiug of the derivative wealth from Spain and the Eas

t 
tbXO

the conquests of Carthage and Alexander.
¶ The recent discovery of the new supplie» of gold has averted practicaly this contingency.
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the extremes of wealth and misery, find neither power in the one nor courage
I1 the other. We do the work of inquisitor and victim, and furnish ingenuity
ad desh. The tongue has done it ail. The roar brings forth the monster.
At the close of the seventeenth century, the word CREDIT SYSTEM brought
frth public debt. At the beginning of the nineteenth, STANDARD OF VALUE
stalked forth, and behind him come the realities ho engenders,-Paîic,
Mo'netary Crisis, Bankruptcy, and Revolution.

8

THE PRICE OF GOLD.

the Editor of the C. M. Maagazine. TORONTO, 1lth Jan. 1858.

Sir-The perseverance with which the member elect for Hamilton, urges
Ti iews on the money question, is worthy of ail piaise; but I cannot admit

thesoundness of his reasoning as contained in the following extract:-

To make clear the fearful evils flowing from prosperity or increased de-
lnd (when it visits the Province with its benign influence) not being per-

Iitted to shed its influence on specie, lit us take the following example:
t Us suppose the native productions of Canada to be represented by No.

th . 2, No. 3, and No. 4., and the specie to be No. 5. Let us suppose
em ail for the moment at low, profitless, raw material or specie prices.
a2IY that each is valued at one shilling. At such a time the foreigner bring-
I in from Buffalo any article of growth or manufacture, bas no advantage

0 er the Canadian artizan or producer. The former gets is. for his foreign
aticles and he pays Is for what lie takes in retuin. Canadian commodities

"eing as cheap as gold, lie probably leaves the gold. But the moment that

anadian commodities are infduenced by taxation or prosperity, and rise, say
Is to Is 3d., the foreigner takes away the specie, because it is bound

do by law at Is., and the prices of our Canadian commodities must im-
ediately come back to the same low price, to prevent the greater evil of

lsinz employment through the departure of specie from the Province.
a edisadvantage to our home industry is incalculable, for though the manu-
eturer from the United States gets Is 3d. for his article, he takes the

ie at 1s.; or what is worse, he can afford to undersell the ianadian man-
"aeturer to the extent that prosperity lias raised the prices or wages in Can-
ada above the low fixed price of specie. Such is the process (under Peel's
reIoney law) by which agricultu rai prices and wages also must necessarily be
e4lced to the level of specie, to prevent want of employment, which vould

caused by the exportation of specie."
N0 v this could only be the case vere our neighbour's money laws diiferent

! our own ; but so long as both countries fix the price of gold, ar.y advance
the price of produce in the one country will necessarily cause its advance

the other. Thus while the Uni'ed States manufacturer might get 1s. 3d.
î'tead of Is. for his article, lie would have no greater inducement to take
tbh than formerly, as his Is. 3d. would buy no more four in his own market

tn his shilling did before, and it would be equally profitable for him to take
""r goods in the one case as in the other. The great obs'aclc to his taking
o1rgoods instead of our gold, will be found in theprohibitory anf fof the
ei ted States, which limits our exports to articles embraced in the recipro-tY treaty.-- Y. Z.
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IMPRISONMENT FUR DEBT.

It is the proud boast of Britain that in no part of her vast dominions can
the foot of a slave ever tread upon her sacred soil;-

" They touch our country and their shackles fall."
And Punch has long delighted to exhibit our neighbours selling tlieir felloW
men, with the declaration, " Ail men are born free and equal," staring the0

in the face. Sad, indeed, is the picture of inconsistency whici such a see
presents, yet such inconsistencies are not confined to one country, and While
among ourselves the more glaring relies of barbarisn may be swept awaYe
sufficient remains to moderate our boasting, and to enlist the sympatbies o
the true philanthropist for still further reforms.

We have been led to these retleetions by observing flie unsatisfactory
nature of existing laws on the subject of imprisonment for debt. Whild re'

cent legislation professed to abolisli this relict of the dark ages it V.i
tually opened a door through which the most unscrupu!ous might pass Wit
bis victim, to the serious injury of the more forbearing crelitor.

Wlhile a man cannet be imprisoned for debt, lie may still be arrested ona
affida\ it that there is reason to believe lie is about to leave the country. Tbe
is often made the pret xt for proceedings which call loudly for legisatie
action. te

In various parts of Western Canada many are at this moment incarcerated
solely on account of their inability to nieet their engagements. Our
zens ha' e nourned over the wrongs of " Uncle Toi," within siglt Of te
prisons where their own countrymnen, and even countrywome n, haveeD
incarcerated for years for what the law does not recognize as a cric t
is bigh time that our sympathies were directed to a matter so nearly afe to
ing both our interests and our character, and which only requires an efforto
place it on a proper footing.

Failures and nisfortunes follow the footsteps of commerce in all nai 5
riches take to themselves wings and flee away ; fortune does not alwvayjS s
low the brave, n,)r success reward even the prudent. The object of to
to protect the weak and unfortunate against the strong and vindictiver
punish the guilty and protect the innocent. The lavs of Canada
upon the whole, just and discriminating, severe but wholesome. EVen
law of wihicli ve complain is in itself searcely objectionable. A 'an hat
tracting a debt, does so upon the faith of remaining in the country till t
debt is liquidated; and if arrested in attempting to flee his country cader
complain of harsh treatmnent. But this power to arrest, if not placed U
proper restraint, may become, as it lias become, a crying evil in Caa"
The sacredness of an oath is often forgotten by the impatient creditor, d
in his anxiety to secura his claim, hesitates not to make the necessary afdS
vit to secure the debtor's arrest, on the most trumpery evidence of bis"
tention to abscond.
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The trader may become embarrassed through misfortune, mismanagemient,
traaance, or dishonesty. As he is trusted on a supposed knowledge of

It ls capacity and prud nce, a want of these cannot be imputed as a crime.
only for dishonesty, or supposed dishonesty, that his arrest is justifiable.

ifortunately the designing man generally escapes by a timely removal,
ile the honest urifortunate, like the crane in the fable, must suffer the con-

ýequences of keeping bad company. This state of things is now producing
natur-al resuits, the embarrassed trader becomes the absconding debtor

and what under milder laws might have been a partial loss, becomes under'
present circumstances and total wreck. Honest men whose first misfortunes
Would have made more careful, are driven fron the country, others equally
irexperienced take their place, who in their turn meet a similar fate. Thus
While the present law is almost powerless for good il is powerful for evil.

cannot make one rogue honest, but it makes many honest men act as rogues.
the necessary amendments are not speedily obtained it will not be owing
any Opposition from the mercantile comnmunity. Nine-tenths of them are

ePPosed to harsh measures, and are ever ready to accept of any r asonable
onpomise and even to continue their support where there is a favourable
irOspect of better results. But indifference may prove equally disasterous,

as we may look for many extensions and compromises before the business
the country is fully restored, it is for them to see that their losses are not
ubled through the operation of an imperfect legislative enactment. We

ejoice to see that some of the most influential newspapers in the Provincet giving their attention to this subject, and we feel convinced that its impor-
nce need only to be fairly brought forward to insure the necessary reform.

Inspection of Leailher.

Our attention bas been called to an important measure of commercial reform
bUrOduced by the Hon. Mr. Drummond during the last Session of Parliament,

t Owing to that gentleman's absence during part of the session, allowed to8tand over. We refer to a bill for the inspection of leather, now become the
tSimportant branch of Canadian manufactures.
The act referred to Las special reference to the article of sole leather, and

one at all acquainted with the present unsatisfactory method of weighing
sorting that article, will. at once admit the great necessity that exists for

establishing those regulations for its sale, so necessary to protect both the
anufacturer and the consumer.
14 the principal markets of the United States, such Inspectors have long
eIIce been appointed, and those disagreements and disputes so frequent in
anada, as to the weight and quality of the leather, are avoided. Most of

t rreaders who have dealt in sole leather, know to their cost hov diicult
t 'to avoid loss in weight; or to obtain an article of uniform good quality.
t l true that no Inspector could compel different tanners to manufac-
tnre their leather of equally good quality, some will be distinguished for the ex-
cllence of their stock, as well as for fair weight and careful selection. But they

at least see that the leather is properly tanned, and in a sound marketable
eordition. At present there is no guarantee for the one or the other, and we
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know of instances in wbich over two thousand dollars bas been allowed for 1o5s
weight on a single transaction. The merchant buying bis roll of leather or
the farmer bis side, bas no guarantee either as to the quality of the article or
the correctness of the weight. The character of our own manufactures are
thus depreciated, and we know many parties who prefer importing United
States inspected leather and paying a duty of twenty per cent, to purcha5io
in our market.

This is not as it should be and cannot be for the interest of the manufacturers.
Indeed it is a great injury to the honest tanner who must complete in the market
withh is less scrupulous neighbour. We trust therefore that the bill whicllve
give below, with such additions and amendments as may be necessary to 'ts
prbper working, will becone law, that under it our leather manufactures *
incree and multiply and tlhus prove the truth of the old adage, " there is 10

thing like ýeather."

Bill.-An Act to regulate the Iispretion of Leather.

e WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the inipection of
Leather in this Piovince: Therefore, Her Majesty, by and itb
the advice and consent of the Legislative Counsel and AssemblY
of Canada, enacts as follows:-

Board of Ex- 1. It shahl be lawful for the Board of Trade in any City ornuainers 0f Isetr o C~
1nsp"ctor" to Town where Inspectors are required for the purposes of this Act

to appoint a Board of Examiners of Applicants for the Office o
Trade. Inspector of Leather, and from time to time to remove scb

"t° Examiners and appoint others in their stead ; and such Board
Examiners shall consist of five persons resident in the place or
the immediate vicinity of the Place for which they are respective y
to act, and of experience and practice in the manufacture Or

To be sworn. acquainted w ith the qualities of Leather; and such Examiners shaîl
before acting as such, severally take and subscribe the Oath can'
tained in Form A to this Act annexed.

Chie Muni- II. The Chief Municipal Officer of such place, may by an
cipal o Ticers instrument or instruments under bis hand and seal, nominate ad

uappoin appoint one or more Inspectors of Leather for each of the sa
spectors. places, and may from time to time remove any Inspector aoa

appoint another in his stead; but no person shall be appointed S
Inspector who shall not, previously to his appointment have under
gone an examination before the Board of Examiners of the Place
for which he is to be appointed. as to bis fitness, character, aod
capacity; nor shall any person be appointed an Inspector ufnlle
approved of and recommended as such by such Board of I3%0
miners, or a majority of them, after such examination, and on the
requisition of such Board, with which such Chief Municipal Otflce
shall be bound to comply.
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III. Every Inspector before acting as such, shall take beforo
7ly Justice of the Peace the Oath contained in the form B to this lnppectnrs to
e&Ct annexed, and shall furniish two good and sufficient sureties,ÀLIîtogiv

.tly and severally with himself, for the due performance of the secuitîy.

buties of his Ofmice, in the sum of pounds currency, to
e aproved by the Chief Municipal Officer by whon he shall have

been appointed, in a bond to be executed to Her Majesty, ler
eirs and Successors, and such bond shall avail to the Crown, and

to al persons whomsoever who shall or may be aggrieved by any
ureach of the condition thereof.

IV. Every oath taken and every bond made or executed by ,,fcl
an7 Inspector by virtue of this Act, shall be recorded at the office il,à tu
of the Chief Municipal Officer of the place for wlhicli such 1l-
tPector shall be appointed ; and every person shall be entitled
t') have communication and copy of any such oath or bond, upon
eayment to the Treasurer of the Municipality, of one shilling cor- copes

rency for every communication, and two shillings and sixpence
lrrency for each copy.

• E'ery Inspector so nominated and appointed, may examine
inspect any side or piece of Leaher on application being made

purpose by the proprietor or possessor thereof, and ascer- fl-r
ain the respective qualities and conditions thereof. l

VI Such InQpection may be made either at the Store, Shop
OWarehouse of such Inspector, which lie is hereby required to ,cre to be

leeP in a convenient situation for that purpose ; or at sone Store "
hm the limits of the place for which the Inspector shall be

POinted, respectively, at the option of the proprietor or possessor
stuch leather.

II. Each Inspector shall provide and have a sufficient number
Or brands or marking instruments, wherewith lie shall brand or i ulntr ut,

or cause to be branded or marked immediately after inspec- bîtý. -'. on
o! each side or piece of Leather, the name of the place of> evted, if

spection, as the case may be, the date of inspection by month ali
44 Year, and the initials of the christian name and the surnarne at
e length of the naine of the Inspector, with naine or kind of the
ather and the quality thereof as hereinafter directed; and on each And a

or piece which nay be found to be of a damaged or unmer-
tbOtable quality,the Inspectorshall brand or cause to be branded

e "ord " Rejected " in letters as large as those upon the rest of
the brand or inspection mark.

Vii. Ail brand marks shall be neat and I gible, and shall be
rae within a space not exceeding four inches long by three inches 3ran arks.

at one end of the Leather.
int1À. Every kind of Leather shal be divided as to its quality,
ago two classes, to be known as numher one and number two,[t.

such Leather as is ordinarily distinguished among dealers by
icOfmparative weight, shall also be divided into two classes, to be weight.

ko as heavy and light weight.
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low marke. X. Leather of the fu.bt or second quality, shall be marked or
branded respectively by the figures 1 or 2, and the weight a
heavy or light, by the letter I or L respectively.

XI. The brand or mark to be used by every Inspector
Leatier mav be affixed by stamping, painting, stencilling, or

Foma any other mode or process, for rendering such brand or mark ind"1
nod ofafix- lible; and every such brand or mark, so far as circumstances 

ing braud. permit, shal be in the form C, to this Act annexed.

Foifor ln- XII. For every side or piece of Leather by him inspected as

aforesaid, every Inspector shall be entitled to demand and reeeiv
the sum of currency.

Disputps be- XIII. If any dispute arises between an inspector and the pro
" " prietor or possessors of any Leather by him inspected, with regar

(hvn r, 1Wo to he quality or condition tiereof, or relating in any respect
" the sane, upon application by either of the parties to any Jtie

of the Peace at the place in which such Inspector shall reside, t
said Justice of the Peace shall issue a Sunmons to three persOils
of skill and integrity, one to be named by the Inspector, another

by the proprietor or possessor of the Leather, and the third by the
Justice of the Peace, requiring the said three persons immediatell
to examine the said Leather and report under oath their opU1Î"
in writing, of the quality and condition thereof, and their deciiO
or that of a majority of them nmade shall be final and conclus"e
whether approving or disapproving the judgment of the Inspector'
who shall immediately attend and conform thereto, and brandtor
mark or caused to be branded or marked such Leather of the

rosts in sch qualities or condition directed by the decision aforesaid; and if the
opinion of the Inspector be thereby confirmed, the reasolabi
costs and charges of re-examination as ascertained and awardedtor
the said Justice of the Peace shall be paid by the said proprie
or possessor of the Leather, and if otherwise, by the Inpector.

Pnatv on XIV. Any Inspector so nominated or appointed, whol
1n1ectiûr re- refuse or neglect, on application to him made personally or

get to writing left at his dwelling house, store, office or warehou-e ofa
act. lawful day between sun rise and sun set, by any proprietor or sh

sessor of Leather, (sucb Inspector not being at the tinie of si
application employed in inspecting Leather) immediately, or wi
two hours thereafter to proceed to such inspection, shall for eVerl
such negleot or refusal, forfeit and pay to such person so applythe

Tb i -on conviction thereof, on the oath of one credible witness, bo e
,lio tc a.t.i than the informer, the sum offive pounds currency, over and ab
dOnaIflge. aIl the damages occasioned by such refusal or neglect, to the Part

complaining.

nspector. XV. No Inspector shal directly or indirectly trade or dear
no<t to dealinLea Leatber

Luther. eather, or be concerned in any such trade, or purchase anyL der
of any description, otheuwise than for the use of his family, u ,
the penalty of ten pounds currency, for each and every O
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"Id of being immediatelv removed from the office, and of being
disqualified from holding such office iu future.

XVI. Any person who shall with fraudulent intentions, efface or
caused to be effaced from any side or piece of Leather having "Ïaity frUndergone inspection, all or any of the Inspector's marks, or shall marks or
counterfeit any such mark or marks, or impress or brand any mark "oug te.m
Purporting to be the mark of the Inspector, either with tne pro-
Per marking tools of such luspector, or with counterfeit repre-
rentations thereof on any side or piece of Leather, or (not being
au Inspector, appointed under this Act) shall brand or mark any
Leather with th Inspector's mark, or shall connive at or be privy
to any fraudalent evasions of the provisions of this Act, shall, for
every such offence respectively, incur a penalty of ten pounds cur-
rency ; and any Inpector who shall inspect or brand or mark any
Leather out of the limits for which lie shall be appointed, or shall On .npo4

Vein out ofhire out his marks to any person whatcoever, or shall connive at or Lsi°c
be privy to any fraudulent evasion of inspection of Leather by
Others, shall for each such offence incur a penalty of ten pounds
Icurrency.

XVII. Ail penalties inposed by this Act, shall be recoverable
by the Inspector or by any other person suing for the same, in a Recovery and

sunmary way before any Justice of the Peace, and the mnoiety ofof.penaiuS.
all fines (except as hereinbfore otherwise applied) shall b. paid
tO the Treasurer of the City, Town, or Place where the ofTence
Was committed, for the public uzes of the Corporation thereof, and
the other moiety shall belong to and be paid to the person who
shall sue for the same: provided always that if an Officer of the
Corporation of such plhce be the prosecutor, the wholo penalty"*°-
shall belong to the Corporation for the uses aforesaid.

FORM A.
1, A.B., do swear that 1 will not directly or indirectly person-
y, or by means of any person on my behalf, receive any fee,

reward, or gratuity whatever, by reason of any function of my
Office as Examiner, and that I will therein well and truly in all
things act without partiality, favor, or affection, and to the best of
"'y knowledge and understanding. So help me God.

FORM B.
I, A.B., do solemnly swear that I will faithfully, truly, and

inpartially, to the best of my judgment, skill, and understanding
do and perform the office and duty of an Inspector of Leather,
and that I will not directly or indirectly, by myself or by any
Other person or persons whomsoever, trade or deal in Leather or

connected in any such trade, nor purchase any Leather of any
.escription, otherwise than for the use of mv family, during the

timae I shal continue such Inspector. So help me God.
FOMR C. FORM P.

TORONTO. QUEBE.Sole H. No. 1. Jan. 1857. Rejected. July 1856.
J. BR owN, Inspector J. B. SMITH, ltpecor.
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Shall we have a Bankruptcy Law.

It is related of a certain debtor, that when friends sympathized with hfto
at his embarrassments, he naively said- sympathize with my creditors for theY
are embarrassed. Iow true the story is we know little and care less, The
moral conveyed by it even though fabulous, challenges our attention. 70
relieve the embarrassments of debtors on the one hand and creditors on the
other, a law is required which in Canada does not exist, viz: a wise and
comprehensive Bankruptcy Act.

It bas been the wisdon of almost every country with any pretensions to
civilzation, in some shape or other to protect the unfortunate-wbether
debtors or creditors. Under the naines of bankruptcy or of inolvency, we
are made faniliar with the ordinary modes of relief. Canada, however, h)1
been singularly unfortunate in this description of legislation. First and fore-
most, wii h all the eager haste of a hotheaded thoughtless youth, she snatched
intact the whole body of English Bankruptcy Law, deeply coated as it was
with endless layers of expense. This was found to be too rich a dish---to
complex a portion for ber simple wants, and was accordingly dropped with
feelings of remorse if not disgust. Naturally the nausea of the dose is ever
present to ber nemory, and her former rasbness is only equalled by ber pre-
sent temerity. Nor is this to be wondered at, when we look upon merchants
and legislators as men-an aggregation of that strangely fashioned being cal"
ed " man." Man is the creature of impulse. Too often le acts and then
reflects, whereas he should first reflect then act. Here we have the secret
of so many splendid failures-the wreck of so many castles in the air. M
tristis ! W hat a marvelous thing is this marvel of marvels, man ! It is
very generally agreed that a law for the protection of honest but unfor
tunate debtors is necessary. It is also agreed that the law is necessary as we
for the proteciion of unfortunate creditors as debtors. To these propositions
we have the concurrent testimony of the civilized world since the days O
Roie. And is it to be believed that in Canada with the proposition adinit-
ted, witlh the principle recognized, we are unabled to put it into practice
What a commentary upon our weakness! What a heralding of our shame
\e conceive th present apparent apathy to be grounded upon inexcusable

fear. it is dread which holds men tongue-tied and lethargic, who otherwise
would set their minds in motion to framne the machmnery necessary to put into
practice a generally if not univesally recognised principle of good.

Rome, however, was not buIt in a day. The English bankruptcy laW
which by the way is not perfection, is not the product of a session. r
three ce.nturies have lier wise men thouglt and thought deeply, and ber legis'
lature reasoned and reasoned anxiously to bring into being the existing laW
The sweet and loving attribute of mercy reigns supreme over the English Law
of Debtor and Creditor. W hile fraud is justly punished, misfortune is kindlY

treated. A tribunal there exists, which while relieving the unfortunate bt
honest debtor, is mindful of the interests of the perplexed and perhaps equally

honest creditor. The trader who comnits " an act of bankruptcy " make

an assignnent of bis effects-a cessio bonorum to assignees for the benfe

of creditors, and is permitted to start afresh in the battle of life instead O

being chained down broken-hearted and desponding with the mill-stOne or
indebtedness around bis neck. The " trader " did we say-yes the tradeF
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but why the previlege is withheld from other debtors is a point by no means
clear to us. None save traders can in England become bankrupts; whereas
Qny person, trader or not, may become an insolvent. The difference between
bankruptcy and insolvency is this-the bankrupt is discharged from the de-
Inand is of his creditors so that future acquired property is not liable for pre-
'vously contracted debts, but the future acquired property of insolvents is lia-
ble to be seized and sold for such engagements. The distinction between
the two, was thus stated by the English 3ankruptcy Commissioners of 1840:-

The immediate object of the Bankrupt law is the iminediate distribution of
the effects of traders who cannot meet their engagements-in ordinary con-
Sequence the release of suchi traders from all future liability of their persons
and after acquired property.

The object of the law for the relief of insolvent debtors is the personal
discharge of honest debtors-prolonged imprisionment by way of punishinent
for the dishonest and fraudulent-and a fair distribution of their present ef-
fects and future acquired property among their creditors.

Thus it appears that insolvency is not bankruptcy-that while the one is
Only a partial, the other is a complete relief. A law of insolvency we possess
-a law of bankruptcy we want. Even were our legislature to preserve the
distinction, though to some extent disapproving of it, we would not quarrel
With them for doing so. '' Better have half a loaf than no bread " is the
common and truthfnl adage.

We are pained to see that this necessary safety valve of the trade is want-
ing in this country. Its non-existence is the cause of much loss to our Pro-
vince. Hundreds of well-deserving traders and otherwise estimable citizens
are compelled '" to cross the lines" because our laws are not sufficient to pro-
tect them. Many persons indeed go to the United States of America, whose
absence is to us rather a gain than a lost; but we cannot shut our eyes to the
fact that the expatriation of the enterprising though unsucessful trader is a
decided and actual loss to our country. le, finding our laws void of mercy
is driven in self-defence to remove himself beyond their reach. Many such to
our own knowledge have been and are thus circumstanced. How many more
there will be, owing to the prevailing commercial distress, Providence alone
Can tell.

We do not advocate the indiscriminate release from debt of all who are unable
to meet their obligations. \We do not propose to encourage mad speculation
and insane extravagance. We do not desire to abet refined robbery or
gentlemanly swindling. But we do advocate an abatement of that ferocious
trait of our laws which makes a debtor however honest-however will-meaning
-the slave of bis creditor. I t is a characteristic of our laws, wholly at variance
with the genuine and the true spirit of English liberty. It is at least a defect
In our laws, quite inconsistent we are sure with our feelings as men or as mer-
chants. We write in the interest of humanity,when we affirm that the trader
who untainted with fraud, and free from the charge of recklessness, is unabled
tO meet his engagements but willing to assign all bis assets to pay bis debts,
Should be discharged in respect of future acquired property. But all-here
is the pinch-all-LL bis assets. There must be some Court to see that
Profession and practice agree. Failures with a " full hand " are not to be
allowed ; but we assert without fear of contradiction that, as the law now
8tands in Upper Canada, they are allowed; at least, a debtor, though largely
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embarrassed, may select any one or more of his creditors to the exclusion of
all others, and to the "select few " pay their denands in full to the impover-
ishment of ail others not so lucky. These few are " friends." It may be
that the form of an assignment will be gone through, but even in this case
there is no absence of the "select few." In public they sympathize amazinglY
vithl "the1 poor man." In private they are cheek my jowl with him as the

merry laugh peal after peal arises over the good old wine. Oh, that the
bulk of the creditors could get one peep behind the curtains in cases sucli as
this! But no, that cannot be allowed. They have been " taken in" in a
sense which means "done for.' It is acknowledged that such is our law and
that such things may be done under its eves that causes creditors to wish to
become parties to deeds of assignment;-too often artful mran traps. Credi-
tors must either "corne in " before a fixel day, or forever lose the hope of even
2s. t>d. in the pound. Here is a bankruptcy law with a vengerce! The
debtor hinself is the Judge of the lankruptcy Court. lis " friends " are the
jurors. The fate of creditors when drated throutgh the ordeail of such a
tribunal can be better imagined than described. Tose who , comie in " are
" taken in," those who " do not corne in " are robbed. The former lose fromn
one-half to two-thirds of their demands -the latter loze al] ! The law wbich
permnits such outrages upon common honesty is emphatically worse than no
law. On the one side it subjects the honest debtor to merciless and irretrive-
able ruin! On the other it exaits the knavish debtor to ail the comforts
of the elysium of independence. The knave succeeds, while the honest man
who will not act the knave, is bezgared becanse ie will not become a knave.
This state of things it may be said is really too atrocious to exist long. Why
does it exist one single day ? Because those who are most affectel-who
writhe under its strings will not cry out for help. We say, and say it un-
hesitatingly, that if the merchants of Canada want a bankruptcy lav they
must ask for it; and when asking must express what they do want-so that
legislators may fashion it according to orders That we have had a distaste-
fui bankruptcy law is no reason why we should now be without any law.
That we have had a bad bankruptcy law is no proof that ail bankruptcv laws
are bad. That some legisiators have failed to produce a desirable law ii lO
argument that all legislature try their hands at the work-and let the materias
be furnished to them in the shape of the suggestions of those most conver-
sant with the subject.

The excellence of a bankruptcy law may be sid to consist of speed, so far
as consistent with equity-economy, so far as consistent with justice. A law
which will come up to this standard mnst be good; so the nearer the ap.
proach to the standard the better. Better far on a winter's day to approach
the generous heat of a blazing fire, than to stand freezing in the distance be-
cause we may not be able to place our very hands upon and around the fur-
nace.

It is a disgrace to our common origin as Engylishmen, Irishmen, Scotch-
men or Frenchmen, (for in France there is the Facilite) that we are unable
to frame a most desirable and necessary measure of law reform. The bank-
ruptcy laws of England and of Scotland we believe in many points diverge-
Of the two, that of Scotland is described to us as being the more rational and
economical. Such too is the opionion of Mr. Lloyd, who recently read an in'
teresting paper on the subject before the " National Association for the Pro
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!notion of Social Science," at Birimingham. His paper Is valuable for the
limiportance, and without doubt truthfulness of its statistics. He tells us that
11 the years 1850 to 1853, there were in England 29,885 estates administer-
ed by assignments, and 2,325 by the bankruptcy Court-in other words that
for every bankruptcy there were nine failures through which the parties were
Carried by private arrangement. This is, we take it, a vote of the want of
Confidence by English merchants in the English Bankruptcy law. The reason
¼eîgned is the expense which is said to average 50 per cent. on the assets.
If thi be true there is no difficuilty in comprehending the fact that, the Bank-
ruptcy Court is shunned by English creditors. In Scotland, on the contrary,
resort Io the Court is the rule, and private arrangement is the exception.
The difference is attributed by Mr. Lloyd to the circumstance that, in Scot-
land the control of the creditors is exercised in many matters which in Eng-
land thby have no voice ; and that while in England the expenses are 50 per
cent. on assets, in Scotland tLey are not much more than one-seventh of that
amnount or 8 per cent. on assets. Facts like these are very suggestive, and to
Us indicative of the place to which we ouglit to apply for light on this dark
and perplexing question. There nust be men in Canada, practically ac-
quainted with the working of the Scotch Bankruptcy law. Let them make
Public the fruits of their experience. Let them at least acquaint us of their
residence arnong us and express their willingness if called upon to make them-
selves useful in this the land of their adoption. The evidence of such men
ought to be taken before, and recorded by a Committee of Parlianient, and
When added to testimony gathered fron other quarters, be made use
of by our representatives. We feel that there is a want of nerve or else most
slothful inaction upon this question, wlich, in our opinoin, is second to none
now agitated for the promotion of the good of this colony.

It may be asked of us whether with regard to Upper Canada, we would
advise one Court and that to be stationed in Toronto at the seat of the Sup-
erior Courts, or several, one in each County or Union for judicial purposes
througbout the Province. We recommend the latter; but with this qualifi-
Cation, that there be a Court of Review or Control to exercise appellated jur-
isdiction, which Court ought to hold its sittings in Torcnto. We shall strenu-
Ously oppose the idea of giving the latter jurisdiction to the Court of Clan-
Cery. In fact no sane man would we presuie be found suffliciently daring to
rnake the proposition. A Court of Review might be made to consist of the
Ch:ef Justice of Upper Canda, the Chancellor and the Chief Justice of the
Comnron Pleas, similar to the Court of Impeachment established under the
County Courts Amendment Act of last session. W ho then are, subject to the
control of this Cout, to discliarge the duties of Bankruptcy Judges in the
Counties? Certainly not the County Judges, unless two be appointed to each.
Countv. Tiere is no County in Upper Canada in which the Judge is not
tskedf to the utnost, in the performance of his multifarious and onerious.
duties. In some Counties the labour is, as we know, at the present timue, for
one man, almost more than human. Were there a Senior and Junior Judge
In each County, to the latter might be assigned the duties of Bankru.tcy
Judge. Some say that a system for the registration, of voters must be shor tly
establisheld. Should this be done, to make it at all effectual there must be
revising barristers, and to them might be assigned the Bankrupey duties.
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These, however, are matters of detail quite subordinate to the main:questiol
-the necessity for the establishment of a System of Bankrupt law. The
machinery for its administration is either at hand or can be readily and chePP-
ly created-both in Upper Canada and Lower Canada.- U. C. Law Journl.a

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY & FINANCE.

The Deeimal Culrrency.
To the Editor of the C. M. Magazine. TORONTO, 14, Jan. 1858.

SIR-As in the October number of your valuable Magazine, you were
kind enough to reprint and thus give a more extensive circulation to a por-
tion of an humble brouchure of mine, upon the subject of decimalizing the
currency, with a promise of a continuation on the advantiges which 1, as the
author, claimed for the suggested system over that of the United States dol-
lars and cents. I now venture to offer you a few remarks on these advantages
in a form less encumbering to your space than reprinting the remainder of
the pamphlet. Notwithstanding your editorial remarks indicatiig a preference
for the " Dollars and Cents " I must still hold that the systei suggested by
me, is "in the present circumstances of this country" preferable on varis
grounds. You admit that a long familiarity with the United States svstem
leads to yourpreference. I stated in respect to it before your Magazine ws
projected, that " farniliar'ty alone bas bred either admiration or prefrerce,
so the question is open betwixt us, and I shall be glad either with yourself
personally, or any correspondent in your colunns, to discuss it in a friendly
spirit, as indeed it matters littie in these severe times, in what forni we keep
our money accounts,so as we keep them correctly and have money accounts
at al[ to keep. I have, however, been accustomed in the matter of legislationt
to see al things done " decently and in order," and I assert that tihe legisla-
tion on this subject by the Honorable the Inspector General was hap-hizard
n the extreme, and that lie should have looked before lie leaped. I do not
wish to accuse the Government of what they are not responsible for. I naY
be told that ail the legislation on the subject was, that after a certain date
' all accounts rendered to this government, must be stated in Dollars and
Cents" instead of currency, ieaving every one in ail other transactions to fol-
low thie bent of his own inclination, and that it is no fault of theirs if the
Banks have fo!lowed suit, and if Merchants have changed their Books aud
accounts, &c., &c.

Sir, this half and half legislation is unworthy of a great country, and much
as the old country lias been twitted with her delay and besitation on thos
important question, you may depend that she is in the right. After the said
Government resolution was passed, I endeavoured, throngh vour coiîlnS
(Aug. No.) to draw attention to the fact that it was a piece of legislation to
compass an impossiblity. that accounts could not by any possibility b)
accurately kept in cents, while we had no cent coin to represent the denomi-
nation in which accounts were to be kept. It bas been stated, but I
bave never seen it so on authority, that a new coinage is in preparation, but
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f this be so, it can only be a silver coinage under a former act, during the
Uilncks administration, as no coinage act has been passed since the decimal
question came up, and I b9lieve that no cent coin is in preparation. I know
Well encugh that by an arbitrary or familiarly speaking " rule of thumb" ar-
rangement, the cent balances of banking and other large transactions, are now
settied by a passing of currency, at a fixed rate in cents, having a fractional
balance one way or the other, which is by mutual consent ignored, but this
Will not do when the bulk of the transactions are in coppers, which do not
harmonize with the dollar and cent system, and accordingly, while the Leg-
islative enaciment stands, that all government accounts are to be kept in dol-
lars ani cents, just as I predicted, the Post Offiee department, except in its
1QOney order or banking business, finds it absolutely impossible so to keep its
accounts, and accordingly in that government department, at least pounds
shiling and pence currency are still and must continue to be the order of the
Office, and how can it be otherwise 1 Certain statutory postal charges are a
"half-penny and a penny," (and by the way the half-penny postage was intro-
duced after the cent systemii was affirmed), these it is impossible to turn
accurately into cents, and it therefore follows that event if we had a cent coin,
further legislation would be necessarv, and tho' even then, that legislation
must involve, (wvhat is the sole drawback to the adoption of decimals in
tritain), either a sacrifice of revenue on the one hand, or an) additional postal
imIpost on the Public on the other-there is no middle course except in the
adoption of my humble proposition, which harmnionizes with the present cur-
rency without the necessitv of any change either of coins or names, with the
exc)eption of calling a British shilling, what it is, and while it fulfils all the
objects of keeping accounts wifth exactness in the simple decimal character, it
harmonizes equaliv with the currencies of Great Britain and America, by the
aimplest processes of conversion. 1, therefore, still urge on consideration, the
adoption of my suggested svsten instead of further legislation, because-

1. If the adherance to the British system of stating money with the familiar
n1ames of the coins in circulition, be even no make-weight in a B'iýish Pro-
Vince, my suggestel system does not inteifere with these in any respect, but
dealing with the existing circulating medium, onlv alters the mode of stating
tner in accounts in simple instead of compound figures, or in other words, in
blf instead of whole cents, under the denominationu of mills, which obviates
ail fractions.

2. Because having no cent coin, even the Government enactment, to keep
al their accounts in dollars and cents, has fallen through in respect to the
?Ost Office department, and the simple change to balf cents (mills). would
obviate all difficulty-save the expense of a new coinage-is cupable of im-
Inediate adoption, and involves neither sacrifice of revenue or additional
irpost, either of which, under an adherence to cents, is inevitable.

3. Because my proposition elevates Canada into a distinct country, capable
Of devising a monetary system of her own, to neet ber requirement, which
shall at the same tirne be so capable of mutation into that of the neighbouring
kepublic, as in ail transactions to present the advantage of a mere distinction
without a difference.

4. Because while Great Britian remains a non decimal country, this sys-
tema admits of the transmutation of Canadian money into sterling by the
simplest scholastie process, the decimal denomination being in fact the British
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farthing-wbile if Great Britain adopts decimals, the probability is, tbat she
will harmonize with Canada in her currency, to which our example,in virtually
decimalizing ber own currency, vill contribute-while our apparently blind
adoption of cents, without looking to consequences, is likely to draw ridicule
upon our legislative wisdom.

In conclusion, I would beg to say that while we have now been a couple of
weeks under the nwuch lauded change to the cent system, beralded not on Y
by Government legislation, but by banking and mercantile action, while there
is little difficulty with the larger sums statable in dollars, which have alwaYs
been familiar, the great mass of the pubbe does not take kindly to the 'cent,
which more and more proves that " the penny" is a British Institution not
easily eradicated from public predilection-and as an entire withdrawal of 't
from public view, is in present circunstances, impossible and impracticable,
it would be wisdom to reconsider the question, and if a system is found an-
swering ail practical purposes, while it still retains the cberished pennyl1t
ouglit to be adopted instead of copying any foreign system, both at incOu'
venience and expense. J.A.

In order that our readers may fully understand J. A's views we subjOin
the table referred to. By calling the English Sovereign five dollars this sys'
tem would harmonize completely with sterling money, while by simply div-
ding by two, it would give dollars and cents.-Ed. C. M. M.

G. F. M D. C.
Thus the farthing ------------ ------------------- 10 01 0 o
The Canadian currency "copper "-------....--------- O 02 0
The Canadian penny token ------------------------- 03 O
The British coined penny--------------------------..O 0410 02
The American half dime --------------------------- 10o 0
The American dime ----....... ...... .......... . O 20 0 10
The British sixpence or Canadian "yorker "...------ 0 25 O 12é
The British shilling (and American quarter dollar)-------- 0 50 0 25
The British florin (and American half-dollar)-------------I 100 0o 50
The British halfcrown ------.- ----. .- - 1 25 0621
The one dollar, (gold, silver, or paper,) now to be 2 florins..- 2 100 1. 100
The British crown piece------ .--------------------- 2 50 1 25
The two dollar bill, now to be 4 florins ----------------- 4 00 2 0O
The three dollar bill, now' to be 6 florins.---------------- 6 003 00
''lie four dollar bill, now to be 8 florins. ----------------- 8 0014 00
The five dollar bill, or Canadian guinea, now to be ton florins,

and highest integer--------------------------- 0 00u5 00

DECIMAL AND HALIFAX CURRENCY.

Jmproved Table, shouing the Equivalent Value of Cents and TIalifa'
Currency,from Half a Cent to One Dollar, giving the ExACT A!<
LITERAL equivalents, and also the NEAREST EQUIVALENTS IN AVAILA1Sle

COIN.

Se In portion of Table numbered 1, look -n first three columns for exac
amounts, and then in last three columns for nearest approach in circulatinY 'O
all the columna corresponding, each with the other, read from Ieft to right, Or
from right to left. In 2nd portion of table the literal equivalents and coix equiva
lents are the same.
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t** The first three columns are more particularly useful when much multipli-
eton Of the fractions they contain being requisite, renders their minuteiess of
C0Cseq 1ence : the last columns are sufficient for single transactions.

(Portion No. 1.)

aLct and literal equivalents. Nearest equivalents in available Coin.
EY. H a l i f a x C u rr e ncy. D ma Halifax Currency.

Mny.

Pence. Coppers or halfpence. Cents. Pence. n -îc.

-equl to O ,d. or o0cop. equal to 0ic. h

. " Od. " 1 " " e . equal to 0d.or 1cop.
lc. "e 09. " ' " 1 l2
1 je Il 0

e. O1 . " 1c4 ."2c......." J~1"3o
12 i a " lie." cd. " 2 ". ' . " 2d. " 2op.

2Id. " " 2 . " 2c.

8C. " 
2 Id. " 3 cop.. " 2 " 2pd." 3eope. " lId. " 33cop... " 3c. (c o

." d. " 4 cop. " o d 2d. e 4cop.
1(, " 2 d. " 4 cop. " c.. . .

e. -d. "l 4Ilcop. " 4

50 5. 4c

i. " 23d. "l 5 cop ' . " 21d." 5cop.
. " 2ad. " 5cop... " 4½c.

5C· " 3d. " 6 cop ... " cor half dîme. " 3d. " 6eop

. " 3 1 d." 6cop... " 5½c.

6e " 34d. " 7 Co. " 6c. ....... " 3d." 7cop.6c. e 33d. " 7cop. c.
qe. "l 3 . Il 7i cop .. & 61c.} " "o"r "3a4ue. Ilor 4 "7 1 or8

6e. " Sid. " 70Cop.c. 4d. "l 8 Cop). cl'. .. ... "l 4d. "l 8cop.
." .4d. "l 85cop.. " c.

76e 4 4il. "e 9 cop... "e 7-le. ....... "e 41(d." 9eop.
8e. "6 44d. "l 9 3cop.. "l 8e.

e. 15. "10 Cop). " 8e. ..... " d. "l 10cop.
9e. " 5 d . " 1Oicop.

9c. " 52d . 14 10 4co)p.9- " 9e.c(c. " 541. "' 11 cop. Ç .. " 521ad." 11cop.
Il- 5-7d. ' 11l2cop.. . "e 9½c.

The United-States Picayune or York Sixpence circulates in Canada, at present, for only 3d. H1alifax
nelicy, or six coppers.

b W rl x r(Portion No. 2.)
Money. Halifax Currency.

Cents. Shillings. Pence. Coppers or

5 c. or Half-Dime............... equal to...................
10c. or Dime.......... .............
12 c. (York Shilling) " ....................
5c. ......................... "

2 0c..................................... " ........ ...........
25c. (Quarter Dollar) " ....................
3 7 c. (3 York Shillings) " ....................
500ý. (lalf-[)ollar) " ..... ..............
6 2C. (5 York Shillings) ..............
7nc. (6 York shillings, or 3qrs. of a Dollar) equal to8 7jc. (7 York Shillings) equal, to..................
1.00c. (One Dollar) ............ ......

Haif-pence.
Os.. 3d. or 6 coppers-
Os. 6d. or 12 coppers.
os. 7id. or 15 coppers.
Os. H. or 18 coppers.
Is. Od. or 24 copperi.
19. 3d.
ls. 10d.
2s. d.
3s. 1 id.
3s. 9d.
4s. 4U

5s. Od.
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STATEMENT OF BANKS ACTING UNDER CHARTER

CAPITAL. LIABILITIES.

NAME OF BANK. '. ci

Quebec Bank. ........ $ 1,000,000 9 $ 7 29,387~4) $ 350,475 8 $123,709 6
City Bank of Montreal 1,200,000 1,171,80- 547,4691 150,349 90 351,855 77 207,334 45
Bank of Montreal. 6,000,0;0 5,673,320 2,900.99U 241,407 40 1,431,942 37 82,570 04
Commercial Baik,.. 4,000,000 3,748,82U 1,435,672| 314,294 24 831,854 15 423,142 10
Bank of Upper Canada.. . 4,000,001 3,104,550 2,780,888 181,122 00 2,362,056 08 219,129 50
Banque du Peuple. 1,20,000 921 435 340,682 69,147 78 28ý,P99 02 243,389 50
Molson's Bank. ...... .. 1,000,000 733,662 343,392 27,394 50 2-39,03'" 42 40,283 68
Zimmerman Bank. ............. .....................
Niagara District Bank. 1,000,000 22,'i5à1 230,947 21,128 07 25,826 72 10,591 02
Bank ofToronto. 2,000,000 10,630 372,643 4,999 13 41,639 18 124,917 65
,Ontario Bank ......... 1,000,000 156,048 114,03 16,546 63 25,252 97..........

Total,........... 400,000 7~137,65 9,637,307 i,048,777 0. 5,93,838 71 1,4';,0e744
November, 1857.

Statement of Assets and Liabilities of Banks issuing Notes under the Froc

ASSETS.

Debentures
deposited Furniture Debts due by

NANME OF BANK. with the Real Estate. and other Banks, Bills.
Receiver other Asset and Notes of Discounted.
General. other Banks.

$ ets. $ cte. $ cta. $ et. $ etsa.
(a) Bank of British N. America.. 530,813 33 ....... ....... .......
(b) Zimmerman Bank. ........ . . . ..... ....... . ........ ...........
(b) Niagara District Bank... 1,66 0

Provincial Bank.. ......... 120,0)0 0 1,>00 00 b,096 74 ....... 32,574 45
Bank of the County of Elgin. 100,000 00 .1,28 00 1f,991 78 94,732 05

Total ........... 02,499 33 #,1,000400 11,I 74 10,981 87 117,306 50

(a) Issues $1 and $2 Notes only under the above At.
(b) Acting also under Charter.
(c) Now under Charter entirely.

CHAS. CAMBIE, Registrar.
Neveuber, 1867.
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FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1857.

ASSETS.

0.0, Ici

$ 14,000 0u $.0,0i00 00 s39,841 23
34,11001 00 206,438 35 118,078 75

293,694 45 566,800 G0 248,020 90
163,21< 37 888,600 00 89,665 48
163,673 15 311,880 63 193,937 86
55,952 17 93,542 05 36,858 93
19,765 67 200,000 00 53,994 05

1,826 33 85,732 60 14,099 93
. . . . . . 102,400 00 19,816 10
2,339 66 17,600 00 6,715 77

74h,46-2 b 2,012,99370 821,028 0U

326 i 8 2,401 1. 2,3,2 'S

30 1,697 50 9,953,161 48 12, 171,083 31)
445.361 92 6.0;11,237 5S 7,579,718 92
823,139 0 5 7,288,784 401 9,207,1369 87
122,944 1li 1,675,645 Wt '2,040,f90 88
13,094- 45 1,002,446 60ý1 ,:4U3,582 00)

11,014 92à 404,205 30 571,794 05
38911 77,5 60 999,7'2323
11,9 4 23097 315,5:4 97

1,79_8,113 71 3__ _'17 00

JOHN LANGTON, AuITOR.

Banking Act, to 30th Nov., 1857, (13th & 14th Vic., Cap. 21, &c., &c., &c.

Debts due .ein Total Àsseta.
by a re lts. oa Ast.

Individuals.

3 ett. S et. $ ets.

530,833 33

.. ,666 00

76,981 50 7,860 31 24'1,473 00
2,155 80 10,126 38 2l19,324 01

79,096 30 - 7 9-66 t 1,035,296 34(

LIABILITIES.

Notes
in

Circulation.

S ets.

Deposits.

$ ets.

18,161 00 .......

36,466 00 .....

117,873 10 5,600 00
56,628 00 35,623 38
239,128 00 41,223 38

Debts due
to other te To

to oherLiail es.Liabilities.

$ ets. $ etp. S ets.

.218,161 00

..... ..... 36,466 00

. .. .. . .. . . 123,473 O0
15,180 00 1,828 27 1U9,259 65
15,180 00 1,2' 27 487,359 65

JOHN LANGTON.
AUDITO,

331

$177,683 93
191,9190 25
807,705 88
481,592 57
406,254 1S

55,648 00
114,284 13

54,94 90
131,238 38

14,136 75
:,535,418 79

$1,074,3à7 0S
1,257,009 13
5,398,910 80
8,001,982 49
5,543,195 7,Q
932,119 20
640,107 0oi
291,393 30

4,(:98 86
165,887 60

18,301,99L 84

1
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Monthly Averages of Canadian Banks.

Bank of British North America and Gore Bank not included
Date. Capital. Discounts. Specie. Circulation. DePO5'o
1857. 5

M rch 31 ... $16,119.187 $34,927,218 $2025115 $11,338,376
April 30 .... 16,295,597 32.232,219 2,145,249 10,859,571 85071
My 31 ...... 16,844,834 32,470.986 2.114,084 10,226,624 s,7951065
June 30...... 17,246,140 32,307,199 2,210,933 10,511,876 9650)326
July 3!...... 17,924,667 32,243,981 2,262,167 10,760,167 625 924
Augut 31... 18,092,888 32.931,843 2,272,310 10,777,358 8621015
Sept. 30 ..... 18,044,701 33,968,627 2,024,081 11,507,205 8,837,
Oct. 31...... 17,887,692 33,082,530 2,135,270 10,711,813 6 142 264
Nov. 30...17,940,354 31,273,693 2,553,435 9,866,435
Dec. 31 ... 17,991,288 30,745,735 2,171237 9,57,976 8, 137,,u4

Secrenpe io Bank Note CirDoiatiots
Tab>le exzebiting the circulation of tht following chartered Ban/ct, and the amnou't Of

specie held bg them on te 301 Novemer, 1856, , e 31,st Juy, 1857, 16"
2.04 8 1 ,oember, 1357.

CIRCULATION. 6PECIE.

Ban2ks. Nov. 1856 July 1857 Nov. 1857 Nov.185 Ju1y857 .18,5, 1

$ $ $ $ s $
Quebec Bank ..... 2696,927 681,885 570,185 118,531 95759 877,683
Citv ank.........1,073,208 695,761 547,469 224517 195,913 191 ,990

Bark of Montret.. 4,247,311 3,120,942 2,900,991 842,938 797,916 807705
Commercial Bank 21,887,342 1,243,998 1,435,672 587,182 409,501 481,592

Bank [J. Canada .M51,726 2,842,568 2780,888 302,438 432117 406,254

B. du Peuple 544,654 46,286 340,62 126621 131,317 155,648
Moson's Bank . e376,357 314,061 343,392 47,558 77715 14284

Nialara Dis. Bathik 359,117 270,276 230,847 23,969 28,200 54,m 4
Bank of Toronto .. 293,689 414,278 372,542 31,849 64'798 131,238
Outario Batik ................ ............ 114,138 ..................... 14,13

Total ... 13,130,331 10,051,055 9,637,307 2,305,603 2,233,2362,348

The decrehse in the circulation from Novem ber 1856, t o Nove3J ber Jy17
is thtv; $3,493,0124 or more than etie-third of our present circulation 'rhît

mnust be régarded rai ber as t1ue effects than the cause of the I)resent srtqg"18'
tion of business, exp)erience having p)roved tthat while the Baniks can at aIl tilo
oan nny amount of capital, their circulation is governed entirely by 5
requirenents of business and cannot create hat b2isin0,s So long 942 tl
return for their good will nkeet .. e ret..r of the Bank notes, so long ,4ill t
Bnercants and manufacturers be accommodated wih discounts to the 28Ut
aBvanta e of theruselves and the Bank; but when they cease to make 46728
of tis gods, further advaces ca only be .. ade in th shae of capi

This is at once apparent when we refer to two other items in the Retiirns, i:
Discounts and Deposits. While in the circulation and deposits there is a f270,7g
o of 5,923,434, the discounts have ony decreased 1,663,215, thus shoig th27t

while the Banks have given the public nearly the same auount of .. ccon..u.d.t.o.
tbey have only been erabled to do so by an inacrease of capital. The merCl.15fl5

mnust blame themselves for this contraction in the circulation, ag the havy ia]por-
tations and consequent demand for foreign drafts, is doubLless the true causeIof
the diminished circulation.
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Kite-Flying Extraordinary.
At the examination of Messrs. J. & J. Macdonald of Glasgow, before
te Scotch Court of Bankruptcy, Mr. D. Macdonald made the following

ataterent :
'We first found it necessary to resort to accommodation bills in 1845.

T3 business was then increasing, and we needed additional capital to carry it
. At that period our accommodation bills were to a limited extent, not

elceeding in 1845 £8,000 or £10,000. The party from whom we chiefly
adthat accommodation was our father. Our capital, or sum at credit of

Stock in 1815, was £ 13,900. At that time ve had no current bank account
that is, a credit account on bond. Our increasing business obliged is to

capital ina this way. Bcsides our fatier, the parties on whom we drew at
t were our agents, on wlom we drewv against goods when they bad them.

btil the year 1855 we did not keep ouir books so as to distinguili exctly
beîeen accommodation bills and trade billi, although all the hi!!s were

entered in our bili-book. Our accommodation paper as at June 1819, lmd
ekhed the amount of £16,000 or thereby; at .luly, 1850, to 30,000; Octo-
er, 1851, 48,000; October, 1852, to 63,000; at October, 1853 and 1851 it

ou each occasion about £ý0,000; at October, 1855, £85 000; at Octo-
ber, 1850, £188,000. At the time of our suspension in October last, our
total accommodation paper had reached £383,000, of which the proportion

O 'ur behloof was £359,000. This is exclusive of the accommodation paper
earreit between us and a Canadian house, amounting to £60,000, and which
'% wholly for their accommodation, with the exception of £11,000. The
erogressive increase in the amount of accommodation from 1849 to 1853 is
Ceounted for by the corresponding increise in the extent of our business, and

o yt of having very few bills payable, because we made our disburse-
1 ents chiefly in cash. The charge upon our business increased frequently

b the increase of our accommodation bills. Taking the year 1849, the
d1 counts of all bills, or rather the balance of interest, was £2,800, but I
CanoOt give the proportion applicable to accommodation bills. After a lapse

five ypars, taking the year 1854, the balance of interest on ail bills had
lcreasmd to £14,000. The number of parties from whom we got accommo-

tiOn grew with the amount of the accommodation received. In 1853, the
11flber of pairties granting accommodation was still limited, being confined

! seven iidividuals. In 1854, the parties giving accommodation bad
'e'eased to 10; in 1855, to 13; in 1856, to 20; and in 1857 to 75. With
t!enty out of these seventy-five we lad business other than for accommoda-
t on, but not so with the reinaining fifty-five. Some of them we did not
knOw at all. About thirty-two, or thereby, we did not know, unless by their
natnes on the bills, and from the information of those who obtained them who
certified thein to be respectable parties. This system of procuring names com-
'1enCed in Marclh of the present year, and was intended to be temporary. At

e Close of 1856 it was intended there should be a large reduction ofaccommo.
ation paper fron the spring sales of our stock which was sufficiently large

have affected that reduction if it had found a remunerating market. It waS
'1th this view that we opened a house in London, and one in New York,
) as to help off the sale of our stock, but trade was dull and goods did not
eil freeely. That stock now forms the principal asset of our estate. Had
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we succeeded in disposing of that stock, it was our intention to have limited
our business to a more managable compass. It was chiefly at the Wester
Bank that these accommodation bills were discounted. The ir mediate cao

of suspending paynents arose out of the investigation which the Western
Bank set about rnaking into several of their -accounts in September last. tip
to that time my firin was in its usual good credit. Witb

By Mr. Nasmith--Oît of the 75 acceptors, how many are sulvent t
the exception of the Belfast agent and the London agent, both of who .f

goods, all the acceptors have stopped payment. What was the reason
getting new parties to accept early this year; was it because you were afr
the bank wouild no longer discount with only your agents' name t No
had no fear of that. What then was the reason? I intended to drop o
of the old ones.

The Money Crisis in England.
We extract the following remarks on the causes of the money crisis

England, from a late number of the London Times:

An estinate was given yesterday of the debts of the establisrnents brok'9n
down during the recent crisis. The total was £50,000,000. The publC¢
however, must not fall into the idea that this figure represenes the loes" O
the period. Those which the country bas sustained nust be measured ila
different and fari more serious manner. People are apt to plead as an apolo"
gy for the suspension cf the Bank Charter Act that it lessoned the nuinber
stoppages that would otherwise have taken place, and to that extent Say
the comniumty from "loss." This, indeed, was the grand ninisterial POl.'
If the failures which are now £50,000,000 would have been £70,000,000 u
for the suspension of the Bank act, how grateful should the nation be to tbo
who for such an object did not hesitate even to violate the statute law.
the fact is, that if the aggregate had reached £100,000,000 the nation woher
not bave been a single pound poorer. When a firm suspend it nust etý1 ust
have sufíicient or insufflcient assets to pay its creditors. Such assetS 1uI
consist of inerchandise or other tangible property, or of claims upon SOleeh
bouses, and the value of thiese will be neither lhssened nor increased by tho
fact of the posse4sor of them postponing paynent of his own debts. Whei
Messrs. De Wolf & Co., or Messrs. Barber, Rousenauer & Co. stop witi on
2s. in the pound for their creditors, it is not their failure that makes the 1''
Persons vio hold their bills find themselves to that extent poorer than the.,
thought they were, but the worth of the bills is intrinsically as great asit
before the discovery. It is only an inaginary value that bas been destroYe
Such loss as has arisen was inflicted on tC nation long ago, and nothing ca5
recover iL. No advance to these parties by the Bank of England or ah
other banks could alter the result. It might enable themn to maintain tbe
fictitious value of their paper, and ultimately to throw the consequences 1Po
sorne other set of holders, but the commeicial community, reanwhile, Wyou
merely enjoy a fool's piradise. Let it be clearly understood that Wbe "
solvent firm stops it must simply be because their property is for the no'
ment unavailable, and that, so far from the event involving los evEU e
themselves, it must have the effect of giving them time to effect realiations
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tIstead of forcing sales upon any terms; and that, on the other hand, if a firm
e mnsolven!, the proclamation of its inolvency cannot cause property to dis-

aPPear which has no existence. Cases may arise where it is very desirable
assistance sholl be afforded, but it is for the sound part of the commercial
cornunity, and the leading banking institutions to meet them. If a certain

ill is working at so great a profit that it would be grievous to ]et it stop on
atccount of the temporary embarrassment of its owner, or if a house can shew
SUch securities, and be willing to pay such a rate for loans upon them as
should tempt capitalists to come forward, every one would be glad to see
Sueh arrangements. If they do not iake place it is evident the profits of the
lill, or the rates offered for the required loans, were not conmnensurate to
the fair value of money at the time. The supporters of the Bank Charter
ACt are called "usurers,'' and denounced as men who would seek their own
Profits out of the misfortunes of others. They have, douhtless, therefoie a

een eye for a bargain the moment it is really to be Lad. When the Siate
Is cafled upon to assist men whom neither bankers, bilbrokers, nor private
capital ists will nssist, the public nay safely conclude that it is not any pa-
triOtic desire to avoid the sin of usury-that is to say, the sin of taking the
best market price for the commodity they deal in-that causes these gentle-
'en to hold back, in order that the government may come in. The actual
bosses snstaiied by the nation have been going on for the last five or six
years, and it is only now that we have found them out. Although failures to
the anounit of £50,000,000 have occurred since October, we are just as rich
'S We were et that period. About six months back the Times entered into
the question of the perplexing character of the Board of Trade returs.-
Month after wonth they showed an increase in our commerce, but although
there had ben no foreign loans or wi!d speculation in distant public works,
'iur stock of bullion presented a steady, diminution. It was evident that a
foreign I rade which bad been increasing enormously for some years sbould
have resulted in great gains, and that these gains, if there was no apparent
Way in which thiey had been sent out of the country, should bave shown
themselves in a constant increase of our supply of srecie. It %&as asked, can
it be possible tlat tbis extraordinary trade has not yielded any profit, and that
"Ir prosperity is me ely delusive? But the rejoinder was unavoidable-" Is it
likely that people would bave carried it on if tbey had not founcd it to answeri"
It seerred impossible, therefore, to solve the riddle. Some persons thought
that large investnents of oui capital bad, perhaps, been made in France, ow-
"g to the low prices to wbich rents and railroad obligations hai receded after
the speculative mania in that country; but those best informed declared that
the novenent lad been rather the other way. Tfhe mnatter, therefore, was
given u) in despair. Now, the whole is plain. Monstrous as it appear ed to
entertain the supposition that for a long consecutive period the export trade
of the country had been carried on at a loss, that is the sole and ail sufficient
explanation of every thing that bas happened. The Western Bank of Scot-
land bas alone lost £2,000,000 by advances to swindling shippers, who for
the sake of commanding the market and rendering it impossible for any hon-
est competitors to hold their ground, bave gone on making consignmnents
Without auy prospect of receiving adequate returns, the resulting deficiency
e1g made up for the time by a proportionate increase in the manufacture

f'f worthless paper which the banks and other holders continue to regard aa
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"propertv" until the storm came, which showed its real character. 13efo'e
even £2,000,000 could have been lost, what must have been the anou" 0
tradecarried on? Supposing even every bale of goods sent hence by the
firms to have cost £100 and to have realized only £90, the declared valiu o
such shipments must have amounted to £20,000,000 stg. to result in such h
deficiency. Look at the similar operations fostered by the Liverpool Borous
3ank,'the Northumberland and Durham, and several other establishme
and the nature of the enormous increase in our Bo'ard of Trade totals, whICb
we have all been accustomed to look at with pride will forthwith becon'
transparent. Of course the money was not entirely got rid of in this y
Large sums were made away with in personal dissipation, and, occasionlaY
doubtless, marriage settienents were also provided. Those who live, howeçert
upon what they do not earn, impoverish the country precisely to Che eS
Bo expended. Meanwhile the giant drain has been caused by the risea

prices of all fonï ign prod:uce. Not only bas the over producticn whiche-
be 'n stiIuiated throughout all the manufacturing districts led to ni unheah
thv rise of wages and an undue consumption of imported articles, but the
speculations of the insolvent shippers, who have ordered their agents to boY
up silk, cotton, sugar, coffee, and all other commodiies at any price, in orto
to make up their returns, has caused the English consumer foi years pastto
pay 10, 20, or 30 per cent. for the necessaries of life beyond what Wo1k
otherwise have been the case. The Brazilian coffee grower, the Chinese i'

cultivator, the American cotton planter, &c., have all been driving a grand
business at our expense, and thus, year by year, notwithstanding the toil ad
economy of the really honest and indistri'ous classes among us, we have see
ourselves get poorer and oir specie resources graduallv diminisb. The trus
cane upon us in last October like a thunderclap. We had no idea but tb9
we were full of property, but we then found that our fancied propertY,
stead of consisting of merchandise, gold or foreiçn debts, consisted of not
ing but accommodation bills figuring in bank assets for their nominal armou"t'
and in some instances not worth the stamp on which they ,ere placed. t
suspension of the Bank Charter act or issues of promissory notes, supPort d
by nothing, could bring back one farthing of what has thus been squandere
Ail that such ieasures can ever effect, besides giving encouragement tO Sp
culators and bill discounters to resime as soon as possible their old career he
to initigate for the moment the fall in imported articles. so as to give the
foreign producer still an unnatural advantage, and prevent such of our P
ple as have long been impoverished by the prevalence of artificial pricer
getting as promptly as possible the full advantage of a return to a natu
state.

Shipments of Sp'tie from England to the East,

A statement has been pubished by Mr. James Low, of the shiprents
specie to the East during the present year. The total is £17,064,507 (0
which £29,275 was gold and the remainder silver), against £12,523,73
(including £404,749 gold) in 1856. The increase therefore bas been
£4,540,773. From the Mediterranean ports, the shipments to the Sa
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region bave been £3,610,675, against £2,063,955 in 1856. Annexed are
the total exports of specie from Great Britain to the East, during the past
seven years. They have amounted to £52,213,928:

Gold. Silver.
1851.......................... £102,280 £1,716,100
1852..........................921,739 2,680,238
1853.......................... 880,202 4,710,665
1854.........................1,174,299 3,132,008
1855............. 948,272 6,409,889
1856.......................... 404,749 12,118,985
1857.......................... 260,275 16,795,232

Total for seven year& £4,700,816 £47,513,112

Redemption of Bank Notes la England and New York.
We find the following remarks on the subject of bank note redemption, in

a late number of the Montreal Herald:-
"lu the present agitated state of opinion in England, the great money

market of the world on questions connected with the laws which regulate the
issue of paper money, it will not be uninteresting to see how and to what
extent the late crisis bas affected the relative positions of the issuers and the
holers of notes in those great centres of finance, London and New York.
We hear of a auspension of specie payments in one, and the relaxation of
the Bank Charter in the other case, and many form no definite idea of what
bas really taken place, but vaguely suppose that relief bas been afforded to
society in general, by an authorized breach of one of the first rules of mo.
rality and law-that which holds men to their engagement. The engage-
ment of the issuer of a bank note is to pay gold for it on demand. The
breach of the rule is, of course, the refusal to pay gold on demand. To a
limited extent, there has been a breach of this engagement at New York,
but in no sense has it taken place in London. The relaxation of the Bank
Charter, though confounded by many with the suspension of specie pay-
ments, is an entirely different thing. It is merely the relaxation of a rule of
internal management imposed by Parliament on the Bank of England to se-
cura its solvency. The Bank was just as much bound on the day after the
relaxation to pay gold for every note presented at its counter as it was
before. The only difference was that it was able to issue more notes than it
had been.

"A few words of explanation will make this understood. The Bank is al-
lowed to issue £ 14,000,000 of notes on the basis of the national debt. So
long as its issues do not exceed that sum, the government does not ask what
neans it has in its vaults of meeting its engagements to pay sovereigns on

demand. Of course, as a matter of fact, the Bank must keep gold for that
purpose; but it does so at its own dicretion. For every £100 of paper,how
ever, issued in exces of this £14,000,000 the Bank must have one hundred
Sovereigns in its vaults. There is even a division between the departments
where the two functions of the institution are performed. In one depart-

D. IV.
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ment the Dotes are issued on the strength of the t*o bases above mentioned
to the other department, where the business of discounting is carried on.
But Ibis second departrnent, can only discount to the extent of the notes sup-
plied by the first depaitment, and we bave seen that the capacity to supply
these notes by the issue departinent depends upon the amount of specie in
its vaults. Now, w'hat the governiment did, in relaxing the charter, was sim-
ply to leave to the discretloti of the Directors that which had fornerly been
regulated by law, and to say that théý migbt issue as many notes as they
judged theiselves to have the means of dealing with after the paper bad got
into the hands of the public and becôrhë liable to presentation at the Bank
counter for gold. The policy of this step is one wbich is much debated in
England; but the discussion turns purely on considerations of expediency in
Bank management, and not at ai] upon the far more important point of the
preservation of the rule that ail bank notes must be payable on d, mand in
specie. This rule bas been maintained in England, not only in law but in
practice; and in the United States, though somewlat relaxed in practice,
the law bas still maintained the public faith, and conserved the right of the
creditor, the holder of the note against the debtor-the bank which issued
the note. The suspension was, in fact, a voluntary agreement between the
two parties, precisely in its nature like the transaction between tre holder
and the maker of an overdue bill, when the first, seeing the dificulties of the
other, consenis to let the obligation lie over till the proniser can fulfil his en-
gagement. We have reverted to this subject because we know that the
loosest ideas prevail as to the nature and functions of paper money, and as to
the real purport of the unusual expedients resorted t on both sides the Atlan-
tic, to overpass the crisis. It would be a great misfortune to have it generally
supposed that any gain to the community is to be looked for in a breach of
engagements ; and, on the other band, it is most important to bave it dis-
tinctly understoodfthat even in a crisis like that which we hope may be said to
have passed through, of course, parties were at liberty to forego their right
to denand specie, yet the law always upheld that right for them. With
respect t the United States, this fact bas been obscured from a circmstance
which, however, in truth, no way interferes with it. In New York State,
the Bank Charters are held subject to the assumption of their business by a
judicially appointed receiver, in case of the Banks insolvency, and tie
Judges refused to see, in the suspension of cash payments, that proof of insol-
vency which the law requires, befofe the receiver can be nanied. But any
note holder could have, at his pleasure, protested every dollar note for non-
payment, and might have followed his protest by an action at law, in which
he must have recovered, and in which the Bank must have lost costs larger
than the amounit in dispute. Indeed, not oniy the Judges cannot, but the
State Legislature cannot, free the Banks from this obligation, since there is
an article of the Constitution of the United States which expresslv probibits
any legislation by the indi% diual States to legalize the suspension f cash pay-
ients Iby Banks. These facts are valuable as removing any ground for a

supposed argumniet for that singular dream of an inconvertible cùîrency,
with which mahy bewilder themselves.
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Our Financial Diffielties.-What are they 1
The present depressed condition of the country, is the universal topic of

discussion, and the various causes to which our embarrasments are attributed
as well as the many remedies suggested, would form a large and instructive
VOlume of Canadian literature. We are not among those who believe that these
difliculties are only temporary, and that they will pass away with the
return of prosperity in England and the United states. We were suffering
While those countries were prosperous,and neither panic nor loss of confidence
las been the cause of the present prostration. We must therefore look else-
where for the true causes of our present condition. A correspondent of the
Goije promises to investigate these causes and to suggest a iemedy, and as
his suggestions promise to be interesting, we give bis first letter without
abridgement-

4 The atmost unexampled prostration of business under which we are now
labouring, viewed in connection with the very slight prospect there is of m@-
terial improveinent foi some time to cone, bas naturally led many of the
tDore thoughtful minds amongst us to examine the real financial position of
the Province, trace out the moving causes of the present collapse, and strive,
f Possible, to devive some temporary expedient by which labour, the source

of all real wealth, may again be employed, and the wheels of commerce re-
Started.

While I do not pretend to dogmatise upon a subject about which there is so
'Yuch difference of opinion, I hope a few remarks upon it may not be unwel-
come, and that some good may result fron the effort, however humble, to
Suggest relief.

A reference to the monthly returns of the several charted and free banks
Publishied by the Auditor General, will show us that at the end of October,
1856, the total cirdulation vas....................... $14,616,899

While at the end of November, 1857, (the latest return
published,) it was........... ........ ....... 9,866,435

Decrease.................... *4,750,464
n 13 months, or 322 per cent. of the actual circulation in the hands of the
Public at the former date.

These statements unfortunately do not include the returns of the Bank of
British North America, and the Gore Bank, but there is no reason to suppose
that the experience of either of these Institutions would vary the proportion of
the contraction. while it would probably increase its amount to rather more
than $6,000,000. The whole bank circulation in Canada bas, in truth, fallen
frOm nearly $18,000,000 to less than $12,000,000, and judging by the re-
duction in the month of November last, which was alone about $1,000,000,
nnd the undoubted continuance of the contraction, the amount now in actual

eirculation cannot be estimated at much above $11,000,000.
Theme figures may starte ome amonget us, especially as very recently I

boticed in the Leader an article on this subject, in which it was actually
stated that our bmk cirentation had increaaed in the 12 months ending 30th
Of September, 1657, $108,#50-although the tables published in the mame

tiele showed a decrease of $1,941,032.
Amn I fully justified in adding that we also feel, eaeh in his own sphere,

that existing bank circulation is totally insufficient to supply the means of
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daily exchange in transacting the business of the country ?-that on ail sidee
men of real wealth are unable to command their accustomed supply of cur-
rency, not because their debtors are insolvent, but from a stagnation, an actual
dearth of currency, or that representative of value which would enable each
man to discharge the debt which he owes to bis neighbour 1 We cannot
shut our eyes to the fact that collections, by course of law, have, in the majoritY
of cases, become impracticable. We hear of sheriffs and bailiffs refusing to
sacrifice property, because they cannot realize more than a nominal sum 1n
place of its fair value at a forced sale, under less extraordinary circumstances.
We hear also of hundreds of assignments made, simply to defy the officers of
the law, and yet in by far the majority of such instances it is not property,
real or personal, that is wanted, though debtors bave both; but simply the
medium or seulement, bank notes.

We bave not less real capital to-day than we had a few months ago; our
property of all kinds, real or personal, bas not diminished in intrinsie value,

(excepting always that class of real estate which has recently been so absurdlY
inflated), but the medium of exchange bas become so utterly disproportioned
in its extent to the dailv 'wants of the comrnunity, that we must ere long,
unless relieved, have recourse to barter for the settlement of our dailY
negotiations.

The time bas arisen when the judicious circulation of $100,000 of bank
notes in the accustomed channels, would speedily liquidate individual debts to
the amount of $1,000,000, thus causing invaluable relief to many.

I suppose I need not occupy your columns by adducing proof to sustain the
assertion,that from one end of the Province to the other, labour of all descrip-
tions has been discharged from its customary employment and is now idie,
iideed the sad state of affairs in this respect speaks ill of our inventive talents,
if we cannot devise a remedy.

With your permisson, I will endeavour next to explain the causes of thi
most serious state of our finincial machinery, and the importance of providing
immediate relief; snd then attempt Io show in what manner substantial re-
lief may be obtaiied, without material infringement of any well-establisbed
maxim of political economy.

KENT.
Hàmilton, January 14, 1858.

NEW YORK BAINKS,

The report of the Bank Superintendent makes the following recommenda-
tions: 1st. Allow no more mortgages to be taken hereafter as security for
circulating notes. 2d, Compel every incorporated bank to gradually replace
its present circulation by notes secured in the same manner as the free bank
notes. 3rd, Compel all banks located in the city of New York to keeP
20 per cent. of their averange weekly deposits of ail descriptions in coin,
special deposits of coin not to form part of the statement; and every bank oue
of that city to keep 20 per cent. upon its quarterly average deposits, either il
coin, or a balance to its credit in some solvent bank located either in the city
of New York, Brooklyni, Albany or Troy. 4th, Allow every banking asBo
ciation, or individual banker, to commence the busines of banking upon the
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deposit of $50,000 in stocks of the United States, or State of New York; but
if bonds and mortgages are to be received as at present the superintendent
lespectfully recommends the enactment of the acts of 1840 and 1844, relative
to bank capital, in such language as shall place their construction beyord
the reach of judical decisions.

JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

INSURANCE COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA.

CANADIAN OFFICES. HEAD OFFICE.

Canada Life Assurance Company..................... Hamilton.
]British America Fire and Marine Insurance Company...... Toronto.
Provincial Fire and Marine Insurance Co................ do.
Western Fire and Marine Assurance Co ................ do.
Provident LifeAssurance and Investment Co.............. .do.
Erie and Ontario Fire and Marine Ins. Co.............. Niagara.
Montreal Fire and Marine Ins. Co.................... Montreal.
Montreal Mutual Fire Ins. Co....................... do.
Cobourg Mutual Fire Ins Co......................... Cobourg.
Uome District Mutual Ins. Co ....................... Toronto.
]British America Friendly Society..................... Montreal
Ïiagara District Mutual Fire Ins Co.. .............. St.Cathernes.
Parmers' Fire Insurance Company................... Hamilton.
Gore District Mutual Fire...........................Brantford,C.W
Imperial Fire, Marine and Lire. . . ..---------------------Quebec.
Johnstown District Mutual Fire ---------------------..... Brockville.
Mutual Fire Insurance Company---------------------.. . .Prescott, C. W.
Midland District-Fire-.-.-.......- -. . -Kingston.
Mutual Fie ----------.. ..----------.---- Beauharnois.
Xiagara District Mutual-Fire.--...-....-.-.......... Catherines.
Quebec Fire Insurance Company ---------------------... Quebec.
Stanstead Mutual-Fire.. . . . ..---------------------------Stanstead.

ENGLISH OFFICES.

Royal Fire and Life Insurance Company, (Liverpool).-Directors, twenty
two, Liverpool; and nine, London. Of great influence, mercantile
and monetary. Careful selection of sound lives. Th,, future not
made to pay for past provisional, or other early expenses. Rapidly
rising. Founded 1845.

Phenix Fire Insurance Company, (London).-Directors, twenty. London
merchants, bankers, and others, of high position. The largest fire
office next to the Sun. Enjoys a reputation for prompt settlement
of claims. Rates as usual in first class offices. Extensive home
and foreign agencies. Founded 1782.
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Liverpool and London Fire and Life Insurance Company, (Liverpool).-
Directors, Liverpool, twenty-one ; London, eleven; powerfuil
representation of the trade of the two ports. Rapidly progressing•
Board at Sidney. Extensive foreign agencies. Founded 1836.

Equitable Fire Insurance Company, (London).-Directors eleven, higb
standing. Rates exceedingly moderate. Return of £50 per
cent on all policies of three years standing. Founded 184).

Britannia Life Insurance Company of (London).-Directors,
Founded 1837. Has a proprietary branch as well as a mutual.
Profits divided annually. Reduction on premiums in 1854, of 30
per cent.

Colonial Life Assurance Company, (Edinburgh).-Directors, twelve.-
Eminent professional men and merchants. European rates ex-
tended to the principal Colonies, (see Prospectus.) Claims settled
in Colonies and at home. Great facilities for Colonial assurers
Founded 1846.

Eagle Life Insurance Company of (London,) England.-Directors, twelve'
professional and mercantile men in high position. Divides all
profit less £20 per cent. Registers assignments of policies. High-
ly successful and prosperous. Founded 1807.

International Life Assurance Company, (London).-Directors, ten. Sur-
renders (of policies on the withdrawal system,) secure to Policy
holder one-half of the sum total of the premium paid. Well
established. Founded 1838.

Professional Life Assurance Company, (London).-Directors, ten. Rates
of premium extremely moderate. Founded 187.

Unity Fire and Life Assurance Company, (London).-Directors, nne Y

miscellaneous; with boards in the provinces. Upwards of 2,000
shareholders; shares being small in amount, and widely distri-
buted. Rapid progress in business. Petitions for repeal of fire

, duty. Founded 1852.-Life Branch separated with eleven
Directors. Founded 1854.

Beacon Fire and Life Insurance Company, (London).-Directors, eleven, of
position and character. Founded 1852. Undertakes nothing
novel ; adopts the mutual principle, with the security of a guaran-
teed capital.

Anchor Fire Insurance Company, (London)-Directed by ten members,
professional and commercial. Founded 1842. Are about to invest
£20,000 in Canadian Securities for further security of Insurers bere.

UNITED STATES OFFICES.
HEÂD OFFICE,

Great Western Fire and Marine Ins. Co. ............. Philadelphia.
Etna, Fire, Life and Marine Ins. Co................... Hartford.

Home Ins. Co. ....................... New York.
Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co....................... Iartford.
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UNITED S. OFFICES. HEAD 0FICE

Parmers and Mechanics' Ins. Co..................... Philadelphia.
Continental Ins. Co................................ do.
Exchange Mut. Ins. Co............................. do.
Mutual Life Ass. Co................................ New York.
Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co......................... Newark.
North-Western Fire and Marine Ins. Co................ Oswego.
Pacifie Mutual Ins. Co................. ............ New York.
Buffalo Fire and Marine Ins. Co...................... Buffalo.
Star Fire Insurance Co............................. Ogdensburgh
Hartford Fire Insurance Co......................... Hartford.

Affairs of the Ohio Trust and Loan Company.
The President of this Company, after three montbs spent in investigating

its affairs in New York, makes the following unsatisfactory report:-
The causes which have brought the Company to insolvency, are wholly

owing to the unauthorized and disastrous transactions of the cashier in
New York.

1. In bis dealings with, and large advances to, the Cleveland and Pitts-
burg Railroad Company, to aid in the completion of said road. This
account bas not vet been adjusted.

2. In speculations, on bis own account, in the stock of this Company, as
well as in other Companies, as also in State securities.

3. In the depreciation of stocks and securities held by him as collateral to
unautborized loans made by him in New York.

These are the prominent items, and the loss sustained on them alone
will, I fear, be of sufficient amount to absorb the entire capital of the Com-
pany,-two millions of dollars.

In my investigations in New York, I received from the trustees there,
Messrs Coe and Steadman, efficient aid and counsel. Tiese gentlemen, on
the twenty-second of April last, entered into an examination of the affairs of
the agency, and found the varions securities wbich had been piedged for
loans made by the cashier, all on hand, and perceived nothing wrong in the
various statements preparad and presented for their examination. The great
trouble in reference to the books at the agency not sbowing its real condition,
arises from the fact, that the large transactions already referred to, were not
made in themu, but were suppressed by the cashier, and consequently known
only to him.

It will require some months yet of patient investigation, before any state-
ment can be prepared that will serve as a guide in determining the value of
a claim against the company.

I am fully aware of the incompleteness of this statement, and that it can-
lot prove very satisfactory to stockholders, or to those who have placed their
funds in the custody of the Company, and are so, much annoyed and dis-
tressed by its being withheld from themâ for so lng a period.

CHARLES STETSON, President.
Cincinnatti, Dec. 4th, 1857.
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Advantages of Life Insurance.
TuE WIDoW OF CAPTAIN HERNDON, LATE COMMANDER OF THE" CEN-

TRAL AMER[CA."-PRMPTITUDE OF THE NEw ENGLAND MUTUAL LiFs
INsURANCE CoMPANY OF BosToN.-It always affords us matter of gratifi-
cation, whenever we have an opportunity of recording fresh illustrations of
the advantages and blessings of Life Insurance; and especially when these
illustrations relate to cases which have, by some circumstances connected with
them, been rendered prominently public as the one now before us.

The painful and melancholy circumstances cunnected with the loss of the
U. S. mail steamer, the Central America, are still fiesh in the memory,
and awfully present in the desolate hearths and homes of bundreds of rela-
tives and surviving friends of the unbappy victims, wbo found a watery grave
on the 12th of December last, by ber foundering at sea, to require an) thing
here but a passing allusion. Among the victims of that fearful catastrophe
there was none more illustrious or prominent than the noble, brave, and
chivalrous commander, who exerted himseif so heroically and so manfully
in saving the lives of all the women and children, wbo were aboard of that
ill-fated ship, and who afterward continued nobly to discharge his duty toward
his fellow-men, voluntarily relinquishing every chance of escape, until he
was engulphed in the ocean grave. Al bail to the memory of gallant
Captain Herndon. His heroism and bravery aboard the Central America,
during that fatal September gale, and the voluntary sacrifice he made of
himself, for the sake of others, have erected a monument in the hearts and
memories of hundreds and thousands of his grateful countrymen, not soon to
be effaced or forgotten.

After the death of Commander Herndon, it was natural to suppose that
some solicitude and sympathy should be directed towards hs disconsolate
widow and orphan daughter. We were glad to find that their claimis upon
the community were not disregarded, and that efforts were soon set on foot
by the charitable-minded, liberal, and wealthy citizens to secure a provision
for the widow and daughter. It will rejoice their numerous sympathizing
friends, and the public, to learn that a Life Insurance was effected upon the
life of Captain Herndon, for the sum of five thousand dollars, at the New
York Agency of the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company of
Boston. The policy was issued only a year ago, and the agent, John
Hopper, Esq,, 110, Broadway, bas handed over, the other day, the proceeds
to the widow. We need scarcely say, that this is another illustration of the
benefits to be derived from the practice of Life Insurance. It affords fresh
encouragements for merchants, seafaring-men, and others, to go at once and
insure their lives, for the benefit of their fanilies. It affords, also, on the
other band, fresh evidence of the stability and honour of the New England
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Boston; and its promptitude in paying
claims made upon it.-United States Insurance Gazette.

FEMELa AGENTS.-The Britsh Equitable, a short time since, it is said,
was induced to accept the services of a lady (the daughter of a respectable
auctioneer, lately deceased) to act as agent for the Company, in one of the
large towns in Kent. In a short space of time, the lady-agent has paid the
Company close upon one thousand pounds in premiums. - Londo,î
Insurance Gazette.
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tife Insorance Cos. of the United States and Canada owning Real Estate.

We judge of the success and prosperity of the Life Insurance business
this Continent, from tht large and rapidly growing acquisition of real estate

ife Insurance Companies, we would not hesitate in affirming that it never

More prosperous or successful than at the present time. We are not or
Me numîber of individuais who look upon life insurance as developing itself
nathis direction with any degree of alarn. Far from it. We hold that it
hs very little difference that Companies should, baving on hand, and in

ust a large amount of funds, which can only be drawn from their ex-

e, uer by certain regular and moderate drafts, and that, too, at fixed and
Weidefined periods, whether the Directors feel disposed to invest a portion of

sane in real estate to be held by the Company as its own, or invest therm
lu bonds and mortgages on property belonging to others. The prirmary ques-

n to be considered, and one which should always be taken into account, by
ey jldicions Board of Managers, is to inquire if the investment in this0ris made with thi view, and is calculated to promote the future interests
i the institution by an ultimate reduction of expenditure, rendering it thus a
4fe and profitable one for the policy holders. If, we say, the Directors are
'5tisfied that by investing a portion of the funds in this way, and that it is
!ikely to accomplish these objects, we have no hesitation whatever in atirm-
iag that it is their duty as weil as their policy to do so. These remarks have

aen uggested by the consideration of the fact that in no period of the bis-
of life insurance in this country, has this feature been so promineritly

developed than now. We here briefly enumerate the Companies that bave
ýeted upon this principle and are holders of real estate. The Mutual Benefit
O Newark, N. J., have years ago invested a portion of their funds in a sub-
5tntial office, in Market Street, one of the best locations in the city-and the
Property bas risen one-third in value since it was purchased. The New Eng-
Id Mutual of Boston, latelv purchased a lot on State and corner of Con-
ess streets, and are building a splendid block upon the site. All who are

8iuainted with the locality and value of property in that city, consider theOtce bas made an excellent investment. The New York Life Insurance
eon1pany have lately bought that superb marble building and lot on Broad-

y"'Y, lately occupied by Messrs. Bowen and McNamee ; and were they dis-
eOsed to part with it now, they could get a handsome premium upon the
Plirehase money. The Canada Life Insurance Company of Hamilton last

atbought a lot and erected a noble pile of offices in King street, Hamilton,
., the principal thoroughfare of the city. The Colonial Life Assurance

0fpIiany of Scotland is now finishing a beautiful and ornanental building
the branch office in Great St. James Street, Montreal, Canada. We have

e.ery reason to believe that all of the offices referred to, have made a good
ad safe investment, and such as shall ultirnately prove lucrative and profit-

e for their stock and policy holders.-U. S. Insurance Gazette.

A SAFE MAN To INSURE.-By a steam boat explosion on a western
ser, Says an exchange, a passenger was thrown unhurt into the water, and

îoice struck out lustily for the shore, blowing like a porpoise all the while.
ereached the bank almost exhausted, and was caught by a by-stander and
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drawn out, panting. "Well, old fellow," said bis friend, "had a bard
time, eh?" " Ye-yes, pre-pretty hard, considerin' - wasn't doin' it fr
myself though; was a workin' for one o' them insurance offices in Ne',
York. Got a policy on my life, and I wanted to save them. I didn't care.

TRADE AND NAVIGATION.

The St. Lawrence Roite.-An Important Step.
We are very happy to publish the following letter and extract of letter.

The subject is of the deepest importance to the navigation of the St. LaS
rence

GOVERNOR'S SECRETARY's OFFICE,

Toronto, Dec. 28, 1857.

SiR,-I am directed by His Excellency the Governor General to forward,
for the information of the Moritreal Board of Trade, the following extract
from a letter just received by him from Commander John Orlebar, dateâ
Prince Edward Island, Dec. 11, 1857.

His Excellency bis no doubt that the Board of trade of Montreal, Vil
Iearn with much satisfaction the steps taken by her Majesty's Government,
to facilitate the navigation of the St. Lawrence and the Straits of Belleisie'
and will do ail in their power to assist in promoting an object of such in
portance to Canada.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

R. T. PENNEFATHER,

Governor's Secretary.

John G. Dinning, Esq., Secretary of the Board of Trade, Montreal.

Eitract of L-tterfron Captain Orlebar to His Excellency the Gove'
nor Gexeral, dated Prince Edward Island, Dec. 14, 1857 :-

" I have the honour to acquaint your Excellency, that I have this day ad'
dressed a letter to be laid before your Excellency in Council on the subject
of sounding the Strait of Belleisle, &c., so as to improve the facilities of th*
route for the Canadian Mail Steamers.

" Having recently returned from England, and having received instructions
fiom the Hydrographer in accordance with your suggestions, about remnedy
ing the defects of the present Admiralty Charts and Plans of the Gulf a
River St. Lawrence, I beg to say that I am prepared to enter upon the
work of souiding the Strait about the 1st of July next: and later in the
season I shall hope to visit Quebec and commence the work of re.modelling
the River Plans from Montreal to the Gulf, inserting the soundings in feet
ins-rting aIl the improvements in Buildings, Piers, Wharves, Roads a
Bridges, enlarging the scale of the Plans, and making the whole suite .
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Plans, in accuracy and clearness of outline, worthy of the first river in the
World, and of the energetie commercial people now availing themselves of
its unrivalled facilities for the world's trafic.

" As the work I an entrusted witb is so entirely Canadian in its interests
and advantages, I trust I may reckon upon the assistance of the public
bodies to whom is committed the conservancy and improvement of the navi-
gation of the St. Lawrence both above and below Quebec."

Why has not Canada a Share in the Fur Trade?
The St. Paul papers state that $180,000 worth of furs chiefly from the

HIudson's Bay Territory, were sold in that city in 1857. We may well ask
l1hy our people have not a share in the profits; but the answer is simple:
that the monopoly of the Hudson's Bay Company bas prevented us. They
do not prevent the Americans, being afraid of them, but use all means against
British subjects. We trut the British Parliament and governinent will do
away with this giarit monopoly, and open the whole territory to colonization
and trade. The rich prairies, equalling those of Illinois, productive fiheries,
Minerals of copper, iron, gold and coal, wlI soon induce an industrious popu-
Ltion ; the Indian, from competition, getting flir value, which he bas not
bitherto received. It is stated that the Hudson's Bay Company, from the
fur trade, earn near half a million annually Individuals, by rail and steam,
Can, if the trade was opened, compete with them, having their furs in Lon-
don in three months, when the Company's, by Hudson's Bay, will take two
Years ; the ninb!e penny doing more than the slow pound. We trust that
all British North Ainerica will be opened to free trade settlement; its inhab-
itants enjoying ail the privileges of Englishmen, before eighteen hundred

nd sixty.-Quebec Gazette.

Chicago and Canadian Trade.

We find the following renarks and statisties showing the importance of
Our trade with Chicago in a late number of the Chicago .Press:

There are few branches of our trade and commerce wbich have grown up
lvith such rapidity as the Chicago and Canadian Trade. But a few years

eince, and our commerce with the St. Lawrence and the Canadian ports on
the great lakes was confined to an occasional airival of a vessel loaded witli
firewood, or a small quantity of merchandise. The passage of the Recipro-
eity treaty, however, in 1854, worked a great change in this trade. We find
that in 1854, the year before the treaty took effect, the number of Canadian
arrivais wts only five; while in 1855, seventy-seven vessels arrived, and in
1856, one hundred and ten vessels. Our exports in Canadian vessels in 1854
Ivere valued at $82,145, while in 1856, they amounted to $875,297. Our
Canadian imports in 1854, were valued at $24,855; while in 1856, the value
Of the duty-fiee goods alone-amournted to $2,060,546. Since 1854, a
]arge and extensive grain and luinber tiade bas sprung up, connected with
'hich there are a number of plominent houses, well establisbed here, the
memabers of which are Canadians. In fact, go on 'Change any day in the
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year, and some of the most active merchants in the grain and flour trade
will be found to bail froni Her Majesty's dominions. As a general thinhg
they are shrewd, cautious dealers, and in all their business transactions are
prompt and reliable. This element in our city is becoming marked, An1 d it
bas no small influence in the attraction of foreign capital and credit. Before
the present money crisis came on, the bills of the Canadian banks were Ple'
tier in this city than those of New York; and we have no doubt that, as soo
as the present panic is over, Canadian money and capital will again flow inlto
our bank vaults.

During the past and preceding season, the question of establishing a line of
large propellers between this city and Collingwood bas been much agitated;
and we understand that a company bas been formed for this purpose. The-re
can be no doubt that such a project would tend much to foster the trade
which bas sprung up, and would pay in the end handsormely. lu fact, 8Y'
thing that will bring Chicago into more intimate bonds with the St. Law-
rence, cannot fail to be a paying investment; for it id admitted on all hands
that it is our most natural outlet to the Atlantic. Our merchants and people
have so long felt the inconvenience and delays attendant on shipping to Eu'
rope by the Erie canal and New York, that there can be no question about
the success of any enterprise wbich will rectify this.

The following table shows the value of the Free Goods imported into Chi'
cago in Canadian and American vessels, during each month of the year. t
will be found that the American vessels do almost as mucb of the Canadiani
trade as tbe Canadian vessels. This bas led to some desire on the part Of
Canadians to obtain free navigation for Canadian bottoms in AmeriCan
waters. The subject is one certainly worthy of careful consideration :

Value of Free Goods Inportedfrom Canadian Ports in American and
Canadian Vesselsfor Two Years.

1856. 1857.

In Am. lu Can'u To'l value in Am. In Can To'l in
vessels. vessela. in 1856. vesels. vessels. 1857.

May...-.$1,775,600 33,847 1,809,447 11,692 25,473 37,165
June....... 22,960 20,380 43,340 17,323 17,105 34,428
July ...... 25,944 23,085 49,029 17,648 16,018 33,666
Aug....... 10,124 32,294 42,418 16,124 22,558 38,682
Sept. 8,932 23,433 32,365 8,459 31,966 40,425
Oct. •••••• 7,835 27,046 34,881 6,344 22,501 28,845
Nov. ... 13,855 29,136 42,991 1,316 7,702 9,018
Dec. 2,922 3,153 6,075

Total,- . $1,868,172 192,374 2,060,546 78,906 143,323 222,229

On the next page will be found a table showing the monthly receipts Of
lumber at ibis port during 1857 from Canada, in American and Canadan
bottoms:
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kOnthly Receipts of Canadian Lumber, Lath and Shingles in Ameri-
can and Canadian vessels in 1857.

--In Canadian Vessels-, ,--Ia American Vessels-,
Lumber.

Ft.
May ... 2,948,000
June....1,562,000
July . 1,858,000
Aug.....2,257,000
Sept... - -.3,605,000
Oct. .... 3,109,000
Nov.. - - 735,000

Total....16,124,000

Lath. Sh'gl's.
No. No.

40,000 ....
114,000 .

...-. 31,000
120,000 60,000
45,000 390,000

153,000 173,000
30,000 .....

502,000 564,000

Total in American and Canadian vessels...

Lumber.
Ft.

1,239,000
2,423,000
1,615,000
1,275,000

801,000
420,000

Lath.
No.

86,000

47,000
39,000

168,000

7,773,000 340,000
16,124,000 502,000

23,879,000 842,000

An idea may be formed of what our export trade with Canada may bc-
Corme by the following classified tables of the exports of Grain and Flour dur-
ing 1857. It will be seen that Montreal, Kingston, Toronto and Colling-
ýVOod are our best Canadian customers:

Grain and Flour Shipped to Cariadian Ports, from Chicago, in Amer-
ican and Canadian Vessels in 1857.

Port ship-
ped to.

Kingston .....
Montreal ....
Thorold.......
Port Stanley...
Collingwood ..
St. Catharines..
Cobourg ......
Quebec .......
Port Hope... -
Toronto.......
Hamilton .
Welland Canal.
Well'n Square..

Total ........

,-In Can
Flour.
bbls.

628 2
8,946 1

150
200

9,924

adian Vessels-, ,-In American Vessels-,.
Vheat. Corn. Flour. Wheat. Corn.
bu. bu. bbls. bu. bu.

25,665 110,220 1,055 564,245 217,855
31,187 20,000 1,443 40,090 26,520

S .... .... 5,000 9,000
....... 5,390 8,548

32,742 20,621 414 16,364 7,803
90,577 21,787 ... 122,015

.... .... .. .. . ... 10,240
.. ... 580 10,000

.... .. .. .... 13,137 .. .
51,042

..... 10,000 ..... .... ....

16,135
12,500

508,796 233,670 3,492
9,924

776,160
508,796

279,966
233,670

Total Grain sent to Canada in American and
Canadian yessels ........................ 13,416 1,284,956 513,636

The following are the importa of some of the leading articles from Cana-
dian ports :-

Sh'gl's.
No.
8,000

136,000

100,000

68,000

320,000
654,000

974,000
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Imports of some leading Articlesfron Canadtan Ports by American
Canadian Vessels in 1857.

Canadian American
Vessels. Vessels. Total.

Ale, hhds.7 ---. - 7
Ale, eks..... ....- 10 . - 10
Bark, tons ....... 8 5 13
Cutlery, pkgs 40 20 60
Car Spriugs No. 150 42 192
Castor Oil, es .. . 20 20
Fish, cod, bhds... 20 44 64

Do bbls . 50 100 150
Do bxs.. - 101 . 181
Do lbs.. .... 16,450 16,450
Do white bls. 187 .... 187
Do do hlf-do 15 - 15

Fire Brick, No.. --- 12,000 12,000
(as Metres, es. . 160 . 160
llerrings, bls 47 512 559
. Rubber Goods

cases. 50 20 70
Luimber, ft........ 16,124,000 7,773,000 23,897,000
Luth. No-------- 502,000 340,000 842,000
Mackerel, bbIs. . 180 180
Mdse, pkgs . 200 750 950
Oil, whale, galls. 64 . 64
Do seal, gails 5 ...... 5
Do cod, galls .. .... 117 117

Oatneal, bbls.. .... 44 44
Porter,hhds 5 2 7
Pig Iron, tons... 300 204 504
Port Wine, pkgs. . 36 36
Pickets, No. 531,000 -. 531,000
Spokes, No ....... 26,000 26,000
Shingles, No.... 654,000 320,000 974000
Salt, minots. 44,185 28,248 72,433
Salt, bush ...... 7,950 .... 7,950
Steam Engines,

No ... .. 1 1
Stone, tons. 6 .... 6
Sugar, inaple lbs. 146 146
Wood, cords... 997 587 1,474

The following table shows the classified exports of provi.ions to Canadian
ports. It will be seen that a large arnount of Tallow, Lard, lams, Shoulders,
etc., are bought in this maiket for Canada:

Exports of Provisions, 4-c., to Canadian Ports in Americaa and Cana-
dian Vessels.

*Kingstou, Montr'1 Col'wd. Quebec. St. Cs. To'I.
Tallow, lbs..-..36,075 76,361 9,2,0 10,500 132,182

Do bags..... 400 400
Lard, bbls .... ... 1,61 30,0----- --- 4,665
Pork, bbls.-.. 1,023 1,499 644 100 3,266
Hanis Ibs .40,000 40,
Beans, bags... .... 18 2.---1. 20
Shoulders Ibs-60,000 .. 10,806 70,800

.r'm Cor.. 40 35,000 0 .... 3,000
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e following is a comparative table showing the operation of the Reci-
ity Treaty on the Chicago and Canadian Trade:
le showinq the Canadian Exports and lmports at Chicago in Cana-
ian Vessels for one year previouis to the Reciprocity Treaty and for

three years subsequent to its operation.

EXPORTS. IMPORTS.

No. of Value of No. of Value of
Date Ves'ls. Tonage. cargo. Date. Ves'Is. Tonage. cargo.
1854--- 6 1,482 882,145 1854... - 5 1,193 825,855
1855... 61 13,010 834,825 1855. - 77 16,619 138,508
1856. - - 104 25,472 975,291 1856 --- 110 26,700 226,272

Porto ai the Port of Montreal for the month of Decemnber, 1857, as comipared with the
treOponding period in 1856.-

1856. j1857.

AITCLS oods Irnported. - oods entered Goods Imparld I;O1 for ere
ifor ConsîimpHion. I td

Va-e 1-1 e~'~ J . 1- q 1 E. t 1 -t
Arilspaving

e Dutv .. . C 4818 20131 3s3 6778 133 3767
P kaying 20 per et 466 446 93 53 647 129

15 do 28543 275S4 4137 24335 26329 8949
b 0  12'5 do . . ....ý .... ..

5 (10 f9 6 3 416 4a; 22é
2"2 do 1950 2549 63 7311 4871 l21

Gnoutiable Gods 30848 5100> 8131 3'425 46127 7990Oods......... .20094 20091 ... 24-70 24-77

50942 71:,91 631 i 6429 71004 7990

Ocean Steamsh7ips

The New York Ilerald has the following remarks on the Ocean Steam-
ps:-The United States have but 57 ocean steamships, neasuhing 94,-

tons, while Great Britain has 1,670, with 666,320 aggregate tons. We
22 steamers of 45,00J tons engaged in the foreign and domestic mail

M1'Vee, while Great Britain has 121 of 235,488 aggregate tonnage, engaged
In the foreign mail service almost exclusively. We have 37 steamers en-
9ged in the coasting trade, while she has 1,518 similarly employed. So
aunch importance does Great Britan attach to postal and passengor facilities,co nected with her commercial prosperity, that she expends annually forter foreign steam mails nearly $6,000,000, while they do not return to her
reSury much above *3,000,000, and the disparity is constantly increasing.

Ocean steamships are not suitable for the general transportation business,
but oly for rapid conveyance of mails, passengers, specie, and costly freights.

" obtain a high rate of speed makes necessary a greatly increased strength
ll parts of the vessel, more frequent and costly repairs, and an enormous

usumption of fuel.
a"rThe Collins steamers have been running but six years, and yet their re-

t s have amounted, in all, to more than the prime cost of the ships, or
about 18 per cent. per annum. They were as well and as strongly built
an)1Y ships in the world.
&C Tihe depreciation, with aBl these repairs, has not, probably, been above
Per cent. per annum. They will, however, probably depreciate ten per



cent. during the next six years, and at the age of 12 or 14 years Wl" 1:
unfit for service. The steamers Washington and Hermann, which had strol16
hulls, have run eight years, and are now nearly worthless. Their deprecia-
tion has been at least ten per cent. per annum. The steamers Ohio a
Georgia, which Commodore Perry and other superintending navy agents PrO
nounced to be well-built and powerful steamers, ran only five years, ag
were laid asde, aud said to be worthless.

" It is said that American steamers do not, upon the average, last aboh
ten years. The great cost of coal is apparent from the single fact that tr,
270 steamers in the British navy, with ab )ut 50,000 aggregate horse P
consumed, in 1856, 750,000 tons. It is laid down as a rule of general 3
plication, that the power of coal necessary to produce speed increases as hat
cube of the velocity. Taking a Collins steamer of 3,000 tons, we fid t
in running 14 miles per hour, as they have frequently done, the conýumpt o
would be 128 tons per day, or 1,352 tons for the passage. And yet one
those steamers could make 12 miles per hour on 80.4 tons per day, or
miles per hour on 61.9, or less than half that used at 14-all going to pro
that fast mail steamers cannot live upon their own receipts on the ocean: t

" The greater the speed of the steamer the less it is able to carry freigh
and the tine will doubtless soon come when the fast mail packets will ta
nothing except a few express packages. The Persia now takes scarcely a01
freight, and the Vanderbilt cannot think of doing it when she makesfas
trips.

"The trip of the Arago or Fulton, to Havre and back, costs about
$45,000.

" To put a new set of boilers in one of the Collins steamers costs about
*110,000, and this must be done every six years.

Trade between the British American Possessions and the United States.

We find the following statistics in the New York Journal of Com rfc$'
" To show the growth of our trade with Canada and other British pOs5s0

sious in North America since the Reciprocity Treaty went into effect, vie
have compiled the following table:-

Foreign Trade with Britieh North American Poesessions.

Year ending EXPORTS. IMPORTS.
30th June. Foreign. Domestic. Total.

1852.............. $3,853,919 $6,6551097 $10,508,016 $6)110,299
1853............... 5,736,555 7,454,087 13,140,642 7,550,781
1854............... 9,362,716 15,2041144 24,566,860 8927,560
1855 ............... 1,999,37841855.......11,999,378 15,806,642 27,806,020 15,13,3
1856.. ...... 6,914,652 22,714,397 29,029,349 21,310,421
1857............. 4326,369 19,926,118 24,262,482 22,124,296

Those who predicted that this treaty would flood us with CanadiaflP'
duce, for which we could profitably furnish no equivalent, mu8c be staiige
rom this statement thaD their feaot were totally unfounded.
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Marine Losses on the Lakes.
The follewing table shows the marine losses during the last ten years,

taking the Board of Underwriters for nine years, and the estimate of the
Press for the present year:-

1848............... .......................... ................ ......... $404,830
1849...................................................................... 341,250
1850..................... ............... ........ . . 44,440
1851.........,.............,........................................... 7456 15
1852........................................... 991,015
1853..................................................................... 854,350
1854........................................................................ 2,187,825
1855....................................................................... 2,797,838
1856....................,,,.............................. 3,038,874
1857....................................................................... 1,920,315

Total lose for ten years .......................... $12,821,253
Total loIs of life in 1855 ....... .............................. 118

é d" 1856 ............................ 407
4 g" 1857 ............................... 183

The above does not include losses on the St. Lawrence below Montreal.

Receipts of Flour and Grain at Buffalo in 187.
There is a falling off at Buffalo during 1857 in the receipts of grain of five

ITillion bushels, and in Flour, about three hundred thousand barrels. The
following we clip from the Buffalo Advertiser.

Uatement showing the receipts of Flkur and Grain at Bufalo each year
for eight years, and the totals of both, reducing Flour Io Wheai.
1850 .................................... 1,088,311 6,617,004 12,05 9
18y1 .................................... 1,258,224 11449661 17,740,781
1852 .................................... 1,299,513 13,892,939 20,390,504
1853 ........................ 975,557 11,078,741 15,966,526
1854 ................................... 739,756 18,553y455 22,252,235
1855 .................................. . 936,761
1856 ......... .......................... 1,126,048 20,123,661 25,753,907
185.....-......................845,953 1348,930 19,578,695

Grand Totals .... ,..... 8>267,123 116,853,870 158,204,485

IIPORTANT TO NARINERS.-LIYERPOOL CONPASS INQUIRY.
Three years ago a grant of £100 was made by the British Government

t0 the Liverpool Compass Committee, on condition that a report should be
made to the Board of Trade at the end of the year. On the recommedation
Of Professer Airy, the astronomer-royal, a similiar grant was made in 1856,
on the same conditions. The resuits have, with more or less correctness,
been communicated te the public ; but the reports, profusely illustrated by
diagrams, only appeared on the 18th December, accompanied by prefatory
letters from the astronomer royal. The first report was brief, as several
experiments were then in progress; it showed chiefly that commanders of
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wooden ships are sometimes led astray by trusting to the variations laid doW"
upon old charts, and neglecting the use of the azimuth compass, and that, 10
iron ships, changes of deviation arise from changes of geographical positiOl
Professor Airy characterizes the second report as by very far the most il-
portant document, in reference to the difficult subjects of the magnetismn of
iron ships, the change of magnetism, the correction of the compass, and the
adjustment of the correcting apparatus, that has yet appeared. Mueh interest-
ing information is given in reference to the connection between the magnet-
ism of a ship and ber position when building, and to the influence of masses of
vertical iron. It is shown that a ship's original magnetism is frequently para-
mount in direction, but undergoes rapid change in amount. The larger the
sbip the greater the amount of change ivill be found. The experiments with
the Great Britain steamship also show what bas so frequently been insist-
ed upon by Dr. Scoresby, that the tendency of the lines of no deviatiol
is, with the lapse of time, to approach the horizontal direction ; but, excePt
towards the middle of the vessel, littie more than a tendency towards it.
The changes in a ship's magnetism are usually very small after she
bas made one or two voyages. The practical conclusions of the report
are, flrst, that errors arising from the healing of iron ships are caused by the
rising or lowering of the attracting mass; vertical iron or magnets below and
near the compass induced vertical polarity in iron deck beains, proximitY Of
badly proportioned and badly placed chain boxes, and the action of horizon-
tal compensating magnets below and too near the compass card ; secondy
that elevated or mast and standard compasses are not always free from1 a
considerable amount of error, especially when the ship has been built with
ber head to the South ; thirdly, that the easiest and best mode of ascertain-
the deviations of a compass is by reference to the bearings by it of a distant
object, whose true magnetic direction is known ; and next tu this, the sys'
tem of fixed megnetic bearings of some conspicuous object, which bas been
adopted at Liverpool; fourthly, that magnetic compensation is seldom so per-
fect as to dispense with the necessity for a table of deviations even in short
voyage ships, while in ships making long voyages the change is frequently So
great as to make a deviation table worthless, except for first clearing the
land ; and fifthly, that the protection of deviation curves, according to
Napier's method, or Captain Ryder's modification of it. is extremely valuable
for converting compass courses into magnetic courses, or vice versa, and alsO
for testing the probable accuracy of the observations, and the care which
bas been taken in swinging ship. The final report of the committee will soOO
be made, furnishing further information on the two most difficult parts of the
enquiry, namely, the changes of deviation produced by heeling, and by
change of magnetic position while at sea in iron ships. It is understood they
have been favored with some valuable records on this topic. Dr. Scorbhby's
observations and experiments during the voyage of the Royal Charter from"
Liverpool to Melbourne and back, will also be availed of.-New YO;'
Times.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

Important to Shippers-The Lloyd Circular.

As it is important to shippers of goods, and others, to know what docu-
rnents are required, in case of loss or damage to goods, by the underwriters,
before adjustment and settlement of losses, we publish the Lloyd Circular,
tontaining much information on the subject :

SEA DAMAGE ON GOODS.

When called on by consignees to ascertain damages, the agent is to act as a
surveyor only ; and in this capacity to require the presence of surveys of the
master of the vessel by which the goods have been imported, who is to sign
the certificate of the damage. That, in case of the refusal of the master to
attend, lie is to be informed that such refusal or alleged cause of prevention is
to be noted by the agent, which he is required to do upon any certificate he
may grant; and in all ports where it is customary to discharge goods into
lighters or craft under the jurisdiction of the Custom House, or otherwise,
the agent is required to ascertain whether the person in charge of such light-
ers or craft, has demanded of the master or mate of the vessel discharging, a
certificate of, or himself given a receipt expressing any apparent damage or
defects in the goods delivered over to hims; and where such proves to be the
case, the agent is to make a note of the same upon his survey, and procure
the original, if practicable, or a copy of such certificate, to accompany, the
vouchers be may furnish ; and he is further desired to ascertain and notify
vhether any, and what goods were laden on deck.

The agent is further to see that the souud part of every package is separa-
ted from the damaged, and particularize the quality of each in his certificate;
taking care in the irst instance to satisfy himself that the goods were properly
towed, and the damage was occassoned by sea-water on board. if the agent

be further called upon by the consignees to superintend and certify sales, ha
will refer to his original survey, which specifies the quantity damaged in eachà
purchase, and take care that only the damaged part or pieces be sold on ac-
count of the average. The sale must take place within a reasonable time
fron the period of landing, otherwise the underwriters will be exonerated ;
and in such the agent is not to act. A certificate should always be furnished,
to show what the market price or value of the goods damaged would have
been, at the time of sale, for ready money,had they arrived without damage,
taking the utmost care to guard against exagerated and fraudulent valuations;
and if part of the goods arrive in a sound state, and are sold, a certified copy
of the sale of that part ought always be furnished. When damaged goods
are to be sold, they should be lotted in such quantities as are best calculated to
suit purchasers in general, that the sales may be made as productive as pos-
sible.

Should the separation of the sound goods from the damaged, not be as-
sented to by the consignees, the agent is to notify his objections to the pro-
ceedings, and interfere no further in the sales, or in certifying the facts; and
discretionary power is given to the agent, if agreeing to a compromise for
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damage in cases where the claim is so small, that it would be much increased
by the expenses of notarial documents, advertisements, and other charges of
public sales.

DOCUMENTS.

The documents required by the underwriters, for the adjustment of average
on goods damaged by sea-water, are as follows:

1. Ship's protest, which should be compared with the log book, and erti-
fied by the agent.

2. Survey on board, and certificate of storage.
3. Survey on goods landed, which ought to be taken as soon as possible

after landing.
4. Custom House certificate of return of duties, if any.
Certificate of the market price or value of the goods, at the time of sale

for ready money, if they had arrived free from damage; or certificate of the
actual sale of the sound, which is always to be preferred.

New Treaty betwecn the United States and Japaa.
The Friend of China publishes the following important treaty between

the United States and Japan.-
United States' Consulate General,

Simoda, Japan, July 6 1857.

Sir,--I have the honour to transmit for your information a copy of a con-
vention that I have made with the Japanese.

It is proper that I should inform you that the relative values of gold and
silver are quite different in Japan to what they are in other parts of the world.

In the United States the relative value of gold to silver is as 1 to 16, but
it is about 1 to 1, to 3 1-7th, so that although the Japanese gave the samie
weight of their gold coin as the foreign coin they receive, yet, owing to the
difference of relative value, a lossensues of more than 75 per cent. on for-
eign gold as compared with silver.

To illustrate the operation of the 3rd article of the Covention, I would state
that where Americans have heretofore paid $100 dollars in silver, they will
now pay $34.50. Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

ToWNsiEND HARIRs.

To James Keenan, Esq., TUnited 2tates Consul, !long Kong.

For the purpose of further regulating the intercourse of American citizens
within the empire of Japan, and after due deliberation, Townsend Harris,
Consul General of the United States of America within the empire of Japan,
and Inowouye, Prince of Sinana, and Nakomoere, Prince of Dewa, Governors
of ,Simoda, all having full powers from their respective Governments, have
agreed on the follewing articles, to wit:

Anta. 1. The port of Nangasaki, in the principality of Hizen, shall be opn
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to American vessels, where they may repair damages, procure water, fuel,
provisions, and other necessary articles, even coals, where they are obtainable.

ART. 2. It being known that American ships coming to the ports of
Sir.oda and Hakodade cannot have their wants supplied by the Japanese, it
i% agreed that American citizens may permanently reside at Simoda and
Ilakodade, and the Government of the United States may appoint a vice-
Consul to reside at Hakodade.

This article to go into effect on the 4th day of July, 1858.
ART. 3. In seulement of accounte, the value of the money brought by the

Am&nericans shall be ascertained by weighing it with Japanese coin, gold and
silver issues,-that is, gold with gold, and silver with silver; or weights repre-
senting Japanese coin, may be used after such weights have been carefully,
eXamined and found to be correct.

The value of the money of the Americans having been thua ascertained,
the sum 6 per cent. shail be allowed to the Japanese for the expense of
recoinage.

ART. 4. Americans commiting offences in Japan shall be tried by the
American Consul-General or Consul, and shall be punished according to
Anerican laws.

Japanese committing offences against Americans shall be tried by the
Japanese authorities, and punished according to Japanese laws.

ART. 6. American ships may resort to the ports of Simoda, Hakodade, or
Nangasaki, for the purpose of obtaining necessary supplies or to repair
darnages shall pay for them in gold and silver coin; and if they have no
luoney goods shall be taken in change.

ART. 6. The Government of Japan admits the right of the Consul General
of the United States to go beyond the limita of Seven Ri, but has asked him
to delay the use of that right, except in cases of emergency, shpwreck, &c., to
Which he has assented.

ART. 7. Purchases for the Consul General or bis family may be made by
him only or by some member of his family, and payment made to the seller
for the same, without the intervention of any Japanese official, and for this
purpose Japanese silver and copper coin shall be supplied to the Consul-
General.

ART. 8. As the Consul-General of the United States of America bas not
knowledge of the Japanese language, nor the Governora of Simoda know-
ledge of the English, it is agreed that the true mneaning shall be found in
the Dutch version of the articles.

ART. 9. All the foregoing articles to go into effect from the date hereof,
except article 2, which shall go into effect on the date indicated in it.

Done in quintuplicate (each copy being in English, Japanese, and Dutch,)
at the Govosso of Simoda, on the 17th day of June, in the year of the Chris..
tian era, 1857, and of the Independence of the United States of America,
81st, corresponding to the fourth year of Ansel, Mi, the fifth month, the 26th
day, the English version being signed by the Consul General of the United
States of America, and the Japanese by the Governors of Simoda.

TOWKSEND Ainmla.
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JOURNAL OF MANUFACTURES,

MANUFACTURE OF IRON.

Mr. J. Onions, of London, G. B., has invented some improvements in the
manufacture of iron, which consist in collecting all the heated air, smoke,
and other gases in a large covered reservoir, holder, or purifier, immediatelY
upon leaving the flues connected with the boiler, furnace, or other fires, and
force them through pipes, tubes or other covered channels, by means of a forc-
ing or other pump, or by a piston and cylinder. or by fan or wheel, or any
other suitable means, so that they shall be injected one or all, or each Of
them, with sufficient force into the said furnace, so as to come in contact with
the fused mass of ore or iron and be perfectly consumed. It is purposed also
to prepare fuel in the shape of smoke, or as finely pulverized particles, and tO
force it in a similar manner either at the tuyere of the furnace or between the
crucible and boshes, or anywhere in the shaft of the said furnace, so as to
meet the mass of roasted iron or ore at the place where the temperature is
most suitable for inducing chemical combination between the oxygen of the
ore and the carbon of the fuel. If necessary, the smoke, gas or pulverized
fuel, one, or more, or ail of them may be admitted at one or more of the va-
rious parts of the furnace, in different pipes from those used to supply the
air, which is purposely heated, or with the heated air and other volatile pro-
ducts from the boiler furnaces and other fires, nevertheless the same pipes
may be used for both. When smoke or pulverized fuel is to be admitted be-
low the shaft of the furnace into the boshes or crucible, it is conveyed intO
the-blast pipe at a suitable distance from the nozzle of the tuyere, falling
through a hopper by its own gravity, or assisted by means of a draft caused
by a cone rotating on an axis within the said hopper, or by any other suitable
means for creating a current; upon reaching the blast pipe it is forced intO
the furnace by means of the blast with heated air and other gases. It is alsO
proposed to admit fuel generally into the lower parts of the shaft by means
of a sloping shaft or opening, or several of them, leading from the exterior of
the furnace, and terminating in the interior, somewhere in the shaft, prefer-
ably near the bottom of it.

MAUFACTURE OF ALUM.

Mr. John Metcalf, of Newton Heath, G. B, bas patented an invention
which consists in manufacturing alum or sulphate of alumina from any de-
scription of clay which contains alumina as a base. China clay is preferred,
and is used in the lump and wet state as commonly brought into the market.
Say, one ton is put into a large cistern, made of wood, stone, lead, or other
suitable material, and about 4060 ibs. of sulphurie acid, at 1.75 s. g., which
mixture is agitated tilt it becomes one honogeneous mass; tbis mixture is
then dried at a heat above that of boiling water, and becomes crude alurn,
sufficiently pure for many purposes. It may, however, be rendered purer by
dissolving it in water, ano precipitating the iron contained by prussiate of pot-
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ash. Rock alum may be made from the crude alum by dissolving it in
Water, and adding a saturated solution of sulphate of potash, ammonia, or
Other salts of the same bases, until the milkiness or cloudiness ceases to be
Produced on adding more. The precipitate is then dissolved, evaporated,
Crystalized, and broken into lumps for sale.

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTIJRE.

The China Sugar Cane.
A correspondent of the Toronto Colonist, makes the following remarks on the

eCultivation of the China Sugar Cane in Canada:
MR. EDIToR,-I would like to bring before the farmers and others, my

srnall experience in the China Sugar Cane Syrup making.
In the Spring of 1857 I got from Chicago four ounces of the China Sugar

Cane Seed, and on the 12th of May I planted 240 grains, while the weather
Was cold and rainy, to see how the seed would stand cold, wet weather. I
looked at it several times before it came up, to see if it was rotton, as Indian
corn would be, but found it always sound and hard. Just as it began to
sprout I planted 560 more grains, making in all 800 grains, which took a
space of ground measuring 28 x 56 feet, but the grub worms reduced it to
656 stalks, which grew up finely, and soon promised fair to realize a good
profit; and, as I intended this for sale, I removed ail the sprouts from the
stalks but two, which came up as full and as large as the main stock. I Jet
this get ripe, and saved the seed fron it, and made 12 gallons of syrup from
the stalks of the piece before mentioned, (28 x 56); the syrup I made from
it was of a clear brandy colour, and very near to that of maple molasses. A
great many of my neighbours came to see and taste it, and ail declared it to
be far better in flavour than the West India syrup, and nearly as good as
the hard maple syrup; and ail became very anxious to get some seed for
next year's planting, and as many as calied for it got it. When I got the
seed from Chicago it cost me 75 cents per ounce. The proper time for
cutting and making syrup is when the seed becoies black, and considerably
bard and full in size-then the juice is in its best flavour, and will make the
best flavoured molasses. In this stage a patent pall full of juice wili make
almost three quarts of molasses. There are several vays of converting the
cane into syrup or molasses: first, by making a regular mill of roliers and
cast iron wheels; and another, by digging out a trough about 6 feet long, 18
inches wide, and construct on the upper edge of the trough something like a
straw knife, and cut the stocks short; then pestle the stalks down fine, and
put them under a press ; make a platform about three or four feet square,
place in it some rounds about two feet bigh, lay a little straw agaiist the
rounds, then throw in your meshed stalks, and put on your press, and in this
way you can make a barre) or two of syrup.

Yours &c.,
PETER SCRATCH.

P. S.-Plant it in drills 31 feet one way, and 10 inches the other, dropping
but one grain at a time, and tend as Indian corn. P. S.

Gosfield, Dec. 25th, 1857.
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NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES.
We recently observed, says Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, in a nunber

of Goward's Real Estate Reporter, published in Boston, a long list of the
names of nurserymen in the Eastern, Northern, Middle, and Western States,
which was prepared for that paper, and was an extension of a similar list pre-
viously published in Life Illustrated. Without referring to auy of the
prominent nurseries included in that enumeration, we now give a recapitula-
tion of the whole number in each State, as presented in the list above men-
tioned:

Maine ..................... .. District of Columbia.........
New Hampshire..........................23 Virginia....................
Vermont................................. 2 Ohio ....................
Massachusetts............................a Michigan .................... 8
Connecticut ............................. 23 Indiana ..................
Nuw York.........................105 Illinois ...................
New Jersey............................. ..
Pennsylvania .......................... 25 Iowa ....................
Maryland......... ........... 3 Oregon...................................... 10

lIn this counection we present the following extract from a letter frcm RO&
chester, in regard to the nurseries of tat city. .In the list t which we have
a2ove referred, we find the names of the fias of nineteen extensive nurseries

10 the city If Rochester:
61Few people at a distance are aware of the vast .tent of the nurserY

business of Roch...ester. canot tel how many thousand acres are occupied i
this way. Large fortunes have been made in the business, and stil i goes
on increasing. Messrs. Elwanuger & Barry are id to have one of the largeat
nurseries ini the world, coveiing four or five hundred. acre&, while those of A-
Froat & Co., though of cmparatively recet ongin, extend s over two urdred
acres, and employ one huudred bauds. I might mention a dozen or twentY
similar etablisbments. The neighborhood otif Rochester bas :een ftted fol
growing fruit trees, and large as our nurseries are, tbey cannot supply the
demand. Their trade extends into every state sud territory. New York
bity is one of the chief cnstomers. Indeed the caln cores from ail quarters-
the oldeat ne less otan the newest sections of the Union requiing a suppl
greater than can be furnished."

0f the general correcte s of this statevnent w are well aware from perso f
ai knowledge. The nurseries make very large shipnents to San rauncisco
and equally distant places. In each issue of the Califmnia Farmer onit
two columus are filled with advertisements of importations frob these estab-
lisbments, etc.

Nurseries are yet in their infancy in Canada, and large numbers Of fruit
Trees are annually iported frm the United States. We hope sa n tese
rany enterprising Canadians engaged in a branch f business which ."uld

nOt fail to be profitable te the proprietors as well as of great advantage to
the province.
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STATISTICS OF POPULATION.
Estimated Indian Population of North America.

From documents lately published in England, we extract the following statis-
tics of the estimated Indian population of North America :

WEST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
Kolooch group, comprising 13

tribes ...................... 45,000
&thabascan group, comprising 13

tribes on both sides of the
Rocky Mountains .............. 35,000

EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
ilackfoot and Sioux group com-

prising 8 tribes................. 30,000
Algonquin, 12 tribes............. 17 570
Isquimaux, no return of numbers,

estimated at..................... 8,000

135,570
8TATEMENT OF THE NUMBER OF INDIANS

EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
Chl: pewas, Ottawas, and Pota-

watomies............... ........ 8,000
Chippewas ............................. 6 800
Indians in New York................ 4,500
Indians from do. at Green Bay.... 725
ienomonies ........................... 4,200

Iliamis...... ............... 1,200
Ottawas and Chippewas of Lake

Michigan ......................... 530
Penobscots ............................. 441
Passamaquaddies in the State of

Maine.............................. 400

26,796

Delawares.................. ............
Wyandots ..............................
Keikapoos..............................
Weas ....................................
Senecas from Sandusky............
Senecas and Shawnese............
Ottawas.................................
Rankeshaws...........................
Peorias and Kaskaskias............

826
623
470
282
251
211
200
162
132

77,447

THE NUMBER OF INDIANS, NATIVES OP THE
COUNTRY WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI AND
EAST OP THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Crows ...................................
Blackfeet ...............................
Sioux and Tetons.....................
Mandans................................
Minetarees .............................
Pawnees................................
Assinaboins ...........................
Camanchees...........................
Osages..................................
Sacs .....................................
Crees....................................
Gros Ventres.........................
Aricaras ................................
Chayennes ............................
Foxes....................................
Ottoes....................................

45,000
30,000
27,500
15,000
15,000
10,000

8,000
7,000
5,120
4,800
3 000
3,000
3,000
2,000
1,606
1,600

Kansas.................................. 1,470
tR| NUMBER OF INDIANS wHo HAVE BREN Omahas................................. 1,400
REMOVED FROM TEE EAST TO TEE WEST Ioways .................................. 1,200
OF THE MISSISSiPPI. Caddoes................................. 800

Creeks .................................. 25,000 Paneas................................... 800
choctaws .............................. 18,500 Dacs of the Missouri................ 500
Cherokees .............................. 15,000 Quapas ................................. 450
Chickasaws............................ 5,400 Arrapahays, Keawas, Ayutans,
Wininebagoes.......................... 4,600 Kanivavish, Kaskayas, Pau-
Serninoles.............................. 3,000 doucos, &c....................... 25,000
Potatwatomies........................ 1540
8hawnese ............ ,................. ,250 Total .............. 213,402

The facts and figures above quoted are suggestive of very melancholy reflections.
They furnish the most powerful testimony that can be given or requil ed, to the
fallen fortunes and rapid extermination of that race which once exercised sov-
ereign sway over the vast forests, prairies and rivers of the North American conti-
Illt. One is now perpetually reminded of what the poet says:

"Behind the scared squaw's birch canoe,
The steamer smokes and raves,
And city lots are staked for sale
Above old Indian graves."
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BANK NOTE REPORTER.

COUNTERFEITS.

BANK OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.

2's altered from l's, are in circulation.
BANK OF MONTREAL.

5's, a steamer on upper right corner-cattle on the left end-5 in the centre
and on the lower right corner-an eagle between the signatures.

5's, Toronto Branch, let. A-pay Baker-in the genuine the word " value" to
the left of Toronto, is directly over the word Toronto: in the counterflit the nOse
of the small dog comes very near the " T" in Toronto ; in the genuine it is an
eighth of an inch from the T.

5's, altered from l's-has a V in a circle at the bottom.
5's, altered from 's-vig. a female reclining on a figure 5, clumsily altered frora

the figure 1.
l's, " Parliament" on the left side of the bill is spelled without the a.
10's, altered from l's-vig. Britannia with a spear and shield, and the bead il

placed after the signature of the cashier; the genuine l's bave a sh:p, and "Bank
of Montreal" is in one line.

10's, Perfect imitation of genuine English plate-bas no water-mark, and bas 0
somewhat blurred appearance.

BANK OF UPPER CANADA.
10's altered from 1's : vig. railroad train.
10's altered frem 's ; vig. a beehive ; the true 10's have for vig. a landscape view.
10's, let. C ; close imitation; Nov. lst, 1839 ; general appearance darker than

the genuine, particularly in the foreground of the vig. and the figure X at the
bottom.

CITY BANK, MONTREAL.
10's, vig. British coat of arns ; male bust on left end; " parliament" is sPei'

Parliament"; has a bluish look.
COMMERCIAL BANK OF CANADA.

5s., horse and rider on lower right and left corners.
5s., spurious-vig. a female leaning on a wheel.
10s., vig. flying Mercury in clouds, with 10 and serolls each side; marine vie'

on lower right corner; X., roses and thistles on the left; imitation of genuine, but
of a little darker color. This is a dangerous counterfeit.

20s. altered from 4s., vignette railway cars.
GORE BANK.

20s. & 50s.-This Bank hasno 20s. or 50s.
NIAGARA DISTRICT BANK.

59, altered from ls-vig. lion and unicorn-milkmaid on left. 10s, altered frot0
genuine is-bank has no 10s.

QUEBEC BANK.
2s. altered from Is. Well done.
10s. vig. man and woman-female on each end.
10s. altered from is. The altered bill bas the letter X substituted for the figure 1
on the upper corners. The genuine tens bave the figures 10 on the corners.
20s.altered from Is. The words twenty dollars, partly encroaches on the first

of the word currency.
ZIMMERMAN BANK.

5s, 10s, & 20s, altered from 1s-vig. Suspension Bridge-female, anvil, and bamn-
mer on right-Clifton bouse on left. In the genuine 20s the name of the bank iS
en the top of the bill ; in the altered bills the name of the bank is below the Sus-
pension Bridge.
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BANK OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA

IlEAD OFFIicE-London, England. Charles NcMab, Secretary.
Head Office in the Colonies-Montreal. T. Patton, Gen. Manage

Montreal.
Brantford.
Halifax, N. S.
Hamilton.
Kingston.
London, C.W.
Quebec.
St. John, N. B.
Toronto.
Dundas.
Ottawa.
New York.
Scotland.
Ireland.
West Indies.
Australia.
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r.
DIsCoU

Montreal.
Robert Cassels, Manager ............... par
James C. Geddes, Mang'r .............
S. N. Binney, Mang'r................... 5
Geo. Taylor, Mang'r ....................
Samuel Taylor, Mang'r ...... ........
Thomas Christian........................
F. W. Wood, Mang'r .................... par
C. F. Smithers, Mang'r ............... 5
W. G. Cassels, Mang'r ...............
W . Lasb, Agent ................ .......
A. W . Kelly, Ag't ......................
R. C. Ferguson, F. H. Grain & C. F. Smith.
National Bank of Scotland, and Branches.
Provincial Bank of Ireland, and Branches.
Colonial Bank.
Union Bank, and Branches.

BANK OF THE COUNTY OF ELGIN.

(Notes secured by deposit of Government Securities.)
Ilead Office-St. Thomas, C.W. Edward Ermatinger, Mang'r......

All Foreign business transacted through the Commercial Bank of Canada.

BANK OF MONTREAL.

1lead Office-Montreal.

Branch at Quebec.
" " Toronto.
" " Hamilton.
" " London, C.W.
" " Brockville.
" " Kingston.
" " Cobourg.

" Belleville.
" " Bowmanvifle.
"c Brantford.
" " St. Thomas.
" c Ottawa (late

Agency at Woodstock.
" " Cornwall,
" " Whitby.
" " Peterboro.
" " Goderich.
" c Simcoe.
" t Port Hope.
" " Picton.

NT IN

Toronto.
par
par
5
par
par
par
par
5
par
par
par

mSCOUNT IN

Montreal. Tloronto.
Hon. P. McGill, President.
D. Davidson, Cashir ................... par par
J. Stevenson, Manager .................. par par
R. Milroy, Mang'r........................ par
A. Milroy, Mang'r ........................ par
Wm. Dunn, ........................ par
F. M. Holmes, Mang'r .................. , par
A. Drummond, Mang'r .................. par
C. H. Morgan, Mang'r .................. par
Q. Macnider, Mang'r .................. par
G. Dyett, Mang'r .................. par
A. Grier, Mang'r .................. par
E. M. Yarwood, Mang'r.................. par

3ytown). P. P. Harris, Mang'r ....... par
W. P. Street, Agent .................. par
W. Mattice, Agent. ................. par
Thos. Dow, Ag't .................. par
R. Nichols, Ag't .................. par
H. McCutcheon, .................. par
S. Read, Ag't .................. par
R. Richarson, Ag't .................. par
J. Gray, Ag'i .................. par

~RANcH

g"i
"i

g

c"

Agency ai
" "

Agents in
" "
"i "i
" c
"1 c
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BANK OF MONTREAL (CoNTINUED.)

Guelph. R. M. Moore, ..................
Perth. John Mclntyre,' ..................
Three Rivers. M. Stevenson, .................. par

London-The Union Bank of London.
Liverpool-The Bank of Liverpool.
Edinburgh-The British Linen Company, and Branches.
Glasgow- Do. do. do. do.
New York--The Bank of Commerce.
Boston-The Merchants' Bank.

BANK DU PEUPLE.

Ilead Office-Montreal. J. DeWitt, Pres
B. IL Lemone,

Agents at Toronto, B. F. Whittemc
" Quebec, Quebec Bank.
C C Bowmanville, John Simpson.
" " London, Eng., Glyn, Mills & C

QNew York, Bak of the R
This Bank issues no Notes at its Agencies.

ident.
Cashier...................
ore & Co.

o.
epublic.

mxscorNT 1%

Montreal. TorontO'

par par

BANK OF UPPER CANADA.

Head Office-Toronto, C. W.

B: anch at Brockville ...
"C "g Hamilton ...
" L Chatham ...
c i Kingston ...
" " London ...
" CL St. Catharines,
C " Montreal ...
C " Quebec ...
Agency at Barrie ...
IL "e Belleville ...
IL cc Berlin ...
ci cc Brantford ...
c "L Chippawa ...
c Cornwall ...

Agency at Goderich ...
"C "C Lindsay ...
c" c Niagara
c " Ottawa ...
c " Port Hope ...
"c Sarnia ...
" " Stratford ...

" Three Rivers, C.E.
" CC Windsor, C.W..

DISCOUNT in

Montreal. Toronto.
Wm. Proudfoot, President.
T. G. Ridout, Cashier ............... par
R. F. Church, Cas'r.................. par
Alfred Stow, .................. par
George Thomas," .................. par
W. G. Hinds, ".. ..... par
Jas. Hamilton, "..... par
H. C. Barwick .................. par
E. T. Taylor, Manager ,........... par par
J. F. Bradshaw, " ............ par par
E. Lally, Agent ............
E. Holden, ............ Par
Geo. Davidson, "
T. S. Shortt, C
James Macklam, "
J. F. Pringle, "
John McDonald, "
J. McKibbon, "
T. McCormick, C

R. S. Cassels, "
J. Smart. C

Alex. Vidal, "
J. C. W. Daly, "
P. D. Dumoulin, "
Thos. E. Trew, "
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DISCOUNT IN

Montreal. Toronto.
Par

par
par
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BANK OF UPPER CANADA (CoNTINUED.)

at Albany, N. Y... Bank of the Interior.
" Boston ... Blake Howe & Co.
" Edinburgh ... British Linen Company.
" London, Eng,.. Glyn, Mills & Co.
L " " Coutts & Co.

"" Barclay, Bevan, Tritton k Co.
"" Bank of London.

New York ... Bank of Commerce.

BANK OF TORONTO.

lead Office-Toronto ...

gency at Barrie ...
cc "g Cobourg ...
"c "i Newcastle ...

" " Peterboro ...
" " Oakville ...

"gents at London, Eng...
" " New York, U. S.

J. G. Chewett, President.
Angus Cameron, Cashier .........
Angus Russell, Agent............
J. S. Wallace, " ............
Samuel Wilmot, " ............
Alexander Monro, " ............
John T. M. Burnside " ............
City Bank.
Bank of Commerce.

0

CITY BANEK, MONTREAL.

Uead Office-Montreal.

Toronto ...
Quebec ...
Sherbrooke ...
Dublin ...
London, Eng...
New York ...

DISCOUNT IN

Montreal. Toronto.
Wm. Workman, President.
F. Macculloch, Ca8hier............... par par
Thomas Woodside, Manager...... i par
Daniel McGee, " ...... par par
W. Ritchie, " no issues
National Bank of Ireland.
Glyn, Mills & Co.
Bank of the Republic.

COLONIAL BANK OF CANADA.

Authorized Capital, $2,000,000.
Read Office-Toronto. A. M. Clark, President. . , Cas
This Bank is not yet in operation.

COMMERCIAL BANK OF CANADA.

(Formerly Commercial Bank of the Midland Dietrict.)

"ead Office-Kingston. Hon. John Hamilton, President. C. S.
Ros, Cashier .....................................

ranch at Belleville ... Andrew Thompson, Manager ......
" Broekville ... James Bancroft " ......
" Galt ... William Cooke, " ......
" Hamilton ... W. H. Park, ......
" London ... J. G. Harper, ......

hier.

DISCorNT IN

Montreal. Toronto.

par
* par
* par
* par
* par
* par

4 gents
4'

1<

Ii'~
'I

Branch a

,gent at
"'"

"5 "
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Montreal. Toronto

DISCOUNT IN

Montreal. Toronto.

½ par
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Agrents
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L.
"
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at Montreal, Thomas Kirby,.......................................
" Port Hope, W. F. Harper.... ..................
" Toronto, C. J. Campbell....... ...............
" Chatham, Thomas McCrae..... .................

Ingersoll, W. Sage............... .................
Perth, Anthony Lesslie......... ...............

" Peterboro, Wm. Cluxton ...... ................
" Port Stanley, E. C. Warren.... ................
" Prescott, John Patton............. ................

Quebec, Joseph Wenham....... ...............
" Stratford, U. C. Lee ............. .............
" St. Marys, Thomas D. Tims.... ................
" Albany, New York State Bank.................................

Boston, Merchants Bank........................................
" Dublin-Ireland; Boyle, Low, Pim & Co.....................
" Edinburgh-Scotland; Commercial Bank of Scotland.
" Glasgow " Clydesdale Banking Company.
" London-England; London Joint Stock Bank.
" New York, Merchants Bank.

Oswego, N. Y., Luther Wright's Bank.

Montreal. Toronto

par Pa
pparSPa

par Pitr

DIscoUN' le
GORE BANK.

Miontreal. Toront*·

Head office, Hamilton, A. Stevens, President. W. G. Crawford, Cashier. Par
Agency at Chatham, C. Warteriss, Agent......................

S I" Galt, t John Davidson ".....................
" " Guelph, " T. Sandilands ".....................
" " London, " "............
" " Paris t James Nimmo "...................

" Simcoe, " D. Campbell "..............
" " Woodstock, " James IngersollI ".................

Agents " Albany, N. Y.; New York State Bank..................
" " Edinburgh, Scotland,-Union Bank and Branches.
" " London, England,-Glyn, Mills & o..................
" " New York, Ward & Co., and Merchants Bank......

MOLSON'S BANK.
DISCOUTN' T.,

Montreal. Toronto•
Head Office-Montreal, Wm. Molson, President; W. Sache, Cashier. par Par

Agency at Toronto, John Glass, Agent.............................. Par
Agents at Boston, U. S. ; J. E. Thayer & Brother.

" " New York, Mechanics Bank.
" " London, England ; Glyn, Mills & Co.

NIAGARA DISTRICT BANK.

Head Office-St. Catharines. Hon. W. H. Merritt, President. C. M. Arnold
Cashier.
Agency at Ingersoll, C. E. Chadwick, Agent.
Agents.-London, England,............................Bosanquet, Franks & Co.,

New York......................................Bank of the Manhattan CO.
This Batik was established under the Free Banking Law of Canada, in 1854

but was incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1855, and is now one of the charterd
Institutions of the country.
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ONTARIO BANK.

Iead Office-Bowmanville ...

-Agent at New York
"& "l London, Eng.

Hon. John Simpson, President.
D. Fisher, Cashier ................
Bank of the Republic.
Glyn, Mill & Co.

PROVINCIAL BANK-STANSTEAD.
(Notes secured by deposit of Provincial Securities.)
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DISCoUNT IN

liontreal.. Toronto,

1 par

DISCoIUNT IN

Montreal. Toronto.

Read Offlee-Stanstead, C. E..-W. Stevens, President,.......................§
J. W. Peterson Cashier.............................

Agents in Montreal........................J. D. Nutter & Co.
" New York.....................
" Boston. .............

The notes of'the Provincial Bank are not taken in deposit by any of the other
Banks or Branches-the Brokers in Montreal redeem them at one-half per cent.
discount. In Toronto and other western cities they are bought in large sums at
two and one-half, and, in smaller amounts, at five per cent discount.

QUEBEC BANK.
DIScNT IN

Montreal. Toronto.
}lead Office-Quebec, James Gibb, President-C. Gethings, Cashier par par
Branch at Toronto, W. W. Ransom, Manager.. ........................ 4 par
Agency at Montreal, Banque du Peuple, Agents .................

Ottawa, Il. V. Noel, " ...............
Tbree Rivers, John McDougall, " ...............

Agents at Fredericton, N.B. ; Central Bank, "...............
London, England; Glyn, Mills, & Co., " ...............

' New York, U. S.; Maitland, Phelps, & Co. ...............
St. John, N. B. ; Commercial Bank, New Brunswick ...

ZIMMERNIAN BANK.
Read Office-Clifton, C. W.-Jos. A. Woodruff, President.

J. W. Dunklee, Cashier. k par
Agents in New York, Atlantic Bank.

PRIVATE BANKERS AND EXCHANGE BROKERS.
MONTREAL.-C. Dorwin & Co., St. Francois Xavier Street.

" J. D. Nutter & Co., Place D'Armes, Publishers of C. M.'s Bark
Note Reporter.

" Geo. W. Warner, St. Francois Xavier street.
" P. Fisher, & Co.,
" J. E. Malhiot,

ToRoNT.-E. F. WhIttemore & Co., Toronto Street. Agents for La Banque
du Peuple.

" W. H. Bull & Co., King Street.
" W. B. Phipps, Toronto Street.
" John Cameron, Wellington Street.
" Wm. Weir, & Co., Front Street.

HUMILTN.-Hamilton, Davis, & O.
" Nelson Mills, & Co.

LONDON, C. W.-B. F. Beddome.
QUEBEc.-R. Finu.
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BROKEN AND WORTHLESS BANKS.
Farmers' Joint Stock Bank, Toronto.................................Failed.
Agricultural Bank, Toronto.............................................Fraud.
Suspension Bridge Bank.................................... ......... Pailed.
Bank of Fort Erie................................................. .. ... Fraud.
Commercial Bank, Fort Brie...........................................Fraud.
Mechanic's Bank, St. Johns................................. . Worthless.

RAILWAY RETJTURNS.
Receipts of the Great-Western Railway, for Five weeks ending Jan., 15th, 18&
Amount for Passengers .................. $ 93787 5

" Freight ........................... 106,938 19
" Mails and Sundries..................... 8,191 61

$208,917 36
Corresponding period last year .....................$249,417 801

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
Statement of Traflc for Jour weeks ending 2nd January, 1858:-

Amount.

Local Passengers ....... No. 39,3261 $49,690 72
Foreign do. 4,896 9,259 491
Emigrants ............. "
Local Freight, &c ...... Tons 20,183j 96,718 161
Mails, Express, & Sundries 8,624 15
Timber & Lumber ..... Ft. 1,187,177 3,571 03
Cords Firewood ...... 12,769 19,167 80
Foreign Freight, &c. .Tons 3,1941 3,981 15

$191,012 51

Total Traffic from July 1, 1857, to date ...... $1,281,817 75&
i " for some period last year........ 811,619 41

J. HARDMAN, Auditor.

Receipts of the Ontario, Simcoe 4· Huron Railroads, for the months of
.November and December, 1857.

November-Amount for Passengers ........... .........9 119 38
" Freight ...................... 10,556 62
t Other Sources .................... 1,034 79

Total...................... ....... $20,710 79
No. Passengers ...... 8,117 Tons of Freight..3,997

Decemrer-Amount for Passengers ................... *7733 37
& Freight ........ 7,334 71

Other Sources......................1220 31

Total .................................... $19,288 39
No. Passengere ..... 7,i39 Tons of Freight....2,934
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THE VICTORIA BRIDGE AT MONTREAL.

We have the pleasure of offering to our subscribers, as a supplement to
this day's publication, a view of what has not been inappropriately designated
the greateat engineering work of modern times.

The Victoria Bridge is tubular, and is built on the principle of the Britan-
r'ia Bridge, which spans the Menai Straits, near Bangor.

It will, we believe, be, when finished, the longest bridge in the world-its
length from bank to bank being only 166 feet less than two miles.

The Menai Bridge is 1,880 feet long. The Victoria Bridge is, therefore,
nearlv five and a half times longer ; or to illustrate its length by an example
.familiar to most English persons-Waterloo Bridge, London: This structure
is 1,362 feet long. It would consequently, require a littie more than seven

a half times its length to measure distance with its Canadian brother.
The place where it crosses the St. Lawrence is about half a mile to the

Westward of Montreal, a short distance below the " Lachine ' Rapids, and
about nine miles from St. Anne's, the place immortalised in Moore's Cana-
dian Boat Song.

There will be twenty-four piers, which with the two abutments (the north-
era abutment is that which is visible on the view), will leave twenty-five
sPaces or spans for the tubes. The centre span will be 330 feet wide, and
eaech of the other spans will be 242 feet. The width of each of the piers,
etcept the two at the centre, % ill be fifteen feet. The two centre piers will
each be eighteen feet wide. This difference is very evident in the beautiful
ro0del of the bridge, which now forms a prominent object of attraction in
the Canadian department of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham. This model
(the length of which is thirty-two feet) has been made in every part exactly
to scale ; it is, therefore, a truthful representation, in miniature, of the
actual structure.

The western faces of the piers-that is, those towards the current (which
.ows here at a rate varying from seven to ten miles an hour)-terminate
111 a sharp-pointed edge, and the fore-part of each pier presents two beauti-
fuîiY smooth bevelled-off surfaces. They are so shaped in order that the
least possible resistance may be offered to the avalanches of ice that come
8lon1 at the departure of winter, and that would hurl away every impediment,
.els solid than massive rock, that might be opposed to their progress. For
't should be remembered, that not only is the whole length of the St.
Liwrence, from its first receipt of lake water at Kingston to tidal water at
Quebec-a distance of 360 miles-solidly frozen over in winter ; but the
2,000 miles of lake and upper river, together with the tributaries of the St.
4wrence (one of which--the Ottawa, has herself tributaries, several of which
exceeds the Thames in length, depth, and in volume of water), likewise send

own their defiant masses, all to aggregate in the immediate vicinity of Mon-
treal. The " piling" of the ice is sometimes as high as thirty, forty, and
even fifty feet, and on several occasions great damage has been done by it to
the Massive stone buildings which line the quays, and form the noble river
front for which this city is celebrated.

The stone used in the construction of the piers and abutments is a dense
biie limestone, partly obtained from a quarry at Point Claire, on the Ottawa,
Cghteen miles above Montreal, and partly on the borders of Vermont,

D V.
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United States, about forty miles from Montreal. The piers close to the
abutments will each contain 6,000 tons of masonry. Those to support the
centre tube will contain about 8,000 tons each.

The total amount of masonry in the bridge will be about 3,000,000 cubit
feet, which at thirteen and a half feet to the ton, gives a total weight Of
about 222,000 tons.

Scarcely a block of stone used in the piers is less than seven tons weiglht
and many of those exposed to the force or the breaking up ice weigh fully
ten tons. The blocks are bound together, not only by the use of the best
water cement, but each stone is clamped to its neighbours, in several places,
by massive iron rivets, bored several inches into each block, and the inter-
stices between the rivet and the block are made one solid mass by means Of
molten lead.

At the present time fourteen of the piers are completed ; eight (including
the two centre ones) will be finished next year, leaving only two to erect il
1859.

The piers hitherto constructed have stood " firn as a rock." Had it
been otherwise, and that the mighty St. Lawrence bas conquered the col-
bined appliances above stated, there would then, indeed, have been an end
to all mechanical resistances.

Each of the abutments is 242 feet long and ninety feet wide. The nortb
shore of the St. Lawrence is connected with the northern abutment by an-
embanked causeway, faced with solid masonry towards the current, 1 ,400
feet in length. The causeway, fron the south bank of the river to the
southern abutment, will be 700 feet long. The distance between this outer
or river end of one abutinent to the outer end of the other is 8,000 feet.

The clear height of the ordinary summer level of the St. Lawrence above
the under surface of the centre tube will be sixty feet, and the
height will diminish towards either sides with a gradient at the rate of 1 in
130, or 40 feet in the mile, so that the outer or river edge of each abutmenDt
the height will be only thirty-six feet above the summer level.

The navigation of the river through the Lachine Rapids is limited tO
steama vessels only, and they will pass exclusively between the two center piers?
as the riveris unsuited for navigation at the site of the bridge, except betweehn
these two points.

The !tubes will be nineteen feet high at each end, whence they Will
gradually increase to twenty-two feet six inches in the centre. The
width of each tube is to be sixteen feet, or nine feet six inches wider
than the rail track, which is five feet six inches-the national railway guage
of Canada.

The total weight of iron in the tubes will be 10,400 tons. They will be
bound and rivited together precisely in the sane manner and with the same
machinery as at the Britania Bridge. The tube connecting the northern
abutnent with pier No. 1 is now completed. The material for the second
tube has reach Canada, and preparations are in progress for the despatch,
froin England, of eight more tubes early next year, so as to insure their

erection during the summer.
Mr. Robert Stephenson and Mr. A. M. Ross are the engineers of this

great work. The latter gentleman, having completed bis duty as Engneer-
..ChWf of the Graad Trunk Railway, now directs his skill and attention
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elacsively to this structure. The contractors are Messrs. Peto, Brassey,
ald Betts. The bridge will cost about £1,250,000.

As regards the commercial importance of the Victoria Bridge, Mr.
Robert tephenson, in a report addressed to the directors in May, 1854
ays:.

" The great object, bowever, of the Canadian system of railways is not to
toTMpete with the St. Lawrence, which will continue to accommodate a cer-
. In portion of the trafdic of the country, but to bring those rich provinces
'ito direct and easy connection with all the ports on the east coast of the
Atlantic fori Halifax to Boston, and even New York, and consequently
tlrough these parts nearer to Europe.

" If the line of railway communication be permitted to remain severed by
the St. Lawrence, it is obvious that the benefits which the system is calcula-
ted to confer upon Canada must remain, in a great extent, nugatory, and of
a local character.

" The Province will be comparatively insulated and cut off from that coast
tO which her commerce naturally tends ; the traffic from the West nust
either continue to adopt the water communication, or, what is more prob-
able,-nay, I should say certain,-it would cross into the United States by
those lines nearly completed to Buffalo, crossing the river near Niagara."

There can be no doubt that without the Victoria Bridge the large and
eOmprehensive traffic system involved in the construction of the Grand Trunk
llailway could only be partially and, by comparison, ineffectual carried out
et a very great cost. Montreal is the terminal point of an ocean navigation,
anid is connected with the Lower St. Lawrence and the ocean on one side,
4iid with the great Canadian and American lakes-extending 2,000 miles
14to the heart of the continent-on the other. It is aiso the centre from
Which lines of railway now radiate to Portland, Boston, and New York, and
to Which lines will converge from the Ottawa and the other rich, though as
Yet only partially developed districts of Canada. It is therefore, the con-
'iction of those persons most capable of forming a sound judgment on the
q1estion, that, great as is the cost of the bridge, by means of it a better,
tore rapid, and cheaper communication will be afforded for the produce of
the inagnificent districts of Western Canada and of the Northwestern States
Of Anerica, including Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, &c.,
to the Atlantic seaboard, and for the supply of those districts with imported
goods, than by any other route on the American continent.

We shall give as a supplement to our next publication a diagram, which'
show the great amount of work doue on the bridgs up to the 1st instant,

pm the Canadian News, published in London, Dec. 9th.
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COMMERCIAL SUMMARY AND REVIEW.
ToRONTO, January 20, 1858.

Our report, like the dispatches of the lamented Lord Raglan, must begin wißt
complaints of unfavourable weather-unfavourable in being too mild for tbe
seasop, completely destroying our winter roads, and depriving us of the nerry
jingle of the sleigh bells, with their attendant business and bustle. It is scarcels
necessary to say that business continues depressed with little prospect of immle-
diate amendment. The prices of our exports have declined at least 30 per cent.
within six months, and the cost of transportation is of course much greater thaly
durilg the season of navigation. The low prices of wheat and flour in manY
parts of Canada offer great inducements to purchasers who could afford to hold
over tili spring. But to do this we fear they must not depend upon currency a
the basis of their operations. Let thems not suppose, however, that Canada cal"
not furnish plenty of currency in exchange for capital, whenever that shal be
forthcomiug.

We bave now had a three weeks trial of the decimal currency and all noteg,
checks and local bills of exchange must be drawn in dollars and cents. Furtber
legislation will, however, be necessary to bring the new system into general use"
With our present half-penny postages and penny daties, the cent an
the copper are ever in conflict, and must remain so till our postages and specifc
duties are charged in cents, and tee are furnished with cente to pay them. 'W
commend this subject to the especial attention of the Hon. the Inspector Gener'
ai. We do not say that Parliament should be convened earlier on this accountr
as if we had the required reforms, we could make little use of them in the present

dearth of money.
We notice a more hopeful feeling in Montreal, whose merchants claim to haVe

stood the pressure better than their Toronto brethren. If we except the
few houses here who have been engaged in outside speculations we think any
difference is due to the different position of the two cities, and not on account Of
any greater prudence on the part of the Montreal merchants in their dealingS
Montreal is unquestionably the great commercial and financial centre, maY Of
her merchants were princes when Toronto was a wilderness, her wealth is there-
fore not only much greater but better consolidated. They have long since
learned the lesson we are now learning, and have been taught the necessitY O
keeping a large amount of their means where they can be made available wben
required. Uy controling the principal Banking institutions they have been in a
position to squeeze what our Hamilton friends call the "life blood of our Con"
merce" from the Branches to sustain the more important interests at the parent
institutions. We do not pretend to discuss the wisdom of such a policy. For
be it from us to question the discretion of the brave captains who have piloted
our vessel with so much credit through those fearful stormsin which the credit '
England, Scotland and the 'United States has so severely suffered. But Ive
must tell them that many think they are running us too near the breakers wher
the danger of stranding is always the greatest.

The quarterly returns of imports at Toronto have just been published, a
will appear in their proper place in our February number. The Recapitulation
of Imports, Exports and Duties, foots up as follows:

Value. Duty.
Goods paying specifie duty-------- 33,522 3 0 6,132 6 2
Goods at 20 per cent ------ . 5,129 9 2 1,025 18 3
toods at 15 per cent .......... 103,412 3 7 15,512 16 6
Goods at 5 per cent-------....... 2,073 14 6 103 13 8
Goods at 2j per cent ........... 12,594 14 9 315 3 10
Free Goods .................... 56 789 3 6

Grand Totals......... .... £213,526 8 6 £23,089 18 6

a.72
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The total arnount imported from Great Britain was £89,651 15e 3d ; from
orth America, £5,202 15s 10d ; froi the States, £117,900 0s 1ld; and from

foreig countries, £771 168 6d.
EXPORTs.

The following are the Exports for the same quarter:-
Produce of the Forest, m. feet 250,500 ------------- 2,929 0 0
Animals and their product8 .
Agricultural products . . ..------------------------ 35,856 1 6

Total value of exports. . ..--------------------£38,776 1 6
Ail of which was exported to the States.

The annual return of the Customs of this port shows a large falling of during
the past year, as the following figures will show:

hnports.
Value.

1856 ...................................... £1,738,657
1857 ...................................... 1,271,365

Decrease........ ............................. 467,292
This decrease is shared in all branches of trade as the

*hich we find in the Toronto Globe will show:

GROCERIES.

Quantity.
1856 1857

Coffee, Ibs............ 502,132 273,214
Molasses, gals............. 48,719 25,420
Brandy " ............ 25,709 2,592
Whiskey " ............ 55,580 12,218
Sugar, cwt. ............ 42,712 29,276
Dried Fruit, ib ........... 236,209 154,382
Teas, ........... 985,098 552,380
Tobacco ". 464,161 313,814

DRY GOODS.

Cotton@ ........................................................
Linens .................................
Silks............................................................
W oollens ......................................................
Clothes, Ready made......................................
Straw Goods ................................................

HARDWARE.

1856
£15,315

5,705
11,635

7,854
78,941
8,485

90,645
20,729

£250,007
20,180
96,187

272,434
16,775
11,398

Duty.
£195,160

144,728

50,432

following statistics

Value.

£À

Iron and Hardware......................................... £134,282
Iron-Bar, Wrought, &c.,................................. 20531
Tin and Zinc................................................. 7,039

The following shows the imports and exports for the last eight
Imports.

1850............................................. £634,722
1851............................................. 678,492
1862............................................. 639,317
1853............................................. 11105,056
2854.................. . ...... 1,368,706
1855..... ......................... 1,405,453
1856............................................. 1,738,657
1857............................................. 1,271,3 5

1857
8,515
2,852
1,434
1,269

61,169
4,055

52,595
17,522

229,698
14,947
63,277

162,997
12,242
8,067

57,879
12,195
3,710

years:
Exportz.
£67,557

81,850
134,211
221,490
273,049
404,105
551,333
163,417
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We have again to complain of au increasing amount of importations of 8grn'
cultural products from the United States, principalLy of articles which should bd
brought to market by our own farmers. We mention the following items:

Butter 475 cwt. at..... .... ..... .... ......... £2,639
Cheese. 3,663 .------------------------------- 9,721
Green Fruit.............................. . 8,980
Oats, 30,000 bushel ---------------------------- 2,954
Indian Corn 135,645 bushels----- .---------------- 21,989
Lard, 110,148 lbs . ..------------------------------ 2,448
Eggs, 42,282 dozens. . ..---------------------------- 1,774
Vegetables, all kind --------------------------- 3,610
Meats of ail kinds. ....---------------------------- 28,081

Total . . . . . ..----------------------------------£82,196

The return of FREE GOODs exported is evidently much short of the true figurl
and therefore unreliable, as we shall show in our next issue.

We are indebted to the Globe for the following review of the produce market:

THURSDAY, January 21st, 1858.

We are glad to notice the increased supplies of various seasonable articles of
produce, and we tiust that this is but the beginning of large deliveries on the
part of farmers. Prices, notwithstanding, are firm; and for some articles higher
rates have been realized. There is nothing brought into the market but find9
ready sale at comparatively good rates; and for the principal products, it «ould
require a largely increased supply to fill the demand. Little or no importatiOf
by railroad is going on, and citizens generally are dependant on farmers for
supplies.

WHEAT.-The market for wheat is buoyant, both for home, milling, and for
export; and ready sale is found for good samples. The increased deliveriea
instead of depressing rather stimulates the demand; as dealers think it worth
while to operate now, that something beyond a few loads a day is offered. There
is not much competitions among buyers, yet quite suflicient, with the desire to
obtain wheat, to keep prices up to their limit. The sales of Saturday and Tues-
day may be taken as the criterion for the week, these being at 80c to 85c (49 to
4s 3d) for good fall wheat, 85c to 90c (4s 3d to 4s 6d) for the choicest samples'
per bushel. Inferior, for distilling purposes, is saleable at 65e to 70; (3s 3d to
3s 6d) per bushel. Samples, with grown or sprouted grains, however few, are
not looked upon with favour, and nothing bnt the soundest aad driest lots CoUl-
mand outside rates,-more attention evidently being given to the condition 1I
which the wheat is found, rather than the quality of the sample.

SPRING WHEAT is in good request at 65o to 75e (3s 3d to 3s 9d); the genera
rate for medium samples being 70e (3s 6d) per bushel. The demand is active,
and these rates would be paid far large lots.

The following are the the receipts and ainount in store of wheat at the wharve9
on Tuesday:-

Wheat.-In store last report, bushs............. ...... 4,746
Received since ... 1,666

6,412
Shipped .......... . ........... ............... None

At.present in store...................................... 6,412
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PLoUR.-The flour market is without change. A rather better demand, based
bowever on the lowest rates, is prevalent; and several speculative sales for ship-
Ment have taken place during the week. The current rates are variously stated
at $3.50 for superfine, £3.60 to $3.75 for fancy, and $4 for extra,-very choice
brands of the latter $4 25 per barrel. Superfine No 2 has been sold at $3 to
83.2o per barrel. There is not a great deal offering, and prices will hardly recede
More from any pressure on the market.

The following is the receipts, shipments, &c., of Flour on the wharves during
the week:-

FLoua-In store last report, barrels----------------------- 2,359
leceived since.........................................2,870

5,229
Shipped. . . . . ..----------------------------------------. ---- 360

At present in store......---------------------------------.4,869

PARMERs' FLOUR finds a low sale at $3,25 to $4 per barrel in bags. The
quality is of a varied character and not generally very good.

BARLEY is rtill in good demand for local: uses at 50e to 56jc (2s. 6d. to 2s
10d.) per bushel.

RYE.-The small supply of Rye brought in, meets ready sale at 55c to 60c.
(2s. 9d. to 3s.) the latter for the choicest descriptions.

OATs are scarce and much enquired for. Sales are reported at 39c to 33hc (le.
6d. to le. 8d.) but the general price is ls. 7d. per bushel.

PEÂs are unsettled, and with a moderate supply, 40e to 50e (2s. to 2s. 6d.)
have both been realized per bushel. The qualities are varions, and regulate the
Price.

POTATOES are unchanged, prices ranging from 65c to 70e (3s. 3d. to 3e. 6d.)
Per bushel, several loads of good quality moving off at the first price.

APPLES of the common variety are plentiful, $1 25 to $1 50 per barrel. Good
keeping apples $2 to $2 50 per barrel.

BUTTER is plentifuL Roll sells at 18c to 20c, with a few sales ef fresh at 21e
(le. Id.) per ILb. Tub sells at 14c to 15e and 16je (8d to 10d) per b, with a
declining market.

EGGs are more plentiful at 16e to 18je (10d. to lld.) per dozen.
PoULTRay is scarce, and the following are the current quotations. Chickens

4 0e to 50e (29. to 2s. 6d.) Ducks 50c to 6:c 29. 6d. to 3s.) per pair. Geese 50c
to 6 0c each. Turkeys 65c to $1 each.

PORK le in better supply with the market less firm. Sales are reported at $5
to $5 50 per 100 bs. Some lots have been bought at $5 75.

BEEF-Slaughtered $4 to $5 for hind quarter, and $5 to $5 50 for fore do.
On foot, the current rates are $5 to $6 per 100 lbs, sinking one-third.

SnEEp $4 to $6 each. Calves $5 to $8 each.

WOOL, 15C (9d.) per lb for the best washed. Sheepskins 25e to 50c (l. 3d.
tO 2. 6d.) for poor to best or recent slaughter. Beef hides, $4 per 100 Ibs.

WooD-The supply of the market is large, and generally in excess of the
demand. Good loads are sold at $3,50 to $4 each, according to quantity and
quality. On the wharves holding thefrates are still $5 to $5,50 per cord.
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MONTREAL MARRETS.

MONTREAL, January 16, 1858.
Business continues inactive. Snow fell yesterday, but a thaw set in last night

and it bas rained almost without intermission all day. The roads in the city
and neighborhood are consequently almost impassible. There is now appearance
of frost, which is much wanted. The winter crossing at Longueuil is now safoi
and with improved roads we may look for an increase of business. The trade
returns for this port for the past year have been published, but we can only find
room for a brief synopsis of the varions items. We shall publish these returns
more at length in our next issue.

Complaints are general of short remittances from country customers, particu-
larly from Canada West. But as the largest proportion of our goods are sold to
Upper Canada customers, any falling off wili of course be most felt Irom that
quarter. Our merchants, however, are generally in a sound condition, and as
we cannot doubt that the worst is past, we may safely anticipate a graduai re-
turn of easier times. The law of Upper Canada which enables country dealer
and others to grant preferences by bills of sale and assiguments is justly con-
demned, and a very general hope is expressed that next session of parliamneut
will place the relations between debtors and creditors on a better footing.

The trade of Montreal exhibits a steady inerease, as is shown by the follow-
ng table of imports and exports for the last eight years.

Years. Imports. Duties. Exports.
1850 ------------.. £1,793,695 £258,474 £436,193
1851. . . 2,294,710 315,211 507,017
1852 ------------- 2,311,471 333,269 518,262
1853 ------------- 3,503,697 449,102 745,761
1854 ------------- 4,055,251 478,361 458,410
1855 ------------- 3,093,145 310,062 833,609
1856 ------------- 4,036,174 469,725 754,451
1857 ------------- 4,212,134 461,699 425,290

The following table exhibits the principal items of which the imports con-
sisted in 1856 and 1857:

1856. 1857.
Hardware ------------------- £531,06 C514,053
Dry Goods ------------------ 1,170,943 1,357,348
Groceries ---------------------
Teas ----------------------- 115,392 125,927
Sugars ......... 274,067 303,097
Yuolasses ---------------------- 82,123 81,180
Wines, Spirits, &c.---------------148,725 197,868
Fish ------------------------- 62,222 33,239
Tobacco, (Manufactured)-------- 32,575 48421

" (Uumanufactured) ...... 12,528 608
Oils .............. .82,722 50,216
Coffee .................. . 14,536 8,292
]Rice ------------------------- 6,35 8,112
Fruit ------------------------- 44,96 51,321
Tallow ----------------------- 38,227 40,731
Drugs and Medicines ............ 26,915 27,034
Crockery........39,243 43,084
Glas--18,719 30,657
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The receipts of produce by River, Railroad, and Canal foot up as under:-

Articles. 1856. 1857.
Ashes, barrels.----------------- 11,629 13,196
Flour, " -------- 712,038 637,052
Wheat, bushels- -1,546,352 1,78,965
Indian Corn, " ------------------ 637,969 38362
Pork, brls ---------------------- 30,723 13,402
Barley, bushs -------------------- 24227 20,494
Butter, kegs --------------------- 12,908 13,747
Lard, " -.---------- 8,524 1558
Beef, bris ------------------------ 524 86
Oatmeal, brls -------------------- ,332 929
Oats, bushs----------------------43,139 17,771
Pease -" ---------------- 52,997 16,793

The highest and lowest prices of flour is shown in the followitig statement

BICHES? POINT. LowEST POINT.

May 23rd, 1857. Oct. 3184 1857.
s. d. Et.d. s. d. a. d.

CanadaFine, 'fbrl ------------- 30 0 to 31 O 18 0Oto 18 9
Superfine, No. 2, Il--------- 32 0 to33 0 21 0 to 22 6

Do. NL'o. 1, Canadian -------- 33 6 to 34 6 24 0 to 24 6
Fancy---------------------36 6to37 0 25 0to25
Extra Superfine ----------- ----- 39 6 to 40 6 26 6 to, 27 6
Double Extra ----------------- 41 3 to 42 6 27 G to 28 6

Our space forbids our extending these interesting and vainable statistics, for
lvhich we are iudebted to the Montreal'Herald, whose annual review of the trade
of this port hus just appeared. The value of this rrview cannot be over-esti-
Bnated at this time, and the enterprising publishers menit the especial thanks of
the mercantile communiity.

We are indebted to the sme paper for our review of the markets.
FLO,;R-The receipts of the week are light, and we have to notice rather more

aetivity in the market, the dcmand being chiefly for superflue, of which a few
thousaud barrels have cbauged bands at firm rates, say $4,25 @ 4,40 'f bbl,
for May delivery; 3000 bbls. have been soldaut $4,50 for No. 1 superflne, at whicII
price a furthor quantity could be placed. About 1500 Fancy and extra were
taken during the week, for shipment, at $5,50 @ 4,60 for the former, and $4,85

16 5 for the latter.

WIIEAT-A few ernali lots have corne to band by llailroad, chiefly U. C.
Spring, which have fouiid buyers ut 87j cents.

PEAàsE-A rew thousand minots have been sold ut 80 cents, for shipment.
CoRN-Noce ini market.
BARLEY, O.&T, RYE.-The ireceipts farmers are very liglit, and transactions quite

Unimportant.
?aoyisos-?ork coiutinaes duli at our quotatioms sales are in retail only.
.Lsazs-PFot Ashes are again 8I(ghtly lower. Penrls, are uichanmged; thi

reeteipts &e very light,
FazmIHTse-Grain bas been taken hy the North American, at Portland, at 8@

pe quarter, froru Longueil to Liverpool, Grain and Flour at 4e, @ 4s. 61. 'f bbL.
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PRODUCE. $ $
ASIES-Pot ......................... . .. wt5 25 @ 5 40

Pearl ------------------------------------ 520 000
FLOUR--Canada Fine........ bbl. 196 lbs. 3 25 @ 3 50

Superfine No. 2------------------- ---------- 3 90 ( 4 00
Superflue No. 1 United States-4 30 4 40
Superfine No. 1 Canadian----------------------4 30 4 40
Fancy..-----------------------------------4 50 4 65
Extra Super ------------------------------- 00 ( 5 25
Double Extra ------------------------------ 25 5 40
Rye Flour -------------------------------- 280 300

INDIAN MEAL................... 196 lbs. None.
-200 b 3 75 @ 4 00

WIEAT-4 60 lb.
Wheat (U. C. and 'U. S. White) -------------------- Nouie.
il. C. Spriug -------------------------------- 087J @ 000
lRed Wheat----------------------------------- Noue.
Milwaukje Club -------------------------------- None.
Chicago Spriag----------------...----------------None.

BARLEY-- ------------------------------ minot 4 60 @ 4 65
OATS------ ---------- fmiot 0 @ 036
PEAS-White----------------------------- V inot 3 75 @ 4 80
INDIAN CORiN--------------------------- f 56 Ibs. None.
PROVISIONS-Beef, Mess -----------------We . . bbl. None.

Prime Mess..---------------------------------- None.
Prime u ..-------------------------------------- None.
Cargo ..-------------------------------------- None.

POR-Mess . . . ..---------------------------.. bbl 15 50 16 00
Prime Mess m------------------------------12 00 00 00
Prime mn---------------------------------- 10 50 @ 00 0
Prime, in bond, foreig inspected ------------------- None.
Cargo.-----------------------------------m.. -- None.

BUTTER-ispected No. .-------------------- . lb. None.
Inspected No. 2..------------------------------- None.
Uinspected .................................... 0 14 @ 15

EXCHANGE.
Batik, 60 days ou London---------------------- 11 j per cent premiuni.
Private, 60 days on London ..----------------.9 . 9. do
Bank, on demand, New York -------------------- à . .. do
Private, on demand New York ----------------. ------- nominal

MSCELLA EOAE S.

low to get up a Bank.

As a portion of our readers, says the Chenango (N.Y.) Union, have a
'feeling' in the history of the Hamilton Exchange Bank, we propose to give
a slight sketch of one of the operations by which it was got up. On the
21st of December, the two bonds and mortgages given by Frederick Hollis-
ter and wife to Theodore C. Grannis, on lands at Washington Mills, Oneida
tounty, for $35,000 each, were sold by the Bank Supeiintendent at Albany,



and brought ten cents on the dollar. This loss occasioned a loss on the cir-
culating notes of sixteen cents on the dollar, as announced by the Superin-
tendent. The mortgages were bid off hy a gentleman of this village.-
These mortgages were received at their face ($10,000) as so much of the
capital stock of the bank ; but if their actual value was only about ten per
cent, of the amount, it will be asked by what species of financiering could
they be made to represent $10,000. The answer is this:-The land mort-
gaged consisted of a farm of about nineteen acres, with three frame build-
ings, situated at Washington Mills. Now, this land in bulk, with the build-
Ings, may be, or migbt have been at the time the mortgages were given,
Worth about $3,000. The financiering consisted in dividing it up into vil-
lage lots, in all numbering fifty-seven. We have before us the original map
of the land so divided; and it really presents a very picturesque appearance.
On the north, running east and west, is a street appropriately named Broad-
way. From this street runs south Stanton street, Hollister street,Washing-
ton street, Mill street, and Clinton street, on the west runs from Broadway
southwest, while connecting ( linton with Stanton street, are school-lane and
hill street. On the east, Sadequada creek looms op into the dimensions of
the Hudson. The lots, fifty-seven in number, laid out upon these streets,
consists of half an acre each. Now it is evident that the operations of
Messrs. Fred. Hollister and Theo. C. Grannis could not have been successful
Without the aid of appraisers swearing to the correctness of their apprisal.
The gentlemen who officiated in this capacity, as appears by the original
appri-al and affidavit before us, were T. W. McLane, T. W. Bacon and F.
W. Grennis. They certify these lots to be worth various prices, from $250
to $1,000-making an aggregate of $26,000, and swear in their affidavit
that in their opinion each of these lots is worth in cash the sum set opposite
the description thereof. With the report and affidavit of these appraisers,
the mortgages were received for $10,000, leavng a nice little margh of
*16,000 by way of security to the bill holders. But, strange as ià may
seem, when these city lots come to be valued by sale of the mortgages, no
confidence man can be found who will give over $1,000 for them. Had
they bought one half of their face, the bills would have been redeemed at
par, but as it is, they are redeemed at 84 cents, and the depositors whistle for
their deposits. Such is the way the Hamilton Exchange Bank was got up,
and it is strange that its race of fraud and deception was not cut short long
ere it was.

Canadian Decimal Coinage.

From a conviction of the great importance of having at once a Canadian
Decimal Coinage to represent the new mode of accouuting, we have taken
pains to inquire how soan and in what form we are likely to have it; and we
are now enabled, on the best authority, to state that Mr. Wyon, Medallist
to the Royal Mint, bas prepared the design for the following pieces: In il-
Ver-.20 cents, 10 cents, 5 cents. In Bronze 1 cent. The Goverament
00n expect to receive specimens of the new coins.

Mtiscelaneous. 88-1



The 20 cent piece is intended to be equivalent to 5.066 grains of Eng-
Iish standard gold, and will be coined of 71.73 grains of English standard
silver.

The cent piece will be of the weigbt of the one-bundredth part of the
pound avoirdupois.

The coinage we have already stated will represent the head of Her Maé
jesty on one side; on the other will be letters describing the denomination of
the piece. For the last eight years a Canadian Decimal Coinage has been
at times talked of-since Mr. Hnck's abortive attempt of 1850 to establish
a Mint in Canada. We believe the public may now be positively assured
tbey are about te receive it at last.-Montreal Gazette.

Steamboat and Railroad Acridents in the United States during the Year 1857.
The following table embraces the number of steamnboat accidents which

have occurred on the rivers, lakes, and bays of that country, which were
attended with loss of life, and injury to persons during the years 1857 and
1856, toghther with the numaber of killed and wounded -

Accidents. Killed. Wounded.
1857 .............. 30 322 86
1856.............. 29 858 127

The following table shows the number of accidents, together with the
number of killed and wounded, which occurred on the various railroads in
the United States during the year 1857, also in 1856. No accident bas
been recorded which was not attended with loss of life or injury to person ;
neither does the table ernbrace the great number of persons who have been
killed and maimed by jumping from moving trains, attempting to get on cars
while they were in motion, being run over, etc-

Accidents. Killed. Wounded.
1857..... ........ 126 130 530
1856..............143 195 629

In 1857 the amount of travel by steamboat was nuch less than in 1856,
which no doubt in part accounts for the decrease in the loss of life. The
travel by rail, however, bas been rapidly increasing every year ; while trains
are being run with greater caution, and with less sacrifice of life by accidents.

In Great Britain only one in every 16,168,449 persons who travelled in a
single year was killed by causes beyond their own control.-Clevelnnd
Leader.

How PAT MISSED IT.-Patrick Greenough, Esq., retailer of poor rum,
in violation of the law, was caught by himself on Saturday last, by the fol-
lowing process: In the afternoon, two young Canadians called on Pat, took
something to drink, paid for the same, and went away. Shortly after, Pat
found a bogus half-dollar in bis till ; whereupon he started out after the young
men, and finding them in the street, charged them with passing on hira
the baud coin. Whereupon ail were taken before Justice Hiollerbeck.' The
Canadians averred that their only crime in the iatter was the buying of bad
liqor, and were discharged. Mr. Greenough, for illegal sale of liquor, was
fined (including éost) $27. which he paid, and went away excessively dis
gested with the result of the operation.-Burlington Fm Press.

Miscellaneous.382



New Publications.

Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada,
Notice bas been given that the interest on the Preference Bonds and on

the Debentures of the Company will be payable, as usual, on presentation of
the coupons at the Bankers of the Company, on and after the 1st proxime.

Notice has also been given that interest at the rate of 6 per cent per
annum on the consolidated Stock of the Company for the half-year ending
3 lst December, will be paid to the proprietors of such Stock in the 7 per
cent. debentures of the Company having 15 years to run, and bearing interest
from the lst January, 1858.

In ease the interest due to any proprietor shall be less than £100, a Scrip
Certificate for the amount will be issued, bearing interest, payable half-yearly,
at the same rate as the debentures.

These debentures and certificates will be forwarded to each proprietor on
the 15th January, 1858.

Subsequently, on presentation to Sir C. P. Ronev, the Secretary, of a
sufficient number of certificates to represent £100, a 7 per cent debenture of
the Company for that amount will be given in exchange.

NEW PUBLICATIOM.

TuE CANADA DIRECTORY, 1857-8. John Loveil, Montreal. Price $5.

We have already noticed the publication of this invaluable and, to the
Canadian merchant, indispensable work, and we have great pleasure in ob-
serving that an appreciation of its merits is not confined to Canada. Indeed,
the Canada Directory is likely to do more to make Canada known and re-
spected abroad than any other agency which could be employed for that
purpose.

Among the many favourable notices which the British press has bestowed
Upon the efforts of the enterprising publisher, we select the following from
the Glasgow Argus:-

"On our desk lies the Canada Directory, a surprising work. In the spring
of the year we took some notice of the prospectus, but we had no idea that
the prospectus shadowed such a book as that now before us. Canada was
always believed to be a great progressive country, destined, at some distant
day to hold a prominent place among the nations of the earth. But our
conceptions of that progress has not by a long way corne up to that whic-h
she bas attained. Not a great many years ago, Canada, as a mercantile
community, was nowhere,-buried in the forests, surrounded by frozen seas,
a country to be visited only by hardy and adventuresome men a few months
in the year, for the purchase of timnber and furs. But what do we find now?
lier commerce setting forth to the world, in no mean style, a book of upwards
1500 pages, telling us of ber 1300 cities, towns, and villages, with ber busi-
ness men in each; of her ships and steamboats on lier inland seas and rivers,
of ber produce from those rivers and those sens, of the yield of her mighty
forests and broad fields, of ber traffic with other nations, of her banks which
we see by late papers have stood firm and sure through the panic, of ber
1600 miles of railway, of ber canals, and her harbors, and wharfs, of her
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cities aud buildings, of ber churches and schools, of ber benevolent and lite-
rary institutions, of ber 2000 clergymen. And then we have also an aecount
of ber millions of acres of wild-lands, waiting for the axe and the plough of
the emigrant ; of ber vast mineral treasures, waiting the pick and the shovel
of the capitalist ; of ber unbounded water-power, almost ready for the spindle
and the loom of the manufacturer. This directory or rather Gazetteer,
besides all this, and a great deal more, gives us some information relative to
the government of Canada-ber laws, ber tariffs, and ber military. Yes,
Canada from this work, is a far greater country than she gets credit for.-
Speeches, and pamphlets, and papers have not told us one-half of what this
country is, of what she is doing, can do and must do. Only ten days' sail
fromn us lies this young and vigorous country. Her steameis and ber ships
come weekly to our shores. Our Queen is ber Queen, our flag is ber flag,
our language is ber language. Our sons guide ber commerce our brothers
till ber soil, our daughters preside over ber forest homes. You who want to
see a picture of a young colony stepping forth with manly bearing, worthy of
the country from which she bas spung, get a copy of this Directory. The
information it gives is invaluable ; besides, there is a Map of the Province, by
the first engineers of the country, in which every new village, up to Septem-
ber last is laid down. The type and the paper is of Canadian manufacture,
and will not be surpassed by any country. The work bas been got up with
great care, and may be faithfully relied upon. The expense of the undertak-
ing required an outlay of £12,000. V e hope the enterprising publisher in
Montreal will reap a handsome reward, not only in Canada but in this country
also, and be encouraged in the future years to tell us of the progress of the
" brigbtest gem in Victoria's crown."

THE UPPER CAN.A» LAw JOURNAL. Maclear & Co.,-Toronto. $4
per annumn.
The January number of this valuable Journal bas come to hand and is

as usual replete with legal decisions, articles on commercial law, &c., &c.
We republish from this number an able article on the subject of a Bankrupt
law for Canada.

CANADA BAx NOTE REPORTER. J. D. Nutter & Co., Montreal.
Both numbers for January have been received, and instead of a Bank

Note Reporter which only advised us of money matters in New York, we
have now one which, coming from the great money centre of our own coun-
try is of much greater interest to the Canadian. We notice the Reporter's
remarks on the currency elsewhere.

New Fublications.


